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Come gather around people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown…
For the times they are a-changin’.

“The Times They Are a-Changin” is a
song written by Bob Dylan in 1964 exuding a
deliberate attempt to create an anthem of change
of time. Yes, our ardent readers, the times have
changed since we first published our Yearbook in
2010 and continuing with the legacy, MEX Nepal
is privileged and honored to proclaim the launch
of the fifth Yearbook. In a nutshell, the Yearbook,
like its previous editions, attempts to extract the
important stories enveloping the commodity
market from around the globe from the year gone
by thereby empowering our readers with a one-stop
solution. When MEX Nepal began its operation in
2009, the commodity market was at its infancyit was a time of market awareness. But fast
forward to contemporary times, the commodity
market has grown by leaps and bounds and is on
overdrive with scores of investors jumping in the
bandwagon. The year 2014 will always be marked
in the pages of history as the year in which the
oil prices witnessed an astounding fall. Nearer
home, we were delighted to commence the silver
delivery in various contracts in partnership with
Century Bank Limited. With numerous factors
taking center-stage on a global and domestic scale,
the Nepalese commodity market has driven to an
epoch in time when looking forward is mystically

inter-woven with the times that have passed.
Having comprehended the requirements of
the local investors, the Commodity Insights
section has been revamped to usher in new ways
of analyzing the market fundamentals in the form
of a technical indicator, Relative Strength Index
(RSI), and Risk-Return analysis. Through the
detailed explanation of the analysis involved,
the team hopes that the readers would benefit
from a greater insight into the commodities
involved. The RSI and the risk-return analysis
of the corresponding commodity have been
further explained in a quarterly and monthly basis
respectively. The data covered is more illustrative
which will help to stand the readers in good stead
in the ensuing days.
As in previous editions, the experts have
voiced their opinions on vital topics essential to be
disseminated among the readers. The topics range
from minute subjects to larger issues hampering
the domestic and the international economy.
Without any shadow of a doubt, the articles have
been meticulously prepared keeping the readers in
mind and to each expert we owe our gratitude for
their wonderful contributions.
The popularity of the MEX Almanac in
the previous editions has been instrumental
in providing a more inclusive analysis of the
corresponding commodity in the respective
month. Through the Almanac, we hope to
enlighten the readers about the major happenings
from the world of commodities.
The various research papers cover a wide

array of topics from MEX employees which have
been carefully prepared keeping the interest of
the readers in mind. While one writer has touched
upon the diverse policies of central banks around
the world, the other has written on the sectoral
reforms of India and China and what Nepal can
learn from our august neighbors in this regards.
Another article attempts to critically analyze
the potential of the local coffee market and
taking it onto a global stage. Another interesting
piece revolves around the career options in the
commodity market and how one can make a
profession stemming out of the opportunities
from it.
We would like to thank each and every
individual who have been instrumental in shaping
this edition of the yearbook. A round of thanks
goes to our in-house designer, Mr. Surya Shrestha
for his contribution in designing the yearbook.
A special gratitude is reserved for our CEO, Mr.
Jitesh Surendran for his constructive ideas and
support throughout the period. We would also like
to thank our guest editor, Mr. Rukmagat Kaphle,
for his valuable insights in making this years’
yearbook a monumental success.
We have witnessed a resurgence of the
investors in the commodity markets in recent days
and the Yearbook stands testimony to the popular
adage- the markets works on information. We
sincerely hope that the investors can comprehend
with the changing times and also request our
readers to send us their valuable suggestions and
feedback for future editions.

Dear Readers,
This year book is a step taken by MEX Nepal to aware the market participants. I strongly believe that this book will give you the
necessary information about the commodity market and more precise about the derivative market in Nepal. Since catering to the demands
of the clients is always at the forefront of our endeavors, MEX Yearbook 2014 is a fitting supplement to all the happenings enveloping
the commodity market. I owe a special thanks to MEX Nepal for providing me an opportunity to be the guest editor through which I have
gained considerable knowledge into the making of the ultimate guide in Nepali Commodity Eco-System-MEX Yearbook. Thank you.

Guest Editor
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Message of MD

Dipendra Khatiwada
Managing Director
MEX Nepal

W

e have completed one more year which gives me enormous delight and pride as we were able
to achieve more milestones in a never ending quest of establishing ourselves as a fair and
transparent market place for various commodities. A major issue from the past was the regulation of the
industry which seems to be close to implementation with the effort being made from the government
agency. At the same time, we are very much focused for the development of a fair market place and this
year, it was moment of pride for us to initiate the physical delivery of silver which was also the first of
its kind in the country. At the same time, we are continuously exploring the potential of delivering the
agricultural commodities which would be instrumental for the local farmer, producer, merchandiser,
importers among others. Having said this, there is also a need to have equal support from the various
agencies working in the field of agriculture, and warehouse for the development of fair and transparent
market place and other various component of supply chain which shall help to establish national level
market place.
In order to achieve this we require greater involvement of various sectors in order to develop
warehouse and grading agency. With the support and involvement of these entities along with
producer, consumer and suppliers, it would help us to create a synergistic impact in the field of fair
price discovery mechanism for various locally produced commodities.
Therefore, immediate priority for the development of the market shall depend upon the following
agendas:
• Speeding up the commodity exchange regulation process
• Development of warehouses and grading agencies
• Provision for warehouse receipt financing system
• Insuring of crop
• Securitization of produced commodity
In order to accomplish these above factors, timely regulation is the most important along with the
policies addressing the issues in the field of warehouse, receipt financing, grading and crop insurance
among others. Therefore, establishment of a full-fledged national level commodity marketplace with
greater involvement from warehouse, grading agencies, insurer, producer and supplier can be achieved
with the timely regulation of the market.
In our context everything is slowing down and almost no speed on anything to be completed and
it may be due to the transitional phase of country. But that should not affect the economic growth of
country. We are facing a long waiting to get regulation and other relevant aspects to be completed to
gear up the process of economic integration of commodity exchange on place. Once these delay over
we can expect the real aspect of impact on economy through the commodity exchange.
At the end, I would like to express my gratitude to all of our business members and market
participants for their perpetual support. We also hope that this relationship would continue in the
upcoming days.

Dipendra Kumar Khatiwada
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Message of CEO

Jitesh Surendran
CEO
MEX Nepal

Dear Patrons,
It’s good to be back with our next Year Book, this is our 5th yearbook. MEX
Year Book 2014 will be a complete power house to know the MEX Markets
Volume and intricacies in detail and also to know all the market developments
MEX is undertaking for market penetration and growth of the industry.
2014 has been a year of market development through education and also letting
the market know the role of new market mechanism which MEX has introduced
through our new AX1 trading systems, for more market transparency and
confidence among the participants.
Market Makers, the new entity introduced in the industry was embraced very
positively by the market participants and we were able to add a sizeable amount
of market makers to the MEX markets. Market makers are providing liquidity
and also enabling the role of multiple counter parties to the end users, thereby
entrusting more trust and confidence to them. Market makers also play a very vital
role in delivery products.
Apart from the New Market Model, state of the art industries best market
Technology, 2014 has been a very important year for MEX, as it was for the first
time we were able to launch a delivery product jointly with Century Bank Ltd. We
launched 1kg and 20 Kg Delivery silver contracts with Quality Certification. This
is a very first in the industry and also many participants are enjoying this service
big time.
2015 will be a challenging one as we will be focusing continuously into market
development, full regulation of the industry, focus on more Deliverable Products
and also market Education through SPACE programs. Since Android platforms are
in big demand, we will be focusing to launch MEX Android Trader by early 2015.
Our discussions with various stake holders with respect to deliverable agro
Commodities are underway and we are hopeful we will launch our first agro
deliverable product in the year 2015.
Hope you will enjoy going through the details of MEX Markets, as the editorial
team enjoyed putting it together for you.
Last but not the least a loud cheer to the editorial team who had worked tirelessly
to put this Yearbook 2014 together and make it a success. Also I owe my utmost
gratitude to our Guest Editor for MEX Year Book 2014, Mr. Rukmagat Kaphle,
who had taken his time to be the Guest Editor for this edition of the Yearbook.

JITESH SURENDRAN
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Message from SAFE

Aftab Ahmad Ch.
Secretary General
SAFE

I am very pleased to be congratulating Mercantile Exchange Nepal Ltd. on completing
another successful year of operations. It is my pleasure to be contributing towards this yearly
memoir. In celebration of the 6th year of Mercantile Exchange of Nepal Ltd., the growth of a
commodity market in Nepal must be highlighted. It is an exceedingly encouraging factor in the
larger perspective of sustaining a symmetrical growth across the South Asian region.
The foundation and growth of a commodity exchange is only the beginning of exploring
a vastly untapped market in pursuit of formalizing official regulation mechanism for goods
essential to productivity. Consolidation of a commodity and futures’ market in the face of today’s
hyper-connected global markets serves to propel a nation forward into deeper competitive waters
while securing a larger slice off the global supply chain.
Only the savviest of investors and traders are able to grasp upon the multitude of financial
services and products which may be unleashed to appropriately capitalize upon the opportunities
presented by such a venture. A host of financial products and services such as futures’ contract,
options on futures contracts and an even wider range of derivative products are potentially
accommodated.
This secures a stable flow of goods in terms of real assets as comparative to the liquidity
of financial markets. A sustained chain of commodity demand and supply not only keeps the
products in physical custody, but potentially benefits the market in times of value fluctuation as
witnessed by the economic slow-down (read recession) of 2012.
Spot contracts allow the farmers and producers of goods to join in the fray and earn their due
with the extension of an instant contract or a derivative instrument, and the benefits are not just
limited to the agrarian sector, but extend into energy sector, precious and industrial metals as
well as useful materials such as rubber, palm oil, and wool.
However, great care must be given to the state litigation and regulation of such products.
Being the real assets, their physical trade invites many lucrative incentives which if left
unregulated may fall prey to counterfeit measures. The presence of illicit or unregulated traffic
of these goods steal from the genuine labour of hard manual work, simultaneously hurting a
national economy, in turn slowing down the national productivity.
Nepal would be well served if a national policy of regulation is initiated and its enforcement
practiced with zeal. This would afford Nepal a prodigious advantage in terms of symmetrical
growth along the lines of the greater region, allowing it parallel access to the greater markets of
South Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East and South East Asia.
Working along the lines of parallel regional development, Nepal can utilize this platform of
a regulated commodity market to launch into several terms of agreements with major producers
of goods and the global supply chain, affording her populace an ever increasing share of goods,
improving their overall quality of life. Working in tandem with the greater markets of the world,
policies can be pointed towards correcting abusive speculation in the markets, and combating
price volatility while stabilising global food prices.
The proposed developments not only align Nepal with the greater markets of the world
bilaterally, but also accommodate a structure for securing a uniform alignment of the South
Asian region, opening the doors to our greater dream of regional financial integration.
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Message from SITC

Binod Prasad Timsina

Managing Director
Shree RajShyamaji Investment & Trade Center Pvt. Ltd., Kirtipur, Kathmandu

In financial terms, derivatives is known as an agreement or contract based on an
underlying assets. It means, instead of exchanging the actual asset, agreements or contracts
are made to exchange cash or other assets for the underlying asset within the specified
time frame. According to this as the value of underlying asset changes, value of derivative
also changes accordingly. This shows our lives is filled with derivatives such asservice
agreements, credit cards and regular everyday contracts promises a service now in exchange
for cash within the specified period of time. Derivatives are financial tools, makes our
business as well as regular lives easier.
Derivative, as a high technique trading tool has almost a history of over 100,000 years,
since people bartered for goods and services. Over the period of time, merchants have come
across with varities of problems, their determined will power to overcome the problems
that they faced over the period of time of their merchant.Development of bartered trade
over the huge time period eventually led to the development of commodity money basis
for trading.
Over the period of time, derivative market gained huge popularity on trading system.
Up to the beginning of modern age it gained widespread use. The drastic development
of these derivatives was electronic trading, launched initially by the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange in 1992. Its higher transparency, lower transaction cost and greater liquidity have
provided huge opportunities and benefits for its users throughout the world.
Later, at the beginning of 21st century, derivatives business entered into South Asian
countries i.e. India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and so on. After 2005, number of
derivative companies i.e., Commodity and Metal Exchange Nepal Ltd (Comen), Mercantile
Exchange Nepal Ltd. (MEX), Nepal Derivative Exchange Ltd. (NDEX) entered the Nepali
market as the derivative exchange business house fulfilling minimum formalities of the
government. In Nepali financial market, the derivative business or this electronic trading
system have huge potentiality to develop country’s economy.
Derivative could provide alternative in Nepali investment portfolio, risk minimization,
fair price discovery, high leverage, high liquidity, speculation and arbitraging, a two way
profit/loss etc. These features of derivative commodity market bear complete ability to
provide sound and fruitful future expectations for Nepali youths and energetic persons. This
is because youths could use it as the best investment return platform. Agriculturalist could
use it to get the best value for their products. Investors could use it as the best opportunity
for hedging.This shows derivative commodity market has full of future expectations for all
who are energetic to grab its benefits.
sitcnepal@gmail.com
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An Empirical Test on
Pecking Order Theory
in Nepal
Capital structure of a firm refers to the blend of debt and equity
funding a firm undertakes to finance its assets. Globalization has
resulted in increased competition which has pushed the financing
behavior of a firm and the managers at the heart of the financial
management. This has become one of the core functions of all the
businesses these days as finance managers look to minimize the
cost of capital to ensure the maximization of wealth of existing
shareholders. For this, they tend to prefer debt issuance incase when
there is lack of internal funding rather than issuance of new equity.
Many questions like how do firms finance their capital decisions,
what are the factors that influence the choice of particular mode of
finance to the other and whether firms follow or prefer any particular
pattern in their financing behavior are questions that have puzzled
many researchers for a long time.
Priority 1
Internal Financing via
Firm Generated Profit

Priority 2
External Financing via
Debt Issuance
Priority 3
External Financing via
Equity Issuance

Pecking order of Financial Hierarchy
The pecking order theory was first suggested by Donaldson in
1961 and later it was popularized by Stewart C. Myers (1984) where
he argues that companies prioritize their sources of financing, first
preferring internal financing, and then debt, lastly raising equity as
a “last resort”. As and when the internal finance moves out of the
option due to the depletion of the funds, the debt is issued by the
company. And when it is no longer sensible to issue any more debt,
equity is issued. This theory maintains that businesses adhere to a
hierarchy of financing sources and prefer internal financing when
available, and debt is preferred over equity if external financing is
required. Here equity refers to issuing of shares in the market which
means bringing additional external ownership into the company.
The objective of this study was to identify whether firms follow
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Ashish Singh
(Mr. Ashish Singh had completed his MBA in Finance from Ace
Institute of Management. He is currently working in the capacity of
Finance Analyst looking after Kazakhstan for automobile dealership
for Volvo CE and Australia for overall fleet management of heavy
equipments at Automotive Management Services headquartered in
United Arab Emirates.
(www.automotivemanagementservices.com)
a particular pattern in their financing behavior and the factors
affecting those behavior, more precisely at comparing the difference
in financing behavior of industries functioning in Nepal, be it
manufacturing or service, private or public.
The study analyses the pecking order theory and its relevance
in Nepalese Context. The research analyses the corporate financing
decisions of the manufacturing and service firms in Nepal. Among
all the manufacturing companies, a total of 10 of the companies are
private manufacturing firms whereas 5 public manufacturing firms.
Also for the Hotels and Airlines, 6 of those companies which are
listed in Nepal Stock Exchange are taken as the sample for the
purpose of the study.
The data used in this study is time series data. The researcher
have used the simple model from Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999)
for testing the Pecking Order Hypothesis. The simple model of
pecking order theory have been shown below:
ΔDit = α+βDEFi+ε(1)
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Where,
ΔDit is the change in debt issued for firm i at period t. The
dependent variable Dit is represented by the amount of debt
issued by firm i in year t.
DEF is the internal fund deficiency which is calculated by
combining dividend payment, capital expenditure, changes in
working capital and deducting firm’s operating cash flows.
The Extended Pecking Order Model have also been considered
here by the researcher developed Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999)
in order to accomodate different adjustment costs for debt increase
and decrease to mitigate some problems in the simple model. The
extended model for the research have been shown below:
ΔDit = α0 + α1DIVit + α2ΔWCit + α3Xit + α4CFOit+ ε (1)
Where,
ΔDit is the change in debt issued for firm i at period t
Div is the dividend paid period t
ΔWCit is the changes in working capital at period t for firm i,
while
Xit, capital expenditure at period t for firm i
CFOit is the cash flow from operation at period t for firm i
The extended model for the pecking order hypothesis is expected
to have a positive association between issuance of debt financing
and money spent on dividend, changes in working capital and capital
expenditure whereas negative association is expected between the
issuance of debt and the Cash flow from the Operations.
The researcher have used both primary as well as secondary
data for the purpose of the study. For the purpose of the secondary
data analysis, various methods such as linear regression, multiple
regressions and Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient have been used.
For the purpose of primary data, questionnaire was used as a tool
and distributed to the managers at finance department in different
organizations such as trading,manufacturing and services industry,
which were situated within the Kathmandu valley. Convenience,
judgemental as well as snow ball sampling methods were used for
the purpose of the study.
The findings and conclusion of the secondary data were as
follows:

For Simple Model, the result from the secondary data analysis
showed that there exists a significant relationship between internal
fund deficiency (DEF) and changes in the debt issues (∆Dit) for all
the firms be it private and public manufactring firms or service firm.
However the theory itself suggests that when there is internal fund
deficiency, the firms look to cover up those deficiency by issung
debts in the market thus resulting in the standardized coefficient
of 1, whereas the low level of standardized coefficient value for
manufacturing firms and service firms (Public: 0.57, Private:0.25 and
Service: 0.542) signified that although the result showed significant
relationship between internal fund deficiency and changes in debt,
full acceptance of the hypothesis is in question. However, the
relevance of the pecking order theory cannot be disregarded. Hence,
the pecking order theory is found to have been significant but in its
weaker form.
The analysis of the extended model showed that for public
manufacturing, cash flow from operation showed a significant
relationship with the issuance of debt in the market which means
the companies were issuing debts to fulfill their cash flow needs,
whereas for private manufacturing firms, dividend payment,
changes in the working capital and cash flow from operation showed
significant relationship with the issuance of debt in the market
which explains higher the dividend payment and changes in working
capital higher is the issuance of debt in the market to and lower the
cash flow from operations higher is the debt issuance. The study of
the service firms showed that capital expenditure and changes in
working capital showed significant relationship with the issuance of
debt in the market.
The primary research conducted by the researcher gave more
insight on the behavior of the managers in an organization. The study
showed that the primary data is in consistency with the result from
the secondary data, which showed that managers in an organization
follow the pecking order theory. Also the research showed that
information asymmetry and tax liability played an important role in
deciding between debt financing and equity financing.
Hence, the overall finding of the research showed support for
pecking order theory in Nepal.
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Economic Importance of Non Timber
Forest Products:

Potential for
Sustainable
Livelihoods - In the
Hill of Nepal
Introduction
Nepal comprises only 0.09 % of land
area on a global scale but it possesses a
disproportionately rich floral diversity at
genetic, species and ecosystem level (HMGN/
MFSC 2002). The Biodiversity Profiles Project
(1995) ranked Nepal as the country with tenthrichest flowering plant diversity of Asia. A
total of 5900 species of flowering plants and
about 4000 species of nonflowering plants are
recorded from Nepal (Bhujuet al. 2007). Hara
et al. (1978) and The World Conservation
Monitoring Centre (WCMC 1994) estimated
the number of angiosperms to be about 6,500.
Out of the recorded plants, there are over
2,000 species in Nepal which are known to be
potentially useful and are collectively referred
as Non Timber Forest Products (NTFPs).
NTFPs consist of goods of biological
origin other than timber or fuel wood derived
from forests, other wooded land and trees
outside forests (FAO 1999). NTFPs provide
important community needs for improved
rural livelihoods; contribute to household
food security and nutrition; help generate
additional employment and income; offer
opportunities for NTFP-based enterprises;
contribute to foreign exchange earnings; and
support biodiversity and other conservation
objectives (FAO 1995). Master Plan for
Forestry Sector (HMGN/ADB/FINNIDA
1988) identified NTFPs as major sub
sector in the forestry sector. MPFS (1988)
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Mr. Rijal has completed Masters in
Management of Development (Social
Inclusion, Gender and Rural Livelihood)
with Van Hall Larenstein University (Part of
Wageningen University), in the Netherlands.
He has more than twelve years’ experience
in economic empowerment, marketing and
livelihood sector. He had carried out more
than 2 dozens of assignment related to
livelihood and MAPs marketing and more
than one dozen assignments related to Value
chain analysis. Presently, he is working as
a consultant for Ministry of Agricultural
Development in Nepal.

Mr. Pyakurel has completed MSc (Botany)
in 2000 and has more than 14 years of
experience with NTFPs and MAPs and
more than six years of experience in value
chain and sub sector analysis. He has been
working in the field of NTFPs and MAPs
related to Value chain analysis. He has
published several articles and books on
NTFPs and MAPs. Presently, he is pursuing
PhD in Copenhagen University, Denmark.

formulated seven components of NTFPs:
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants (MAPs),
Sal seeds (Shorearobusta), Lokta bark
(Daphne bholua&D. papyracea), Sabaighas/
Babiyo (Eulaliopsisbinata), Pine resin
(Pinusroxburghii), Kattha (Acacia catechu)
and Bamboos and Canes (Bambusasp &
Arundinariasp). MAPs are biggest and by far
the most important component among NTFPs
and its contribution to the rural economy and

healthcare is far more than services offered
by other NTFP components. MAPs include
plants used to produce pharmaceuticals,
dietary supplement products and natural
health products, beauty aids, cosmetics,
and personal care products, as well as some
products marketed in the culinary/food sector
(WHO 2002). It has been estimated that about
701 plant speciesare known to have medicinal
value and are considered as MAPs (GIZ 2011).
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Livelihood Importance of NTFPs in Nepalese Context:
NTFPs and MAPs are increasingly becoming popular in
national markets as they are important ingredients of several herbal
cosmetics, herbal tea, food, medicines, etc and exportable items
like handmade paper, Allo weaved clothes etc. The value of NTFPs
has been recognized widely with its increasing contribution to the
Nepalese economy (Edwards 1996). The collection and marketing
of NTFPs is a major source of rural income and an important source
of revenue to the government of Nepal. In the mountainous regions
of Nepal, 10-100 per cent of households are reported to be involved
in commercial collection of NTFPs and medicinal plants, and in
some rural hilly areas, it contributes upto 50 percent of total annual
family incomes (Olsen and Larsen 2003). NTFPs/MAPs make up
about 5% of the gross domestic production (GDP) out of about
15% contribution from the forestry sector.
The annual trade of NTFPs/MAPs is huge in Nepal and are
important to large number of harvesters, traders, wholesalers
and manufacturers (Olsen 2005). More than hundred NTFPs and
MAPs are annually harvested by rural collectors and pass through
established market channel from remote Nepalese villages to cities
in India and China. About 80 per cent of the value and volume
in trade is occupied by 20 high demand and high value products.
Further, half the traded amount is covered by the transaction of five
highly-traded NTFPs, thereby creating tremendous pressure on a
few selected NTFPs (Olsen 2005). The highly traded NTFPs are Allo
(Girardiniadiversifolia), Lokta (Daphnebholua and D. papyracea),
Amriso (Eulaliopsisbinata), Nigalo (Drepanostachyumfalcatum).
Likewise, the highly traded and high valued MAPs are Chiraito
(Swertiachirayita),
Jatamansi
(Nardostachysgrandiflora),
Kutki
(Neopicrorhizascrophulariiflora),
Yarsagumba
(Ophiocordycepssinensis), Satuwa (Paris polyphylla), Kakoli

(Fritillariacirrhosa),
Aconites
(Aconitum
spp.),
Kaulo
(Perseaodoratissima) and so on.
Study by Olsen (2005) estimated that 2400-9400 tons of MAPs
are annually traded from Nepal to India and Tibet. Olsen and
Bhattarai (2005) mentioned that the annual trade in medicinal
plants and related products from the Himalaya amounts to
thousands of tons of roots, rhizomes, tubers, fruits, leaves, etc, with
an annual value of millions of USD. Subedi (2006) estimated that
more than 161 species of plants are traded as NTFPs/MAPs with
an annual transaction of NRs 2,500 million. Study by Pyakurel and
Oli (2013) and Pyakurel et al. (2014) showed that 875 tons of raw
MAPs was traded from Eastern Nepal and India shares 82.65% in
terms of volume. Likewise, 930 tons of raw MAPs was traded from
Far Western Nepal and India shares mammoth 98.8% in terms of
volume.
Medicinal plants, essential oils and handmade paper products
worth NRs 2,414.96 million was exported to India and third
countries in FY 2013/014. The share of raw medicinal plants was
NRs 1,602.19 million, a 25.9% increment (in monetary value)
compared to FY 2012/013. However, the quantity of trade decreased
from 5,726.55 tons in FY 2012/013 to 5,412.29 tons in FY 2013/014
(www.tepc.gov.np), which might be due to over and premature
harvesting. The total revenue generated by government of Nepal
from the harvesting of MAPs from wild is NRs 11.262 million and
that from NTFPs is NRs 26.977 million. Thus, NTFPs and MAPs
have great potential in alleviating the rural livelihoods, which is
defined in the following section.
Livelihood Copping Mechanism and Risk
Livelihoods of forest based populations are projected to be
seriously challenged due to climate change resulting in loss of lands
and land productivity e.g. Macqueen and Vermuelen, (2006). NTFPs
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and MAPs are increasingly becoming popular in national markets as
they are important ingredients of several herbal cosmetics, herbal tea,
food, medicines, etc and exportable. The livelihoods capital formation
is important issue of forest based people are more challenging due to
government policy and local governance (Macqueen and Vermeulen,
2006). In connection of livelihood risk as fires, floods, landslides and
droughts are pre-eminent risks. A gradual decline in resilience and
power to cope with the climatic stresses will further add risks to their
livelihoods.
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I. Introduction

II. Historical Account

T

he Eurozone is a monetary union of
17 European countries, including
France, Germany, Greece, Portugal, Spain
and Ireland that use the same currency,
Euro. During the global recession, several
Eurozone countries have spent too much that
lead them towards losing control over their
finances. The Eurozone crisis is a ongoing
crisis that can be traced back to 2009 since
when it has been affecting the member
countries. The crisis was roughly started
with a group of 10 Central and Eastern
European banks asking for a bailout in 2009.
According to The Guardian, published on
March 9, 2012, it was Greece’s new socialist
government who admitted that the budget
deficit would be double than the previous
government’s estimates and will hit 12% of
GDP. After years of uncontrolled spending
and nonexistent fiscal reforms, Greece was
one of the first countries to be on the verge
of collapsing under the economic strain. It
was also the first Eurozone country to take
a multi---billion pound bailout from other
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European countries and later it was followed
by Portugal and Ireland.
To analyze the nature and causes of this
prolonged crisis it would be imprudent
to start from the time the crisis came into
effect. Rather analyzing the timeline of
historical evolution of the Eurozone might
shed some light to the analysis.

After the World War II, the European
Union was formally started when the
Maastricht Treaty came into action in 1992
and established a common currency, Euro,
for the member countries. Below we tried
to accumulate a thorough timeline of events
that took place over the years since the birth
of Euro.
Timeline: The Evolution of the Eurozone
Events
1999: On January 1 the Euro has finally
become the official currency of the Eurozone
after more than a decade of planning and
preparations.
2001: Greece joined the Euro.
2002: On January 1, notes and con were
introduced.
2008: Malta and Cyprus join the euro,
following Slovenia the previous year. In
December, EU leaders agreed on a 200
billion-euro stimulus plan to help boost.
2009 : Slovakia joins the euro.
Estonia, Denmark, Latvia and Lithuania
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join the Exchange Rate Mechanism to bring
their currencies and monetary policy into
line with the euro in preparation for joining.
In April, the EU orders France, Spain, the
Irish Republic and Greece to reduce their
budget deficits-the difference between their
spending and tax receipts.
In October, amid much anger towards the
previous government over corruption and
spending, George Papandreou’s Socialists
win an emphatic snap general election
victory in Greece.
In November, concerns about some EU
member states’ debts start to grow following
the Dubai sovereign debt crisis.
In December, Greece admits that its debts
have reached 300 billion euros-the highest
in modern history.
Greece is burdened with debt amounting
to 113% of GDP-nearly double the Eurozone
limit of 60%. Ratings agencies started to
downgrade Greek bank and government
debt.
Greece’s the then Prime Minister Mr.
Papandreou insists that his country is “not
about to default on its debts”.
2010
In January, an EU report condemns
“severe irregularities” in Greek accounting
procedures. Greece’s budget deficit in 2009
is revised upwards to 12.7%, from 3.7%, and
more than four times the maximum allowed

by EU rules.
The European Central Bank dismisses
speculation that Greece will have to leave
the EU.
In February, Greece unveils a series of
austerity measures aimed at curbing the
deficit. Concern starts to build about all
the heavily indebted countries in Europe,
Portugal, Ireland, Greece and Spain. On
11 February, the EU promises to act over
Greek debts and tells Greece to make further
spending cuts. The austerity plans spark
strikes and riots in the streets.
In March, Mr. Papandreou continues to
insist that no bailout is needed. The euro
continues to fall against the dollar and the
pound. The Eurozone and IMF agree a
safety net of 22 billion euros to help Greecebut no loans.
In April, following worsening financial
markets and more protests, Eurozone
countries agree to provide up to 30bn euros
in emergency loans.
Greek borrowing costs reach yet further
record highs. The EU announces that the
Greek deficit is even worse than thought
after reviewing its accounts 13.6% of GDP,
not 12.7%.
Finally, on 2 May, the Eurozone members
and the IMF agree a 110bn euro bailout
package to rescue Greece.
The euro continues to fall and other EU

member state debt starts to come under
scrutiny, starting with the Republic of
Ireland.
In November, the EU and IMF agree
to a bailout package to the Irish Republic
totaling 85 billion euros. The Irish Republic
soon passes the toughest budget in the
country’s history.
Amid growing speculation, the EU denies
that Portugal will be next for a bailout.
2011
On 1 January, Estonia joins the euro,
taking the number of countries with the
single currency to 17.
In February, Eurozone finance ministers
set up a permanent bailout fund, called the
European Stability Mechanism, worth about
500bn euros.
In April, Portugal admits it cannot deal
with its finances itself and asks the EU for
help.
In May, the Eurozone and the IMF
approve a 78bn-euro bailout for Portugal.
In June, Eurozone ministers say Greece
must impose new austerity measures before
it gets the next tranche of its loan, without
which the country will probably default on
its enormous debts.
Talk abounds that Greece will be forced
to become the first country to leave the
Eurozone.
In July, the Greek parliament votes in
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favor of a fresh round of drastic austerity
measures, the EU approves the latest tranche
of the Greek loan, worth 12bn euros.
A second bailout for Greece is agreed.
The Eurozone agrees a comprehensive
109bn-euro ($155bn; £ 96.3bn) package
designed to resolve the Greek crisis and
prevent contagion among other European
economies.
In August, European Commission
President Jose Manuel Barroso warns that
the sovereign debt crisis is spreading beyond
the periphery of the Eurozone.
The yields on government bonds from
Spain and Italy rise sharply- and Germany’s
falls to record lows- as investors demand
huge returns to borrow.
On 7 August, the European Central
Bank says it will buy Italian and Spanish
government bonds to try to bring down
their borrowing costs, as concern grows
that the debt crisis may spread to the larger
economies of Italy and Spain.
The G7 group of countries also says
it is “determined to react in a coordinated
manner,” in an attempt to reassure investors
in the wake of massive falls on global stock
markets.
During September, Spain passes a
constitutional amendment to add in a
“golden rule,” keeping future budget deficits
to a strict limit.
Italy passes a 50bn euro austerity budget
to balance the budget by 2013 after weeks of
haggling in parliament. There is fierce public
opposition to the measures and several key
measures were watered down.
The European Commission predicts that
economic growth in the eurozone
will come “to a virtual standstill”
in the second half of 2011,
growing just 0.2% and
putting more pressure on
countries’ budgets.

Greek Finance Minister Evangelos
Venizelos says his country has been
“blackmailed and humiliated” and a
“scapegoat” for the EU’s incompetence.
On 19 September, Greece holds
“productive and substantive” talks with
its international supporters, the European
Central Bank, European Commission and
IMF.
The following day, Italy has its debt
rating cut by Standard & Poor’s, to A from
A+. Italy says the move was influenced by
“political considerations”.

That same day, in its World Economic
Outlook, the IMF cuts growth forecasts
and warns that countries are entering a
‘dangerous new phase’.
The gloomy mood continues on 22
September, with data showing that growth
in the Eurozone’s private sector shrank for
the first time in two years.
The sense of urgency is heightened on
23 September, when IMF head Christine
Lagarde urges countries to “act now and
act together” to keep the path to economic
recovery on track.
On the same day, UK Prime Minister
David Cameron calls for swift
action on the debt crisis.
The next day US
Treasury
Secretary
Timothy Geithner

The crisis was roughly started with a group
of 10 Central and Eastern European banks
asking for a bailout in 2009.
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tells Europe to create a “firewall” around its
problems to stop the crisis spreading.
A meeting of finance ministers and central
bankers in Washington on 24 September
leads to more calls for urgent action, but a
lack of concrete proposals sparks further
falls in share markets.
After days of intense speculation that
Greece will fail to meet its budget cut
targets, there are signs of a Eurozone rescue
plan emerging to write down Greek debt and
increase the size of the bloc’s bailout fund.
But when, on 28 September, European
Union head Jose Manuel Barroso warns that
the EU “faces its greatest challenge”, there
is a widespread view that the latest efforts to
thrash out a deal have failed.
On 4 October, Eurozone finance
ministers delay a decision on giving Greece
its next installment of bailout cash, sending
European shares down sharply.
Speculation intensifies that European
leaders are working on plans to recapitalize
the banking system.
On 6 October the Bank of England
injects a further £75bn into the UK economy
through quantitative easing, while the
European Central Bank unveils emergency
loans measures to help banks.
Financial markets are bolstered by news
on 8 October that the leaders of Germany
and France have reached an accord on
measures to help resolve the debt crisis.
But without publication of any details,
nervousness remains.
Relief in the markets that the authorities
will help the banking sector grows on 10
October, when struggling Franco-Belgian
bank Dexia receives a huge bailout.
On 10 October, an EU summit on the debt
crisis is delayed by a week so that ministers
can finalize plans that would allow Greece
its next bailout money and bolster debtladen banks.
On 14 October G20 finance ministers
meet in Paris to continue efforts to find a
solution to the debt crisis in the Eurozone.
On 21 October Eurozone finance
ministers approve the next, 8bn euro ($11bn;
£7bn), tranche of Greek bailout loans,
potentially saving the country from default.
On 26 October European leaders reach
a “three-pronged” agreement described as
vital to solve the region’s huge debt crisis.
After marathon talks in Brussels, the
leaders say some private banks holding
Greek debt have accepted a loss of 50%.
Banks must also raise more capital to protect
them against losses resulting from any future
government defaults.
On 9 December, after another round
of talks in Brussels going through much
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of the night, French President Nicolas
Sarkozy announces that Eurozone countries
and others will press ahead with an intergovernmental treaty enshrining new
budgetary rules to tackle the crisis.
Attempts to get all 27 EU countries
to agree to treaty changes fail due to the
objections of the UK and Hungary. The new
accord is to be agreed by March 2012, Mr.
Sarkozy says.
2012
On 13 January, credit rating agency
Standard & Poor’s downgrades France and
eight other Eurozone countries, blaming the
failure of Eurozone leaders to deal with the
debt crisis.
Three days later, the agency also
downgrades the EU bailout fund, the
European Financial Stability Facility.
Also on 13 January, talks between
Greece and its private creditors over a debt
write- off deal stall. The deal is necessary
if Greece is to receive the bailout funds it
needs to repay billions of euros of debt in
March. The talks resume on 18 January.
The “fiscal pact” agreed by the EU in
December is signed at the end of January.
The UK abstains, as does the Czech
Republic, but the other 25 members sign
up to new rules that make it harder to break
budget deficits.
Weeks of negotiations ensue between
Greece, private lenders and the “troika” of
the European Commission, the European
Central Bank and the IMF, as Greece tries
to get a debt write-off and make even more
spending cuts to get its second bailout.
On 10 February, Greece’s coalition
government finally agrees to pass the
demands made of it by international lenders.
This leads to a new round of protests.
But the Eurozone effectively casts doubt
on the Greeks’ figures, saying Athens must
find a further 325m euros in budget cuts to
get the aid.
On 12 February, Greece passes the
unpopular austerity bill in parliament- two
months before a general election. Coalition
parties expelled more than 40 deputies for
failing to back the bill.
On February 22, a Markit survey reports
that the Eurozone service sector has shrunk
unexpectedly, raising fears of a recession.
The next day the European Commission
predicts that the Eurozone economy will
contract by 0.3% in 2012.
March begins with the news that the
Eurozone jobless rate has hit a new high.
However, the economic news takes a turn
for the better just days later with official
figures showing that the Eurozone’s retail

sales increased unexpectedly in January by
0.3%, and the OECD reports its view that
the region is showing tentative signs of
recovery.
On 13 March, the Eurozone finally backs
a second Greek bailout of 130bn euros. IMF
backing was also required and was later
given.
The month ends with a call from the
OECD for the Eurozone rescue fund to be
doubled to 1tn euros. The German chancellor,
Angela Merkel says she would favor only a
temporary boost to its firepower.
On 12 April, Italian borrowing costs
increase in a sign of fresh concerns among
investors about the country’s ability to
reduce its high levels of debt.
In an auction of three-year bonds, Italy
pays an interest rate of 3.89%, up from
2.76% in a sale of similar bonds the previous
month.
Attention shifted to Spain the next day,
with shares hit by worries over the country’s
economy and the Spanish government’s 10year cost of borrowing rose back towards

6% - a sign of fear over the country’s
creditworthiness.
On 18 April, the Italian government
cut its growth forecast for the economy in
2012. It was previously predicting that the
economy would shrink by 0.4%, but is now
forecasting a 1.2% contraction.
On 19 April, there was some relief
for Spain after it saw strong demand at
an auction of its debt, even though some
borrowing costs rose.
The 10-year bonds were sold at a yield
of 5.743%, up from 5.403% when the bonds
were last sold in February.
On 6 May, a majority of Greeks vote in
a general election for parties that reject the
country’s bailout agreement with the EU and
International Monetary Fund.
On 16 May, Greece announces new
elections for 17 June after attempts to form
a coalition government fail.
On 25 May, Spain’s fourth largest bank,
Bankia, says it has asked the government for
a bailout worth 19bn euros ($24bn; £15bn).
On 9 June, after emergency talks Spain’s

Economy Minister Luis de Guindos says
that the country will shortly make a formal
request for up to 100bn euros ($125bn;
£80bn) in loans from Eurozone funds to try
to help shore up its banks.
On 12 June, optimism over the bank
bailout evaporates as Spain’s borrowing
costs rise to the highest rate since the launch
of the euro in 1999.
On 15 June, former UK Chancellor of the
Exchequer Gordon Brown underlined fears
of contagion with a warning that France and
Italy may need a bailout.
On 17 June, Greeks went to the polls,
with the pro-austerity party New Democracy
getting most votes, allaying fears the country
was about to leave the Eurozone.
2013
In March 2013, the government in Cyprus
raided personal bank accounts to bail out
the country’s financial system. Also in the
same month, in Brussels the Germans led
Euro-group ambush of the new president of
Cyprus, demanding an immediate resolution
to the country’s debt crisis.
Germany’s central bank, the Deutsche
Bundesbank, is predicting growth of just
0.4% in 2013; down from a June 2012
forecast of 1.6%. The Bundesbank also
expects the jobless rate to hit 7.2% in 2013,
up from 6.8% in 2012.
2014
Annual inflation in the euro zone
accelerated slightly in April but remained far
below the European Central Bank’s target.
Timeline Source: BBC News, The
Guardian, The Economist
III. Analysis of the Cause
Violation of EU Rules
From the very early stage, at the time
when European nations were eager to
form a monetary union that took several
steps ending with the launch of the euro
as many participants violated the condition
needed under the Maastricht Treaty in 1992.
Countries such as Greece and Cyprus did not
give real data about the financial economic
situation and the EU ignored and accepted
the accession to such countries to enlarge
the European cartel. The problem does not
stand at that extent but that the EU also
accepted high budget deficit and debt levels
by many countries during the crisis.
Government Profligacy
To some extent, the cause of this crisis
is about profligacy. The Germans also see it
that way. Greece set the tone when it misled
the whole world about its circumstances
and lived beyond its means. The same goes
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for Cyprus. There was one whole fortnight
when the overstaffed Cypriot banks were
closed, petrol stations stopped accepting
credit cards.
Banking Sector Problem
The European banking sector seemed to
be vulnerable as it has showed a dramatic
collapse since it got involved in the global
financial chain that was dragged down
in the 2007 financial crisis, which was a
consequence of the burst of the mortgage
bubble in the United States. The usage of
financial instruments that included high
risk, in addition to Credit Default Swaps that
was ignited by speculations that the euro
bloc will collapse have left banks in a weak
position as they have to use their money
in financing government budget deficits
rather than doing their key role of providing
lending to business and households.
Low interest rate for a long time
Unlike Greece, government profligacy
is not the reason why some other countries,
such as Ireland and Spain, faced a huge
debt burden, rather because each of these
countries enjoyed almost a decade of
low interest rates and was then hit by the
financial crisis. Easy credit had driven the
debt in households and the financial sector.
The European Central Bank controlled
a splurge of cross-border lending. In the
crisis unemployment has deepened and
hardship has been worse, increasing the bill
for welfare. Several countries, like Ireland
and Spain, needed money to sustain up their
banks from going down. When these new
expenses fell on the state just then the tax
earnings collapsed in countries that had seen
a property boom, worsening the situation
into a deeper one.
Increase in Interest Rate
During this worse condition, the interest

rate went up. And this happened “before
the crisis investors assumed no euro-zone
government would default on its debt.
However, as Peter Boone and Simon Johnson
of the Peterson Institute in Washington, DC,
explain, Germany then signaled that defaults
could happen and that investors would have
to bear a share of the losses- a reasonable
demand, but a hard one to introduce in the
middle of a crisis. Some investors asked to
be rewarded for the extra risk and others,
unwilling to start paying for credit research,
just walked away. This set off a spiral of
falling bond prices, weakening banks and
slowing growth.” [“A very short history of
the crisis”, Special Report: Europe and its
currency, The Economist. Nov 12, 2011]
Rating Agencies
It was apparently clear that the rating
agencies have played a major role in letting
the crisis reach at this worse level, since
the beginning of the crisis, to downgrade
the troubled euro area nations due to the
risk stemming from the debt crisis, causing
further rise in bond yields and tensions in
bond market as well as creating difficulty
in raising money by governments due to
the low trust that the creditors had after
the downgrade in their ability to repay at
maturity.
Political Conflict
The role of politics in the debt crisis
cannot be ignored as politicians are in
effect the policymakers and they differ in
ideological stances. These differences have
created a kind of conflict between European
decision makers as Germany and other rich
nations were on one hand refusing to let
taxpayers pay for the crisis and have refused
any decisive methods including violation
to their sovereignty while the other camp
which is so-called peripheral nations, have
been asking for more flexibility.
Although the Parliaments throughout the
years of the crisis changed, Germany has
remained stick to its austerity-led strategy
to deal with crisis even if this would come
at the expense of nations that have refused
sharp spending cuts and tax levies and have
expressed their rage in the form of strikes
and giving punishing votes to anti-austerity
parties like what happened in elections in
Greece and Italy.
Sluggish and Indecisive Actions from
European Officials
The debt crisis which was triggered by
Greece did not remain only in the Hellenic
country but transferred from one country
to another due to the slow response from
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European leaders to solving the problem
as their actions were always late and not
decisive. The fact of having 17 nations
having different point of views has caused
prolonged discussions that were dominated
by insistence from Germany for adopting
strict austerity measures to trim budget
deficit while delaying every decision till
the approval of national parliaments and
sometimes constitutional courts has caused
the debt problem to remain uncontained.

Just at the end of 2012, European leaders
have begun to announce some steps that
could be called as productive as they had
reached a deal for Greece and announced the
ECB as chief supervisor of euro zone banks
which is deemed a step of a paramount
importance as it paves the way for a strong
European banking union that seems to be
one of the key solutions to get out of the
debt crisis inferno. Actions announced by
European officials, apart from being late,
were not decisive and were like transferring
the problem from one place to another
instead of cutting the cancer from its roots.
The main remedies to the crisis were mainly
in the form of bailouts for troubled nations
and loans by the ECB to ailing banks, while
lacked effective methods such as having
banking union, using Eurobonds to ease
concerns in bond market, or forming a fiscal
union.
During the crisis, the ECB opted to
leave interest rate at low level to bolster
economic growth, while raising it in some
occasions to lower inflation to target, and
then used unconventional methods that are
mainly lending more than $1 trillion euro to
banks in the form of two rounds of cheap
three---year loans which not only did not
solve the problem of the banking sector,
but also ended up with the reliance of many
European banks on ECB loans in creating
liquidity. These loans were targeting
banks directly while failed to have a real
contribution on investment and growth in
Eurozone economies that are still suffering
from recession and high unemployment.
The most recent setback in Cyprus has
showed that European officials have adopted
new methods that also come at the expense
of nations as they agreed to let depositors
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and stakeholders participate in financing
bailout. Therefore, the crisis is expected to
continue for additional years as long as the
officials are taking no decisive measures.
IV. Counteracting measures
Actions by European Union
In response to the crisis, the European
Union along with the member states and
Eurozone have taken a broad range of
measures as a whole to restore financial
stability, bolster economic growth as well
as employment and improve economic
governance.

Strengthening Policy Coordination in EU
In 2011, the council and European
parliament adopted a legislative package on
economic governance, dubbed “Six-pack”,
with the aim of strengthening the existing
Stability and Growth Pack (SGP). The focus
was on monitoring how the member states
were complying with the agreed targets
for their budget deficits as well as public
debt levels. It was more than just aiming
towards correction, rather it emphasized
on the prevention of such occurrences in
future. In January 2013, the euro area and
eight non-euro area countries also settled
the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and
Governance in the Economic and Monetary
Union, which is also known as the “fiscal
compact”. In May 2013, a new pack of
legislation was adopted, named “Twopack”, with two broad objectives- one is
to improve budgetary condition and the
other is to improve economic and financial
surveillance in the euro area.
Financial stability support mechanisms
Three temporary mechanisms were set
up; the EU set up the European Financial
Stabilization Mechanism; whereas the
Euro group laid foundations for the Greek
Loan Facility and the European Financial
Stability Facility. In October 2012 euro
area finance ministers inaugurated a
permanent crisis management mechanismthe European Stability Mechanism (ESM)
with a maximum lending capacity of 500
billion euros. Support was granted on strict

conditions to help governments bring their
economies onto a sustainable path.
Greece, Portugal and Cyprus currently
benefit from financial support. Spain and
Ireland have benefited from financial
support in the past.
Supervision of financial institutions
To avoid this kind of financial crisis in
the future, the EU set up new supervisory
authorities in 2011:
• The European Banking Authority
• The
European
Insurance
and
Occupational Pensions Authority
• The European Securities and Markets
Authority
• The European Systemic Risk Board for
macro prudential supervision.
Additionally, an EU-level banking
supervision and resolution system was
created. Its aim was to ensure that the
banking sector in the euro area and the EU
was safe and reliable and that failing banks
were resolved without recourse to taxpayers’
money and with minimal impact on the real
economy. The banking union members are
all euro area countries and those EU member
states that choose to participate.
Growth and Employment
Since stability is a precondition for
economic growth and employment, some
supplemental initiatives was taken to boost
growth and employment. In 2010, the EU
adopted common targets to promote growth
in its Europe 2020 strategy, which provides
a framework for smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth.
Additionally, in 2012 the EU leaders
adopted a compact for growth and jobs,
aimed at re-launching growth, investment
and employment and making the EU more
competitive. It provides a framework
for action at national, EU and euro area
levels to strengthen growth. Furthermore,
it mobilized €120 billion for immediate
investment in the EU economy.

In June2013, the European Council agreed
new measures to boost youth employment
through the EU Youth Employment
Initiative. Up to € 6 billion will be disbursed
to foster jobs for young people, with most

of the funding concentrated in 2014 and
2015. These funds will be targeted at regions
experiencing youth unemployment rates of
above 25%.
IMF’s Rescue Package
Right from the beginning, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
was involved in the rescue actions of
the European Union (EU) to fight the
sovereign debt crisis that emerged end of
2009 in several European Monetary Union
(EMU) countries. The IMF participated
in the financial assistance and economic
adjustment programs for Greece, Ireland
and Portugal by contributing around one
third to the emergency funds. In a “Troika”,
together with the European Commission
(EC) and the European Central Bank (ECB),
the IMF elaborated the economic adjustment
programs for these economies and closely
monitored their progress through quarterly
reviews based on economic missions.
From 2008, when the crisis was emerging,
IMF contributed in lending to the worse
affected countries, starting with Hungary
and Latvia in 2008. In October 2009, the
newly elected Greek government raised
its projections for the 2009 budget deficit
from 3.7 % to 12.5% of GDP. The dramatic
worsening of the Greek public deficit end
of 2009 marked the beginning of the EMU
sovereign debt crisis. In 2010, the EU joined
by the IMF announced financial support
for Greece and an economic adjustment
program. The increasing interest rate burden
of several Euro area economies and the fear
of a collapse of European banks that had not
fully recovered
From the 2008/2009 financial markets
and economic crises prompted a collective
reaction of the EU and the IMF.
Along with the two funds, European
Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and
European Financial Stability Mechanism
(EFSM), established by the EU and the
Extended Fund Facility (EFF) established
by the IMF itself, it has contributed in the
effort to pull off the affected countries of the
Eurozone from this crisis.
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The following table summarizes the financial packages provided by EU and IMF for
Greece, Ireland and Portugal.
Program &
Financial Aid

EU Contribution

IMF Contribution

Greece May 2010
(First Program)

3-year long financial
assistance program
€110 billion

€80 billion via
bilateral EU loans

€30 billion
Stand---By
Arrangement (SBA)

July/October 2011
(Second Program)

€30 billion had been
announced

Ireland
November 2010

3-year long financial
assistance program
€85 billion

€62.5 billion lent by
EFSM, EFSF, UK,
Sweden, Denmark &
Ireland

€22.5 billion
Extended Fund
Facility (EFF)
arrangement

Portugal May 2011

3-year long financial
assistance program
€78 billion

€52 billion lent by
EFSM and EFSF

€26 billion Extended
Fund Facility (EFF)
arrangement

Sources: Websites of IMF, ECB and EU commission
v. Prescribed Solutions for the Crisis
According to Tim Adams, the President and CEO of the Institute of International Finance
and former Under Secretary for International Affairs at the United States Department of the
Treasury, and Uri Dadush, a senior associate and the director of the “International Economics
Program” at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the European Central Bank
should continue its bond purchasing program. Since adjustments in troubled economies are
deflationary, they also prescribe a more expansionary monetary policy and greater domestic
demand in surplus Euro area economies. They argue that fiscal adjustments are not enough;
Europe needs substantial structural reformation to restore competitiveness since they believe
the actual underlying reason behind the crisis was a structural misallocation of resources.
Correcting this imbalance will require a number of reforms, including wage cuts.
Nemat Shafik, the Deputy Managing Director of the IMF thinks, “the only solution
is greater collaboration and deeper integration. The only viable option for Europe’s debt
crisis is a comprehensive and consistent solution, cooperative solution, a shared solution”.
She suggests a strong area-wide crisis management framework and more fiscal and
macroeconomic coordination that preserves ex-ante adequate checks and balances-essential
in economic and monetary union. This includes more effective policy coordination and better
surveillance over domestic and external imbalances.
I personally think that Keynesian measures would be effective for this prolonged crisis.
Although it is a very good time now to borrow to invest, yet countries like the US and UK
are undertaking austerity. Advocates of austerity argue that the government debt is too high.
On the other hand, Keynesian response says that it is not the time to worry about government
debt. In a recession caused by a constant increase in private sector saving, the government
requires to run similar deficits to prevent output from further falling. If government deficits
come down, private sector surpluses must fall to match, and this is for the world as a whole.
Normally monetary policy would encourage the private sector to save less by lowering real
interest rates. However in many countries the monetary authorities have already lowered
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nominal rates as far as they can. These
authorities are apparently not interested in
letting real interest rates fall by encouraging
above target inflation in the future.
This school of thought is also supported
by Professor Simon Wren-Lewis of Oxford
University. He asserts, “This argument
against austerity now is quite compatible
with a view that government debt is much
too high from a longer term perspective. It is
all about choosing the right time to deal with
that problem”. Professor Lewis also argues
that fiscal policy should be countercyclical,
rather than being pro-cyclical. Political
economy arguments that we should ‘not
waste a crisis’ while there is political will
to reduce debt sounds logically flawed.
Austerity should also not be surrogate for
attempts to reduce the size of the state.
VI. Wrapping Up the Discussion
To many people the Eurozone crisis has
disappeared. It is off the front pages. It has
certainly left the TV screens. But in effect
the crisis is not over yet. The Eurozone is
looking healthier than it has lately in the
past few years. The long-suffering economy
started pulling out of recession earlier in
2013, unemployment is leveling off, and
crisis worries continue to recede along with
government borrowing costs. Although,
growth may struggle to top 1% next year
which in turn is generating a fright of
deflation. European firms and households
remained stuck under piles of debt. Near the
end of 2013, amid signs of new economic
weakness, the ECB cut its benchmark
interest rate to 0.25%. From late 2009 to
mid-2012 the euro weakened as Europe’s
debt crisis intensified. But since mid 2012
the euro has been on a tear, and it is now
back to its 2007 levels. After half a decade
of financial twists, investors seem to be
eager again to hold euros.
A soring currency can cause serious
problems, as the euro did in Greece- had
not been a Eurozone member, Greece could
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lower the value of its currency during
the crisis period this could help Greece
to stimulate exports. So, the appreciating
currency continues at the cost of struggling
exporters and deflation. On a positive note, a
strong currency can signal increased foreign
interest in lending to periphery governments

and Europeans benefit from lower import
prices.
Luckily Europe is not powerless in the
face of a buoyant euro. The ECB could
discourage the carry trade by paying
negative interest rates on deposits and could
follow other rich-world central banks in

deploying quantitative easing to boost the
economy. This quantitative easing entails
printing euros to buy government bonds.
At the end, an exchange rate is just a pricethe price of euros, as expressed in other
currencies. The surest way to bring it down
is to make more Euros.
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Small Farmers,
Big Climate Constraints
C

limate Change is a big challenge to the global environment
and the economy. Nepal has identified climate change as a
crosscutting issue by virtue of its nature and impacts. Despite nominal
greenhouse gas emission of about 0.025 percent (NAPA/MOE,
2010), Nepal is listed as country at extreme risk to the impacts of
climate change (CCVI, 2014). The underlying fact that makes Nepal
fall in the vulnerable category is its geographical area stretched over
tropical, temperate and alpine regions. The other factor attributing to
Nepal’s vulnerability is its low development status. Lack of livelihood
diversification opportunities due to poor resilience and low adaptive
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capacity exacerbates Nepal’s vulnerability and puts majority of its
population under the risk of climate change impacts.
Nepal is home to predominantly rural population. Agriculture
is the mainstay of Nepalese economy, employing two-thirds of the
country’s labor force and contributes over one-third in the national
GDP. Almost to a large majority of 65 percent of Nepali population
depends on agriculture for their livelihoods (Economic Survey,
Ministry of Finance, 2011/12). Agriculture provides food, income and
employment for majority of rural households with small landholdings.
In Nepal, 70 percent of households hold less than 1 hectare of
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land and many depend on agricultural lands
that are too small to meet their subsistence
requirements (NLSS, 2011). Around 93
percent of operational holdings operated by
small farmers have an average land size of
0.5 hectares (Gaiha and Thapa, 2011). Many
of the farmers operating in marginal land are
from socially discriminated communities
(lower castes). Usually, it is the discriminated
communities (lower castes) who labor in the
marginal land. They are typically engaged
in traditional subsistence farming and
practice rain fed agriculture to sustain their
livelihoods. The agricultural productivity
level is extremely low due to inadequate
access to farming technologies and extension
services. In addition to above mentioned
farming challenges, climate change related
issues also adds burden into their lives to
increase their hardship.
Agricultural activities being sensitive
to temperature and water availability are
affected by changing environment. Alteration
in temperature and precipitation has direct
impact on the crop yield and food security.
International Panel for Climate Change
(IPCC) clearly states that smallholder and
subsistence farmers in developing countries
will suffer the most from climate change
impacts (Easterling et al. 2007). This holds
true for the traditional smallholder farmers
in Nepal as well. Small farmers are likely
to be hit the hardest. The limited land
ownership and constrained adaptive capacity
of these farmers exposes them to bear the
adverse impacts of climate change. Lack of
prior knowledge and inefficient aids further
intensifies their susceptibility.
The impacts of climate change on the
small landholder are localized and differ as
per the region. The farmers in the terai region
are at greater risks of floods and droughts
whereas the farmers in hill and mountain
are more vulnerable to risks of landslides.
Besides the physical factor, the social factor
also contributes to farmer’s vulnerability.
The higher caste people mainly the Brahmin/
Chhetri with maximum land-holdings
(zamindaars/landlords) are dominant factor
deteriorating the welfare of deprived small
farmers.
When it comes to climate change related
issues, the high dependence of small
farmers on monsoon have increased their
vulnerability to rainfall variation. At many
places the erratic rainfall has resulted into
decline in crop production. There are also
evidences of shifting agricultural pattern
in the country, due to water scarcity. The
shifting from paddy to sugarcane cultivation
in the terai regions is the contemporary
example. Even after the switching of crops,

has it been sufficiently able to feed the
smallholder farmers’ families is yet to find
an answer and the planned field visit to the
site will try exploring the same. Similarly,
the consequences of untimely and severe
hailstones, pre and post-seasonal frost and
dews have damaged crops. The higher surface
temperatures have led to the emergence of
new weeds and pests posing new challenges

In Nepal, 70 percent
of households hold
less than 1 hectare of
land and many depend
on agricultural lands
that are too small to
meet their subsistence
requirements.
to the entire farming system by increasing
farm expenses. The low productivity of the
crops further adds debt burden of already
suffering farmers. This situation forces them
to take informal credits from local land-lords
Thus, impacts of climate change is daunting
heavy costs to the small-scale farmers, as the
productivity is decreasing to pull back the
income too, and their livelihood is entirely
based on the traditional rain-fed farming.
Nepal has developed policies and plans
like Local Adaptation Plan for Action

(LAPA), National Adaptation Programme of
Action (NAPA) and Climate Change Policy
2011 to address climate change issues.
These policies and plans fail to mainstream
small farmers’ issues to changing climate.
The NAPA/LAPA framework remain silent
regarding the role of community institutions
like Community Forest User Groups (CFUGs)
and farmer’s groups in addressing climate
change. Thus, the target groups are not seen
within these documents. Such conditions
and its implication have challenged the
reliability of the national frameworks. In
addition, the social dynamism and exclusion
of the smallholder farmers have also deprived
them of the climate change information.
In a nutshell, this entire situation has made
the small farmers highly vulnerable to the
impacts of climate change. Therefore, it is
essential to address issues of small farmers
in order to prevent the problems of additional
poor and food-insecure population in the
country.
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1.

How do you define Management Association of Nepal?
Management Association of Nepal (MAN) is a professional
and voluntary umbrella organization or an apex body of
managers in Nepal. Its key objective is to help Nepal develop
competent professional managers and inculcate performanceoriented work culture.

2.

What are the major obstacles, MAN is facing?
Let’s take challenge on two sides, one challenges faced
by the country and one by Management Association of
Nepal. The Challenges faced by the country are very weak
management and very poor implementation. Generally
speaking, plans and policies are ambitious. But its
implementation is too poor. Nepal’s economy is growing
slow. Peoples’ aspirations and need are big. Achieving fast
growth through large investments and timely implementation
is a must. Politicization of administration and difficulty of
placing right people at right place is widely felt. Focus on
performance-based management in public is a must. Strong
partnership between public and private sector is necessary.
Professionalization of work culture and giving due dignity to
work can’t be overemphasized. Nepal has natural beauty and
water resources. Young and educated population is ready to
work. Creating productive jobs and managing them is a big
issue.
MAN, of course, is constrained by funds and resources to carry
out its functions effectively. It Secretariat need upgrading

How do you see the financial sector, what it has
contributed to economy and what are the major hurdle
faced by financial sector in Nepalese context?
In the past decade, banking and financial sectors had fast
growth. Management colleges and educational organizations
catering to the human resource need of the sector were
priority. Enlargement of the sector increased access to
financial institutions in urban areas significantly and also to
rural area to some extent.
Periodically, banks have faced problem of excess liquidity.
Proliferation and poor regulatory mechanism has seen
governance problem. There are efforts towards mergers and
better regulation. The internal resources within banking,
cooperative and non-banking sectors must be better used for
infrastructures, hydro-power and other development sectors.

6.	What needs to be done for improvement in stock
exchange?

What are the major achievements of MAN?
Mobilization of funds for building construction, quality
trainings, executive MBA, good policy dialogue can be
considered among various achievements. MAN is the only
professional apex organization in the field of management
and has been promoting professionalism in the field for 35
years. MAN is also a founding member of an Asian umbrella
organization of managers called AAMO (Asian Association
of Management Organizations). MAN successfully hosted
AAMO Council meeting in Kathmandu in 2014. The Council
meeting is held in different Asian countries. Nepal was
chosen to host it this year after a long time and it was really
appreciated by international members.

4.

5.

What activities it has been doing over the period of time?
It has been carrying out a broad spectrum of activities since
its inception in 1979. Trainings, research, consultancy,
Executive MBA, and policy debate regarding budget and
monetary policy are some of the important activities it has
been engaged in. MAN also gives awards to competent
managers and distinguished policy makers and administrators
to encourage good management performance and practices.
Two of the distinguished awards it gives out every year are (a)
the Manager of the Year Award and (b) the Women Manager
Recognition Award. MAN just concluded its 34th convention
and AGM in February 2015. The business session of the 34th
convention focused on the theme of “Hydro power and water
resources” given the importance of the sector for Nepal’s
development and PTA signed with India.

3.

and further professionalization. Greater involvement of its
professional members in trainings, research and consultancy
is still inadequate.

Stocks must be promoted and proper regulations must be
in place. Competent professionals must be engaged in the
management and regulatory body. Inside trading practices
need to be discouraged and abolished.
7.

What management practices in Nepal require eradication?
Harmful management practices include:
•
Politicization of bureaucracy
•
Corruption
•
Poor work ethics
•
Nepotism and Cronyism
•
Corruption

8.

What do you think can be the best investment alternative
to Nepalese people?
Investment in sectors with comparative advantage must be
stressed. Nepal has a lot of areas where investment can be
made as so much is yet to be done. However, tourism, hydropower, agriculture, infrastructures, health, education, small
and cottage industries are seen as prioritized sectors.

9.

Where do you see Nepal 10 years down the line?
Nepal has potential. Young people want to work. We will
definitely progress. But how fast and productively we will
move depends on how we manage our politics, resources and
development priorities.

10. Any message to Managers?
I think there are already enough messages in what has been
discussed so far. However, one may want to remember
that hard work, commitment, confidence, consistency and
honesty are important characteristics of successful managers.
One should be ready to act, fail and learn from the mistakes.
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T

he Latin name for cocoa
“Theobroma” which meant, “food
of the gods” is among those valuable crops
which played a crucial role in several
earliest South American cultures. History
showed that Mayans basically used cocoa
to produce a ceremonial beverage that was
offered during the betrothal and marriage
ceremonies.
Almost after a century, Spain lost its
control on the European Chocolate market.
In around mid-1600s, drink made out of
brown beans had increased popularity in
France. It was considered to be enjoyable
and a healthy drink enjoyed by the welloff people.
Cocoa trees are found in tropical
environments, within 15 to 20 degrees
latitude from the equator. The perfect
climate for production of cocoa is
during hot, rainy and tropical, with lush
vegetation to provide shade for the cocoa
trees. Cocoas are primarily found in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. Almost
3,000,000 tons of cocoas are produced
every year. Near about 131.7% increment
has been noticed in past 30 years with an
annual growth of 2.9%.
Three main varieties of cocoa are:
1. Forastero:
Considered to be the
forefather among the variety of cocoas,
it accounts for some 80% of global cocoa
cultivation. Its basic characteristics are
powerful, less aromatic cocoa flavors.
2. Trinitarios: It’s a combination of
consumer cocoa along with nice flavors
of luxury cocoas.
3. Criocolla: It is finest among the luxury
cocoas. These Criollo plants are more
prone to fungal diseases, so smaller
yields are produced. As a result, these
cocoas are very expensive in comparison
to other.
Netherland stands to be the highest
importer of cocoas. It imports reached
20.6% in 2014; it is considered to be
the main port in Europe. United States
of America imported 18.5% of cocoa
beans; USA has a large amount of cocoa
complementary products. Similarly other
major importers of cocoa are Malaysia
(10.8%), Germany (8.3%), Belgium
(6.0%), France (4.7%), the United
Kingdom (4.2%) and Spain (2.4%). On the
suppliers side, top 5 major producers of
cocoa are Cote d’lvoire (1.3million tons),
Ghana (720 thousand tons), Indonesia (440
thousand tons), Cameroon (175 thousand
tons) and Nigeria (160 thousand tons).
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Fundamental Facts
• There are 5-6 million cocoa farmers
worldwide. Livelihood of 40-50 million
people are depended on cocoa farming.
About 90-95% cocoas are produced by
small farmers.
• About 70% of the global cocoa is produced
in West Africa.
• Cocoa is the major ingredient to make
chocolates. In order to produce 1 Kg of
chocolate, about 300-600 units of cocoa
are being processed depending on the
desired cocoa content.
• Cocoa is strongly co-related with GBP
rather than the USD as Britain has
prominent domination over West African
cocoa industry.
• Major influencers of cocoa prices are
Global cocoa and confectionery industries.
• Ivory Coast and Ghana are the major
producers of cocoas, but due to the
unstable political, social and labor disputes
in the country; the supply of the cocoa is
not stable.
• Major threats to cocoa are the “Black pot”
disease. News regarding this disease can
highly hamper the prices of cocoa.

Cocoa trees are found in tropical environments, within 15 to 20
degrees latitude from the equator.
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RSI Levels for cocoa remained in a midway range in the first quarter. In the month
of October, the RSI levels reached 70 owing
to the increasing prices of cocoa. RSI levels
decreased thereafter to reach a level of 30
indicating assets undervalued. The prices of
cocoa declined in the month of December, the
only month the prices had fallen on a month
to month basis during the review period, after
which RSI levels declined to its oversold
zone of 30 again after having inclined in the
initial phase of the month.

The RSI level of cocoa for the second
quarter fluctuated less in comparison to the
first quarter. During the month of January,
RSI level reached the 70 zone indicating the
asset oversold, and thereafter the gradual
decrease can be noted from the graph.

During the third quarter, RSI level for
cocoa saw major fluctuations. From the start
of this quarter, RSI level was declining to
reach its lowest levels, below 15%, indicating
the asset oversold. After a considerable
fall, RSI levels increased rapidly and in
June 2014, it crossed 80 showing assets
overbought condition which was favorable
for short sellers.

During the fourth quarter, RSI level for
cocoa was stable till August as its level was
in mid-range. But in September, it started to
decline and reached below 25 indicating the
assets oversold scenario.
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The risk and return charts for cocoa is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from
the mean whereas the return chart indicates
the percentage change of the commodity in
the aforementioned period.

From the chart above, cocoa prices
remained on a bullish drive for the review
period except for a brief moment in December
2013, when the return had declined by
3.30%. The highest return was realized in
January 2015 i.e. 6.73%. The prices had
remained stable from a volatility perspective
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in the initial phase of the review period, with
the prices attaining a range between 1.5%
to 6.5% volatility. However, in September
2014, price of cocoa was extremely volatile,
reaching a rate of 9% during the month. The
average volatility for cocoa remained below
4% for the review period.
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Coffee
Introduction

C

offee is the world’s most popular
consumed beverage. Apart from
water, it is also claimed to be widely
consumed liquid in the world.
A coffee tree- a small evergreen of the
genus Coffea, has smooth, ovate leaves
and clusters of fragrant white flowers
that mature into deep red fruit about ½ in.
(1.27cm) long. Coffee is grown over 70
different countries; as a result these coffee
product has an unique characteristic such as
flavor, caffeine content, body and acidity;
reflecting the local environment where they
have been produced. As per the international

market, two varieties of coffee can be foundArabica and Robusta.
1. Arabica beans have a sweet, softer taste
with tons of sugar, fruit and berries; and
its acidity level is higher. Arabica seed
requires several years to come to maturity.
2. Robusta on the other hand, has strong,
harsher taste. It contains higher level
of caffeine and is also considered to be
inferior in comparison to the Arabica
beans. These seeds are easily grown as
they require lower altitudes.
An estimated trade value exceeding $15
billion makes coffee the world’s biggest
beverage commodity and the tenth- biggest
food and beverage commodity by trade
volume. In 2013, global coffee trade volume
reached six million tons, while the world
annual average coffee price was estimated
at $2.58 per kg.
By the end of June 2013, coffee
production exceeded 8.5 million tons.
The biggest coffee producer was Brazil
followed by Vietnam, Indonesia and
Columbia. The biggest coffee consumer
was EU, consuming more than 2.5 million
tons annually, followed by USA and Brazil
which consumed more than 1.2 million tons
of coffee each.
The biggest coffee exporter was Brazil,
exporting more than 1.6 million tons of
coffee beans, followed by Vietnam and
Columbia. The EU, on the other hand, was
the biggest coffee importer backed by USA
and Japan.

Apart from water, it is also
claimed to be widely consumed
liquid in the world.
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Fundamental Facts
• Demand and supply acts as a key fundamental player in
determining the prices of coffee. Bullish trend in the coffee prices
can be seen when demand exceeds supply and vice versa.
• Another fundamental player is the weather. It is an uncontrollable
force that seriously impact the crops yield. Unfavorable weather

means insufficient production which ultimately leads to price
hike.
• The major fluctuation in the demand and supply of United States
and Brazil affects the prices of coffee as these countries are the
major importer and exporters.
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The start and end of the first quarter
for the price of coffee declined towards
30. During the month of November, the
RSI level dropped to 0 indicating the sign
of asset oversold thereafter the prices of
coffee started to incline. The maximum
RSI level was seen at 67 in the same
month.

During the second quarter, after
the asset oversold trend of coffee was
witnessed in the month of January, the
price started to rise towards 70 and
remained there half way along the quarter.
The highest RSI level was seen in the
month of February 2014 above 80. By
the end of this quarter, RSI level again
reached below 30 indicating the oversold
nature of the asset.

RSI level of cocoa for the third quarter
started above 30 and in the quarter itself,
the RSI level fell to 18.21. This major
drop indicates an asset oversold situation.
The highest rise in RSI was seen in April
where RSI reached 70. At the end of this
quarter RSI level ended at the 50 level.

RSI level for coffee during the fourth
quarter fluctuated immensely. In July
and September 2014 the RSI level was
below 30 representing the asset oversold
situation. Similarly in August, RSI level
crossed 70 signifying the asset was
overbought.
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From the chart above, coffee prices saw a
combination of bullish and bearish drive for
the review period except for a brief moment
in December 2013. During the month of
May 2014, coffee return reached negative
of 13.57%. Similarly, in the month of
February 2014, the coffee price reached its
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The risk and return charts for coffee is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
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highest point i.e. the return rate of 40% was
realized. From the volatility perspective, in
the month of February 2014, the price of
coffee was extremely volatile reaching a rate
of 33%. The average volatility for coffee
was 13.31% and the lowest was witnessed
in the month of November i.e. 4.63%.
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Corn
Fundamental Facts

Introduction

C

orns also known as maize are
two interchangeable terms. It is
considered to be the most crucial crop in
the world, and America’s largest crop. The
evidence of maize was first depicted in
about 7000 BC, from variety of wild grass
known as teosinte. By around 1500 BC,
Mesoamerican farmers had firmly developed
the maize plant. By the end of 15th – 16th
century, the cultivation of maize had been
spread all over the globe. It is believed that
corn was firstly cultivated in the highlands
of Mexico. The spotted varieties of corn are
1. Dent: Often used as a livestock feed, in
industrial products, or to make processed
foods. It is also termed as “field” corn.
White and yellow corn fall under this
category.
2. Flint: Also can be termed as “Indian”
corn. It serves the same purpose as dent
corn. It is basically distinguished by its
hard outer shell. White and red corn falls
under this category. Flint corn can further
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be sub divided into two categories i.e.
Sweet corn and Popcorn.
Corn is the seventh –most traded food
commodity in the world with trade value
of $28billion. In 2013, global corn export
reached 110 million tons, while the average
price was estimated at $259.4 per tons.
As in 2013, the global corn production
exceeded 969 million tons, while
consumption reached 936 million tons.
During 2013, USA was the biggest corn
producer, producing more than 350 million
tons of corn, followed by China. USA is also
the biggest corn consumer with the domestic
corm consumption exceeding 290 million
tons.
Simultaneously, USA exported more than
25 million tons of corn becoming the biggest
corn exporters followed by Brazil, Ukraine
and Argentina. Japan was the biggest
importer of corn importing more than 15
million tons followed by Mexico, the EU
and China.

• Any major change in the corn producing
and consuming countries adversely affects
the price of the corn.
• Another key factor to impact the price of
corn is the weather. It is an uncontrollable
factor. Small fluctuation in the weather
conditions adversely affects the supply of
the corn with its effect witnessed in the
prices of corn.
• As corn plants are more vulnerable to get
infected by the fungal diseases. Due to
this, the supply of corn falls short which
ultimately hits the prices of corn.
• The variation in the prices of other
substitute products of corn also has a major
role to play on the price of corn.
• The major portion of corn is used in the
production of ethanol. Consequently, the
demand of corn for its production also
hampers the prices of corn.
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Corn is the seventh –most traded
food commodity in the world with
trade value of $28billion.
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At the start and end of the first quarter,
the RSI level declined towards 30. In
November, the RSI level dropped below
5 indicating the sign of asset oversold
condition. After that, the RSI level started
to incline. In December, the RSI level was
moving towards the overbought area level
near 70.

In the second quarter, the RSI level
of corn was in between the mid-range.
No drastic drop was seen throughout the
RSI graph. In January 2014, the RSI level
reached its lowest, beneath 20, and after
that it started to increase to cross 80, its
highest level, indicating the asset over
bought situation.

The first half of the third quarter saw
the asset overbought situation for corn.
But during the second half, RSI level for
corn started to decrease. In May 2014, it
dropped to 18 reflecting the asset oversold
situation.

The RSI level for corn during the
fourth quarter was in the lower range. The
maximum rise of the RSI level was seen
during August reaching the high of 51. At
the end of this quarter, its level fell to 20
indicating assets oversold condition.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for corn is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.

From the chart above, corn prices saw
mostly bearish trend during the review
period. From March to September 2014,
the price for corn kept decreasing. During
the month of March 2014, return for corn
reached above 5%. On the other hand, the
volatility saw a bullish trend over the review
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period. During the month of May and July
2014, the volatility crossed 0.5, showing the
maximum deviation in price whereas during
the rest of the months, the price was in the
mid-range. The average volatility for corn
was 0.25% being least volatile than other
agro products.
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Cotton
Introduction

C

Cotton is a white fibrous agricultural
product that grows wildly in many
places around the globe; its cultivation and
uses have been marked from many centuries
before. Ancient discovery was made in a
Mexican cave, where scientists found pieces
of cotton bolls and cloths. According to
Hindu Rig- Veda, it is termed as (“threads in
the loom”). Generally it is believed that the
first cultivation was in India, despite being
located in many areas.
Physically cotton is a soft, fluffy staple
fiber, which grows in a ball or protective
capsules around a seed of a cotton plant of
the genus Gossypium. Cotton can be further
segregated into various types:
1. Egyptian cotton: They are fine, glistening
cotton that has long thinner fibers. These
cotton are light brown in color and are
also termed to be the most popular cotton
used in the production of bed sheets,
cushion covers etc.
2. Sea Island cotton: These are expensive
ones as they are its growth and production
required a lot of efforts and cost. These
are considered to be one of the finest
cotton in the worldwide so the product
made out of this cotton is very expensive
as compared to others.
3. Pima cotton: Almost similar to the
Egyptian cotton, this cotton also has
long and smooth fibers. Strong, soft and
durable materials are its basic features,
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which is popular for the production of
cloths, towels and sheet.
4. Asian cotton: These types of cotton are
found in India, China and near Eastern
regions. Due to its harsh and coarse fibers
these cottons are used in production of
blankets, filters etc.
5. American Upland cotton: These are the
most commonly used and inexpensive
cotton. Due to its versatile nature; these
cotton are used in making various fibers
as well as manufacturing shirts and
denims as well.
6. Canton cotton: This cotton is used for the
production of winter clothing because
of its heavy nature i.e. strong, soft and
difficult to pull apart.
7. French Terry cotton: This cotton is also
heavy in nature (heavier than cotton twill
and slightly lighter than Canton cotton).
8. Bamboo cotton: This type of cotton is very
soft in nature. It is natural and chemical
free which makes it a perfect choice for
the environment and skin.
Global cotton production is expected
to drop by 5% than the previous year to
116.7 million bales. The estimated crop
decline is primarily the result of reduction
in production in USA and China. In
2013/14 world harvest is expected at 33.1
million hectares, down 3.5 percent from the

previous year, and the world average yield is
at 766kg/hectare, down 2%.
As per USDA statistics, world’s top
4 leading cotton producing countries in
2013/14 are China (32 million 480 lb.
bales), India (29.5 million bales), United
States (12.9 million bales), and Pakistan
(9.5 million bales). From the consumer’s
side China, Turkey, Bangladesh, Vietnam
and Indonesia holds the top five places.
Fundamental Facts
• Major producers of cotton: India and China
use most of its production themselves in
the textile industry.
• Largest exporters of raw cotton are USA
with a share of 30.2% ($5.6 billion) and
India with a share of 24.4% ($4.5 billion)
as per USDA statistics.
• Largest importers is China with value
of around US $8.4 billion and share of
44.8%; Turkey stands second with a share
of amount of 8.9% as per USDA statistics.
• Used in the production of many different
textile products: towels, socks, T-shirts and
denim (blue jeans).
• Also used in the production to make
fishing nets, paper, explosives and coffee
filters tents.
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Physically cotton is
a soft, fluffy staple
fiber, which grows in
a ball or protective
capsules around
a seed of a cotton
plant of the genus
Gossypium.
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RSI level for cotton during its first
quarter started with the overbought
situation. In November 2013, RSI almost
reached 0 indicating extreme asset
oversold situation. But after that, gradual
rise in price was seen and at the end of
this quarter RSI reached 70 showing asset
overbought condition.

The second quarter saw a mid-range
for the cotton. RSI level was able to lie
between 78 – 43 throughout the quarter. In
January 2014, its level reached 72 showing
asset overbought condition. However,
in March 2014, RSI was declining to 44
showing a fall in the prices.

RSI level for cotton during the third
quarter was fluctuating in comparison
to the previous quarter. The highest and
lowest RSI levels were seen during the
month of June 2014 i.e. 68.82 and in May
2014 i.e. 10. The RSI which fell below
30 was a perfect condition for the market
participants to enter market for long
positions.

The RSI level for cotton saw oversold
situation during the initial phase of the
fourth quarter. During the mid-quarter,
its level was slowly increasing towards
70 indicating assets are overbought.
During the last month, the RSI level was
diminishing signifying a bearish trend in
the prices.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for cotton is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.

From the chart above, cotton prices
saw a mixture of bearish and bullish trend
during the review period. From May – July
2014, the return for cotton saw diminishing
figures. During the month of December
2013 and March 2014, the prices had
reached a high with a return above 7%
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each. On the other hand, the volatility was
not stable, and during the month of July
2014, the volatility crossed 9% indicating
the maximum deviation in price. The
average volatility for cotton was marked at
3.28% showing minor fluctuation in prices.
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Soybean Oil
Introduction

S

oybean oil, also termed as soybean
salad oil or vegetable oil, is one of the
most commonly used cooking oil. Despites
the bad publicity regarding the fats and oil,
soybean is considered to be a very healthy
food ingredient. Despite being cheap, it
has been able to win the hearts of the end
consumers as it is considered to be healthy
and it also has a high smoke price. Soybean
oil is free from the cholesterol; which means
it contains phytosterols which helps to lower
LDL cholesterols; other oils available in the
market generally contain some amount of
cholesterol. Besides this, it is also a good
source of omega-3 oil fatty acids which
helps in reducing the risk of heart disease
and osteoporosis.
The major producers of soybean oil in
2013 were China, USA, Argentina, Brazil
and EU.
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Despites
the
bad
publicity
regarding the fats and oil, soybean
is considered to be a very healthy
food ingredient.
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Fundamental Facts
• It is used in the production of mayonnaise,
salad dressing, frozen foods, imitation
dairy, meat product and commercially
baked goods.
• It helps to enhance the natural flavors of
the food by nearly imperceptible odor
support.
• It contains a lot of fat compared to other
beans, cereals and grains.
• Major players in the international market
of soybean are Argentina and Brazil.
• New biotech soybean oils, such as high
oleic, can help the food industry to provide
healthier foods with no trans fats and less
saturated fat.
• To gain maximum benefits from the
soybean oil, one should store it at room
temperature, away from the heat in
refrigerator or a dry place. Oil stored under
such circumstances can be used for year.
• As it is a vegetable oil, it provides a good
source of plant sterols, especially ßsitosterol.

• Bio- diesel production capacity has
increased the consumption of soybean in
Europe over a decade now.
• Price of the substitute product also highly
impacts the prices of soybean oil.
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RSI

The RSI level for Soybean oil didn’t
see much for variation in the first quarter.
The highest RSI level was seen during
the month of October. At the end of the
first quarter, RSI level reached below 30
indicating the oversold scenario.

RSI

The second quarter began with the
asset oversold situation, starting at 36.
Thereafter, RSI gradually started moving
towards the 70 region. In March, RIS
level rose and reached 82 indicating the
highest level and the overbought situation.
The overbought condition is best for short
sellers as prices are likely to decline due
to assets overvaluation.

RSI

RSI
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RSI level during the third quarter
started with asset oversold and ended with
asset overbought trend. The highest level
of RSI was seen in April, where RSI level
reached 74 and the lowest RSI level was
depicted in June 2014 i.e. 20.

RSI level for soybean oil in the fourth
quarter was in the lower range. The
highest and lowest level of RSI was seen
during September at 57 and July at 10
respectively. At the end of this quarter,
RSI was marching upwards.
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The risk and return charts for soybean
oil is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, soybean oil prices
saw a bearish trend during the review
period. Most of the months in the review
period saw a decreasing trend in the price
level. During the month of August 2014, the
negative return of 11% was realized. And in
the month of February 2014, highest rise in
the price level was seen with a 10% gain.
Volatility was average for this commodity as
the highest and lowest volatility was 2.43%
and 0.45 respectively. The average volatility
for soybean oil was marked at 0.67%, being
third least volatile agro products.
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Risk and Return Chart
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Soybean
Introduction

S

oybean is termed as the “Golden
bean” of 20th century. Despite, being
a legume crop, it is widely used as oilseed. It
was first tracked in the eastern half of North
China in 11th century. It had been the five
main plant foods of China along with rice,
soybeans, wheat, barley and millet. As per
the early writers, soybean production was
localized in China after the war of 1894-95
of China-Japan. In about 1908, shipment
of soybean was made to Europe, since then
soybean was able to attract world-wide
attention.
Soy belongs to the fabaceae or
leguminosae (legume) family. Soybeans are
hard and rounded, and range in color from
black to pale yellow. It is the second most
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Fundamental Facts
traded food commodity in the world and it
has trade value more than $58 billion.
In 2013, the export volume of the
oilseed stood in excess of 108 million tons.
The world annual average price of the
commodity during the period was estimated
at $538 per ton. Global soybean output was
280 million tons, where USA was the top
producer followed by Brazil and Argentina.
Approximately 240 million tons of soybeans
were crushed worldwide. China solely
crushed more than 65 million tons.
The largest importer of soybean is China
followed by the EU and Mexico. Brazil
is the biggest soybean exporter followed
by the US and Argentina. In 2013, Brazil
exports exceeded 42 million tons.

• Soybeans are legume native to East Asia.
• Soybean was treasured in China for its
medicinal properties in around 2838 BC.
• It was firstly cultivated in northern China
and in the early 19th century it got spread
into Japan, Korea and rest of the Asia.
• It is the richest source of protein
containing 43% protein in comparison to
other legumes.
• It contains high amount of fat which is
unsaturated and beneficial for the health.
• Soybean products include soy meal, soy
flour, soy milk, tofu, soy cheese, animal
feed etc.
• In the last 40 years, soybean production
has increased worldwide by over 500%
and will continue to grow in the future as
well.
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The largest importer
of soybean is China
followed by the EU
and Mexico.
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RSI
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In the first quarter, RSI level for
soybean saw asset oversold situation,
initial phase RSI was at 13. After that the
RSI level started to rise and in the middle
of the quarter highest RSI level was seen
at 63.

The second quarter for soybean saw
upward trend. RSI level was moving
towards 70 indicating assets overbought
scenario. The highest level was seen
during March i.e. 82 indicating assets
overbought and a chance of bearish trend
in the prices.

The third quarter saw a downward
trend for soybean. The quarter started
with asset overbought situation, RSI level
marked at 74. After that its level started
to decline, and at the end of quarter RSI
reached below 30 indicating asset oversold
situation where the long positions would
have been profitable.

In the fourth quarter, the RSI levels
were in the bottom range. The level was
not able to rise above 53. The highest RSI
was seen during the month of August i.e.
52. At the end of this quarter, RSI was
spotted at 17 showing extreme oversold
and the security is undervalued.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for soybean is illustrated above for
the review period from October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
From the chart above, soybean prices during the first half saw a

Return
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Volatility

0.60
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bullish trend and in the second half saw a bearish trend. During the
month of February 2014, maximum return was marked at 9%. Similarly,
during July 2014, the minimum return was spotted below 15%. On the
other hand, the volatility was high during the month of February, July
and September. Lowest volatility was seen in December 2014, beneath
0.1%. The average volatility for soybean was spotted at 1.42%.
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Sugar
Introduction

S

ugar was discovered after the
discovery of sugarcane thousands of
years ago. It is believed to have originated in
New Guinea, and was spread along routes of
Southern Asia and India. In around 500 BC,
the process of creating sugar, by pressing
out the juice and boiling it into crystals was
developed in India. In the 16th century, the
cultivation and manufacture of sugarcane
began in West Indies and tropical parts of
the America, followed by the more intensive
improvement in production in the later
centuries.
Mainly two types of sugar are grown in
the world - first one is from cane and the
second one is from beet. Both beet and
cane sugar production comprises 9% of the
world production and 3% of world supply.
Beet sugar production is mainly rooted in
14 states of USA. Countries, corporation
and individual trade sugar where long term
supply agreements are signed that describes
a free market for sugar where 20-25% of the
world productions are freely traded. Almost
50% of the traded sugars are used to produce
ethanol; hence sugar is negatively correlated
from crude oil.
As per United State Department of
Agriculture, total production of sugar for the
year 2013/14 was 175 million metric tons.
The major top 5 sugar exporting countries
in 2013/14 are Brazil (3.29 million metric
tons), Thailand (7.5 million metric tons),
Australia (3.29 million metric tons), India
(2.81 million metric tons) and Mexico (2.64
million metric tons). On the other hand,
the major importers of sugar are Brazil,
Thailand, Australia, Mexico and India.

Mainly two types of sugar are grown in
the world - first one is from cane and the
second one is from beet.
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Fundamental Facts
• The political situation of the major sugar
producing countries and trade relation
between different countries can impact the
prices of sugar.
• Rise in the prices of crude oil in the
international market also increases the
demand for ethanol as an alternative source
of energy.
• Rising trend of the population and upward
income has a major impact on the prices of
sugar.
• Sugarcane is produced worldwide but the
largest producers are Brazil, India and
China. Any vital information from these
dominant countries can adversely affect
the price.
• Other major factors are the world’s supply
and demand, production and consumption
which affect the prices.
• Pyrilla, whitefly, termites are the most
destructive foliage sucking pest of
sugarcane. Destruction of sugarcane
production ultimately increases the price
of sugarcane.
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RSI
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RSI level for sugar, during the first
quarter, began with asset overbought
trend. The highest level was seen in
October 2013 where RSI value was 80.
Thereafter gradual decrease is seen in
its level showing assets oversold in the
market. The lowest range in its level was
noted in the month of December 2013 at 5
indicating asset oversold situation.

In second quarter the level moved along
the mid-range. During January 2014, RSI
was at its lowest at 16, a situation of
oversold conditions. In March 2014, RSI
level inclined upwards and crossed 80
indicating asset overbought scenario.

During the third quarter RSI level
started and ended near 40. April 2014
was also the only month where RSI level
reached below 30. During the rest of the
months, it was able to maintain itself
above 30. In May 2014 RSI was exactly at
70 indicating asset overbought condition.

In the fourth quarter, RSI level for
sugar started with the asset overbought
trend. Thereafter, the downfall was noted
and in August 2014, it reached 19. A little
rise was visible thereafter but at the end of
this quarter its level reached its minimum
range showing extreme oversold i.e. 14
and again it started to ascend upwards in
a rush.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for sugar is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.

From the chart above, sugar prices saw a
bearish trend over the review period. Most
of the months during the review period saw
a negative return. But during the month of
February and September 2014, positive
return was seen, highest been in the month
of February at 9%. On the other hand, the
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volatility was in its peak during the month
of September 2014 at above 1.8%. The
lowest level was depicted in the month of
December 2013 at 0.28%. The average
volatility for sugar was marked at 0.76%
being least volatile after soybean.
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Wheat

In older days,
wheat was
classified as
einkom, emmer

Introduction

W

heat is the second most produced
crop on earth, after corn. It is
considered to be the dominant crop in
moderate climate countries being used for
human food and livestock. It is considered
among the “big three” cereal crops, with over
600 million tons being harvested annually.
Wheat originated in Southeastern Anatolia,
around the region of Diyarbakir Province,
presently Turkey, around 8500 BC.
In older days, wheat was classified as
einkom, emmer and spelt. In modern day’s
wheat are usually classified as winter wheat
and spring wheat. The major products made
out of wheat are: breads, baked goods, pasta,
cereals etc.
Wheat is the third- biggest food
commodity traded in the world. The
estimated trade value of wheat in 2013
exceeded $45 billion with the export volume
reaching 154 million tons. The annual
average price of the food grain during 2013
stood at $294 per ton.
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World wheat production during 2013
was approximately 711 million tons, while
the total consumption was estimated at
704 million tons. The biggest producers of
wheat are EU followed by China. China,
the biggest consumer of wheat consumed
approximately 125 million tons during 2013.
United States of America, on the other
hand, is the largest exporter of wheat and
associated wheat products, followed by the
EU. In 2013, Egypt - world’s biggest wheat
importer, imported 10 million tons, followed
by China, which imported 8.5 million tons.

and spelt.
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Fundamental Facts
• EU and China being the biggest producers
of wheat, any news related to these
countries can impact the prices of wheat.
• Unfavorable weather condition such
as heavy rainfall, hot temperature, and
drought affect the prices.
• Wheat is susceptible to many pests and
diseases, the more destructive including
rust, bunt and the Hessian fly. Wheat
destroyed by such diseases ultimately

hampers the supply and its impact is seen
on the price.
• Cost such as transportation and inventory
cost also affects the price.
• Depreciation of the USD impacts the
prices of wheat.
• Government policies and regulation of the
major exporting and importing countries
also affects prices.
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During the review period, RSI level
of wheat was quite volatile. Although the
quarter started with asset overbought trend
but by the mid of this quarter its level
reached below 5% indicating the asset
oversold trend. RSI was slowly increasing
after November but was sluggish after
reaching 65 to fall below 30, showing the
asset oversold.

RSI level in the second quarter for
wheat has an upward trend. Despite
starting from an oversold level, RSI
level slowly started to move towards the
asset overbought trend. In the mid of
this quarter, its level crossed 70 showing
assets overbought scenario.

In the first half of this quarter RSI for
wheat had an upward trend. In between
mid-May and first week of June, RSI level
had almost landed at 0 showing extreme
oversold scenario and at this stage buyers
were at the forefront.

In the last quarter, RSI level of wheat
had moved in between the mid-range.
Although RSI level hit 60, in the month
of August 2014, its level reached 56, the
maximum for this quarter. The lowest
level of the RSI was seen in September
2014 i.e. at 10.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The chart above shows us the price of
wheat was not able to have much of an
increasing trend and negative return could
be witnessed during most of the review
month. March 2014, was the only month
where the maximum return was generated
at 15%. Volatility level also saw ups and
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The risk and return charts for wheat is
illustrated above for the review period from
October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices
from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
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downs during the review period. May 2014
was the most volatile month in the review
month, where volatility level crossed 1%.
The minimum volatility was seen in the
month of October, November and December
2013. The average volatility for wheat was
spotted at 0.48% being the second least
volatile among agro products.
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DSILVER Contracts First time in
Nepalese Derivative Market
DSILVER contracts are physically deliverable contracts available in
Nepalese market where client can get high quality silver at locally
competitive price:
DSILVER20KG - (In Granules)
(Launched on 5th June 2014)
DSILVER1KG - (In Bar)
(Launched on 1st July 2014)
DSILVER1000GM - (In Granules)
(Launched on 2nd February, 2015 as DSILVER100GM Contract)

(With the launch of DSILVER contracts, the level of competition has gone
up as institutions/banks involved in silver trading are now quoting
competitive prices than before which are immensely benefitting the silver
buyers.)
Delivery Partner
Century Commercial Bank Limited
(DSILVER20KG & DSILVER1KG)
Anand Jewellers, New Road, Kathmandu
(DSILVER1000GM)

Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited
Invest - Trade - Earn
An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Exchange
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Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited
Invest - Trade - Earn
An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Exchange
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Copper

Introduction

C

opper (Cu) is a malleable,
ductile, metallic element having a
characteristic reddish-brown color: used in
large quantities as an electrical conductor
and in the manufacture of alloy, as brass
and bronze. As long as copper applications
have flourished, it has proved to be
completely recyclable. This increases the
economic viability of this metal. Longevity
of applications like roofing, wiring, and
plumbing will ensure usage of copper over
a long time. Copper, just like other metals,
comes through mining from the earth’s crust,
the obtained ore is then collected & goes
through smelting & refining process from
which pure copper is obtained. Amongst the
top Copper refined producers Chile is the
world’s biggest producer followed by USA,
China, and Japan. Further China & USA
is the world’s biggest consumer of the red
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metal. Some of the applications of copper
are electrical applications, architecture and
household products, coinage, bio-medical
applications, chemical applications, fire
extinguishers, electroplating, etc. Copper is
one of the most recycled of all metals. Due
to its versatility and durability, copper is
referred to as “man’s eternal metal”
Fundamental Facts
• Copper ranks as third-most-consumed
industrial metal in the world, after iron
and aluminum, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey.
• In terms of copper production, it’s Chile
that accounts for the lion’s share of the
world output. However, there are still
several other countries with significant
operations, including neighboring Peru,

•

•
•
•

as well as China, the United States and
Russia.
Strikes, shipping problems and political
unrest in Chile, Peru and South Africa can
cause a decrease in supplies of copper and
cause copper futures to rally.
The price of copper futures is often tied
to the rate of new homes being built and
general construction.
China has become a major user of copper
and accounts for an increasing amount of
demand for copper.
According to the International Copper
Study Group (ICSG), in 2013 world
apparent use is estimated to have increased
by 4% (805,000 t) to 21.2 Mt. World mine
production is estimated to have increased
by 8% (1.3 Mt) to 18 Mt. World refined
production is estimated to have increased
by around 4.5% (879,000 t) to 21 Mt.
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The RSI for the first quarter started
with 56 and it began to fall till November
reaching lowest at 22 indicating a
condition of oversold. After the lowest
mark, RSI began to ascend to the highest
level i.e. 74, denoting the overbought
condition.

Due to overbought condition at the end
of first quarter, RSI was declining from
its highest level i.e. 69 in January to its
lowest i.e. 6 in February. After reaching
the extreme level of oversold, the price
began to move up, RSI reaching 65 in the
same month.

At the beginning of 3rd quarter RSI
could not exceed 60 and in 15th April it
was down to 26. The highest and lowest
RSI was seen at the end having 24 and 71
respectively. At the end of this quarter RSI
is moving upward direction signifying the
condition of overbought.

With the initial start of 80, the review
for the 4th quarter remained bearish. Due
to the overbought condition in the initial
phase, RSI fell to the low of 25 with no
sign of upward trend till middle of the 4th
quarter indicating the oversold of copper.
Though slow hike was seen in August but
RSI was fluctuating indicating uncertainty
in prices.
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As long as copper applications have
flourished, it has proved to be completely
recyclable.

Risk and Return Chart
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showed both bullish and bearish trend for
the review period. After negative return
for the first two months, the hig hest
return was marked 6% in December 2013.
The year 2014 was not good for copper in
terms of return as the first month showed
negative return of -5.78%, lowest return for
the review period. The remaining months
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The risk and return charts for copper
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
From the chart above, copper prices
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return were not good except for November
i.e. 3.52%. From the volatility perspective,
return of copper was negatively correlated,
except for the months of May and July where
it is positively correlated. The volatility seen
for the copper was in between 5% to 10%,
except highest volatility of 17.3% in March
and lowest volatility of 4.72% in July.
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Brent Crude

Introduction

S

ince the commercialization of the U.K. and Norwegian sectors
of the North Sea in the 1970s, Brent Crude has served as a
leading global benchmark for Atlantic Basin crude oils in general,
and low-sulfur (“sweet”) crude oils in particular. Brent Crude is a
light crude oil containing approximately 0.37% of sulfur.
After the significant turmoil in the world oil markets including
the nationalization of the oil industry in the various Middle East
countries during the 1970s, and the oil price shocks of 1973 and
1979 (Iranian revolution) lead to the increased world oil prices and
many countries were in search for secure independent sources of
oil supplies. So, most of the countries outside OPEC, went through
significant exploration and production of crude oil. The result was
the production of Brent Crude oil from the North Sea which became
a very important source of non-OPEC crude oil.
The production of Brent crude is in North Sea and mainly
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it is consumed in the UK, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands and
Germany. It is refined in the Northwest Europe and is suitable for
the production of petrol. The API gravity of Brent Crude is 38.03
and specific gravity is of 0.8333. Saudi Arabia, Russia, U.S. and
Iran are the major producers of this commodity. Being the second
largest traded oil in the energy market, it is used to price twothirds of the world’s internationally traded crude oil supplies. So,
Brent has both been used as a benchmark for pricing and also as a
hedging tool for global crude prices. According to the World Fact
book, Afghanistan followed by Albania and Algeria remains the top
oil reserves in the world where Afghanistan alone holds 87 billion
barrels of oil and produces 1950 barrels per day remaining at the top
list. Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) is the major trading platform
for this commodity.
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Fundamental Facts
• Brent remains as a benchmark for most of the oil commodities.
The WTI, LLS, Mars and Dubai are priced relative to the Brent’s
prices. It accounts for less than 1 percent of the world crude
oil production but helps to determine the price of more than 60
percent of internationally-traded crude oil.
• The oil production from Europe, Africa and the Middle East are
mostly exported and consumed in the Western countries. So, Brent
Crude remains as a relative gauge for the pricing of all the oils.
• Gasoline and middle distillates such as kerosene, diesel, jet fuel
and heating oil are produced from Brent crude when refined.
• There is generally a negative correlation between Brent Crude Oil
and the US Dollar. When the USD’s value appreciates, the price of
Brent Crude Oil generally decreases, ceteris paribus.
• Both WTI and Brent increases and decreases at the same time
showing a positive correlation between Brent and WTI. Although,
the degree of volatility does differ from one another. The increase

•

•
•

•

in the price of Brent might not increase the price of WTI by the
same percentage.
The maintenance and replacement of oil producing equipment
leads to halt in the oil supply. Typically the summer maintenance
period between July to September takes place each year in the
North Sea.
Higher Brent crude oil prices contribute to inflation; the result
may lead to recession in oil-consuming countries.
Since, oil prices have a negative impact on the economic growth
of a country. So does the Brent crude oil too; with the rise in Brent
prices it will have negative impact on the economic growth of the
economy.
Interest rates will have negative effects on the Brent Crude oil
demand. With the decreasing interest rates it will make lending
more accessible and will stimulate crude oil demand and increases
oil prices.

The production of Brent crude
is in North Sea and mainly it is
consumed in the UK, Norway,
Denmark, Netherlands and
Germany.
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The RSI level for the Brent Crude in the
first quarter of the review period saw major
fluctuation. The RSI level, which was around
30 at the start of the period, approached 60 by
the middle of the quarter. However, the decline
in the price for Brent oil didn’t allow it to reach
higher which then again reached an oversold
level as it breached the 30 level. However,
after consistently testing the oversold level of
30, the market bounced back to reach a higher
level of 65 near to overbought level. The market
remained at the same level before correction of
price as it again tested the RSI level of 40.

The RSI value declined rapidly in the
start of the second quarter of the review
period and reached lower than the normal
oversold level of 30 as it reached near
to the RSI level of 10. However, with
the increase in the price, the RSI levels
reached towards the overbought level and
remained in that zone for considerable
period during the review period.

The third quarter of the review period
saw Brent oil price fluctuates rapidly
which was also due to the volatility in the
oil price. The RSI level consistently made
a sideways movement as price was not
stable. In the later part of the quarter, the
price reached an overbought zone touching
the level of 80. As indicated by the RSI
level, the price started to decline as market
was in the overbought zone and by the end
of the quarter, RSI level reached 55.

The declining price which was signaled
by the RSI continued and saw RSI level at
5, a level which can be easily considered
a highly oversold level. The market then
bounced back and reached a moderate
level nearing 50. After the correction, the
RSI level remained in the range of 20 to 50
throughout the quarter.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for Brent crude
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
The price was highly fluctuating as
chart clearly shows that the volatility was
aggressive with high of 225.47 in November
2013. Volatility for most of the months was
marked above 100 except January March
and May. Return was also not good as the
cumulative return for the review period
was -9.34 % (for long buyers). The lowest
returns were realized in last three month
and highest return was in June i.e. 3.35%.
The price was unpredictable and there
was a low positive correlation between
volatility and return.
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Crude Oil
Introduction

I

t is often known as ‘black gold’ or “Texas Tea”. Crude oil is
the unprocessed oil that is found beneath the earth’s surface
differing in color and viscosity and found in the form of liquid or
solid. It is the made up of hydrocarbon compounds which consists
of Paraffins, Aromatics, Napthenes or Cycloalkanes, Alkanes. It
is also known as “Mother of all Commodities” because of its use
in the manufacturing of numerous products, including gasoline,
synthetic fabrics, plastics and pharmaceuticals. It accounts for 40%
of the world’s primary energy consumption followed by coal (23%)
and natural gas (22%). OPEC countries hold around 81% of total
oil reserves with 66% located in the Middle East alone. It is a non
renewable source of energy and has high economic value.
Crude oil is traded in almost all the exchanges all around the
world. However, the major crude oil trading exchanges are New York
Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), International Petroleum Exchange
of London (IPE) and Tokyo Commodity Exchange (TOCOM).

It accounts for 40% of the world’s primary
energy consumption followed by coal (23%)
and natural gas (22%).
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Fundamental Facts
• The biggest reserve of crude oil is in
Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iran and Iraq.
• The major oil producing countries are
Russia, Saudi Arabia, United States, Iran
and China.
• USA is the world’s largest consumer of
crude oil followed by China, Japan, India
and Saudi Arabia.
• OPEC countries control 44% of the
world’s daily production thus making
control over oil prices.
• The prices of crude oil are usually very
volatile and depend on the demand and
supply of oil. Amid from the demand and
supply, political instability in the Middle
East usually impacts the crude oil prices.
• World oil prices move together due to
arbitrage.
• It may cause inflation and affects the
pricing of almost everything.

• New technological process in extraction
of oil is used known as hydraulic
fracturing or fracking.
• Shipping availability, freight rates, market
trading activities and strategies influence
international crude oil prices.
• Short term decisions of oil producing
countries, changes in economic conditions
or sentiment in both the short and longer
term, investment in new oil production/
refining capacity affects crude oil prices.

Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for crude oil is illustrated above for
the review period from October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
The cumulative return forcrude oil showed negative of -7.17%
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for the review period. The highest and lowest return for the crude
remained 6.41 and -6.46% respectively in long run. From the volatility
perspective, crude oil was highly volatile with greater fluctuation in
prices. The highest and lowest volatility was 166.8 % in February
2014 and 13.4% in November 2013 respectively. There was low
positive correlation in between volatility and return over the period.
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The RSI level for the Crude oil was at
25 level at the start of the 1st quarter of the
review period and there was slight correction
in the price of oil which saw RSI level around
50. However, with the decline in the price of
oil, RSI hit the low level of 15 in the review
period, the level where market was oversold
and perfect opportunity for the long trader
to enter the trade. As expected, markets
started to move towards north which saw
the RSI level gradually reaching towards the
over-bought zone and remained there for a
considerable period.

During the 2nd quarter of the review
period, the price declined when the RSI
level was at the mid level which saw RSI
reaching oversold zone at 20. Generally, a
level below 30 is considered to be oversold
or at the same time opportunity for long
trader to enter the market. The price for
the Crude oil increased and RSI reached
towards the overbought zone as RSI level
stayed in the range 55 to 80. In the later
part of the quarter, the price declined and
there was slight correction in the RSI level
as it remained in the mid level.
The RSI level in the third quarter of
the review period started at the mid level
and reached a higher side of 70. The
overbought level gave short seller perfect
level to enter the market which can be
seen in the RSI chart as well. Price of oil
declined after remaining an overbought
level and reached oversold zone of 25 in a
hurry as price decreased rapidly. The price
again rebounded and reached overbought
level of 70 and it remained there with
slight correction when RSI reached 45 and
it remained at overbought level during the
later period of the 3rd quarter.

During the 4th Quarter of the review
period, RSI level was in the middle range
which then declined to reach a lower level
reaching near 10. As market reached way
below overbought level it got corrected
and reached towards the mid-level where
the price was not sustainable and as price
decreased the RSI level again dropped
back to the level of 15. Thereafter, price of
oil rose slightly so does RSI level which
by the end of the review period reached
towards 60 level.
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Heating Oil

During winter, its demand is
high due to its usage in heating
purpose.
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Introduction

H

eating Oil is also known as No. 2 fuel
oil as it is also a refined byproduct
of crude oil which is separated from crude
by the method known as ‘cracking’. Heating
Oil (HO) is a less viscous liquid petroleum
product, which is generally used in furnaces
and boilers in buildings to defend winter
through the pipes in the buildings. As seen
in the ancient times, it was used for lanterns,
stoves for lighting and cooking purposes.
The heating oil has two variants: household
purposes and industrial usage. Though it is
similar to diesel and also called ‘Red diesel’
but the chemical composition varies. Its
quality specification is different than other
oil products. Since the oil products contract
like jet fuel, diesel, kerosene, etc are not
traded on any commodity exchanges, the
heating oil’s future contracts are used to
hedge those oil products.
During winter, its demand is high due to
its usage in heating purpose. Considering its
environmental and health-friendly nature
with efficient usage in houses its popularity
has grown replacing the coal and wood since
it emanates less carbon dioxide. The factors

affecting the crude oil prices, refining costs,
distribution and marketing costs do affect
the heating oil prices too. There is high
correlation between the crude oil prices and
the heating oil prices. Heating oil is highly
traded at NYMEX, ICE and MCX.

vegetable oil switches the consumer from
heating oil thus reducing its demand.
• The taxation policies implied by different
countries and its states do add up cost and
accordingly increases the price of heating
oil.
• The competition among the suppliers
and dealers do affect the price of heating
oil similar to that of the gasoline and
natural gas as its price is determined by
the demand and supply prospects in the
marketplace.
• Since the production decision hands on to
the refining companies, their decisions to
produce heating oil affects its supply.
• The climatic conditions such as hurricane
and storm in the Gulf Coast region in the
US halt the production; accounting its
reduction in production thus decreases the
supply. The Gulf Coast region has 47% of
the refineries.
Exchange rates fluctuations also affect
the price of heating oil. The import of
crude from oil producing countries involves
currency exchanges after all affecting the
price.

Fundamental Facts
• Seasonality plays the major role in the
demand for heating oil. During winter
demand rises and falls during other
seasons.
• The consumption of heating oil is high in
the Northern areas of the US. Thus, brutal
winter conditions raises the demand hence
primarily raises its price.
• On account of the changes in the cost
of crude oil, it also changes the price
of heating oil. If the cost of refining,
distribution and marketing increases for
crude oil, definitely the price of heating
oil too increases.
• Due to the use of alternative means
for heating available locally like wood
furnaces, corn pellets and biodiesel from
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RSI

RSI

RSI

RSI
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Relative Strength Index
The RSI reading was near to 20 during
the initial period of the 1st quarter of the
review period which gradually increased
as price rose in the market. The RSI
reading reached near to the 55 level where
it remained stabilized for a while before
declining towards oversold zone. The
market price for heating oil increased
so does RSI level and reached towards
overbought zone of 70. Here price got
corrected and started to rise again and RSI
level ended around 70 level by the end of
the 1st quarter of the review period.

The RSI reading in the 2nd quarter
of the review period fluctuated rapidly
in the initial period of the quarter before
stabilizing in the mid level. The RSI
initially reached oversold level near to 15
which gave investor perfect opportunities
to go long as indicated by the bullish trend
in the price of heating oil. This saw price
reaching towards overbought zone of 80
and thereafter it stabilized during later
period.

The third quarter of the review period
saw volatility in the price of hearing oil
which can be observed in the RSI reading
as well. In this quarter, RSI reading
reached oversold region nearly three
times and overbought region two times
indicating the level of volatility in the
market.

The price of heating oil was
experiencing bearish trend during the last
quarter of the review period which can be
observed in the RSI chart. The RSI level
didn’t touch 60 in the entire quarter. In
the initial period, it reached 15 and then
stabilized in the mid level from where it
again decreased to remain at the lower
level touching the level of 5 at the end the
quarter.
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Risk and Return Chart
The risk and return charts for heating oil is illustrated
above for the review period from October 2013 to
September 2014. The risk chart explains the deviation
of the prices from the mean whereas the return chart
indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
The chart explains that the return of heating oil is
positive in between October and March and the
remaining months showed negative return
except June. The cumulative return for
heating oil was nominal i.e. 1.71%,
and the highest and lowest return

was 6.64% in January and -5.02% in September respectively.
From the volatility perspective, heating oil was least volatile with
minor fluctuation in prices. The highest and lowest volatility was
1.94 % in January 2014 and 0.21% in October 2013 respectively.
The correlation between volatility and return showed low positive
correlation over the period.
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Natural Gas
Introduction

N

atural Gas is a prime source of energy and is considered
as one of the cleanest, safest and most useful sources
of non-renewable resources of energy. It is colorless, shapeless
and odorless in its pure form and is almost pure methane (CH4).
It is combustible and emits less carbon dioxide as compared to
oil and coal. It is obtained from fossil fuels and is used in many
of our day to day activities and needs. It is a naturally occurring
mixture of hydrocarbon gas consisting methane in the highest
proportion along with ethane, propane, butane, carbon dioxide,
oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen sulphide and rare gases. It has its
properties and functions similar to oil. The natural gas is used
for heating homes, cooking food, run automobiles, chemical
feedstock in the manufacturing of plastics, generates electricity
and other commercially important organic chemicals. It is also
used in the manufacturing of Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG).
Mercaptan is added to natural gas before its supplies since it
helps to detect leakages and prevents accidents in houses. The
development of the horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing
has made possible for extracting natural gas from shale
formations known as ‘shale gas’. It is highly traded on New
York Mercantile Exchange, Intercontinental Exchange (ICE),
CME Clear Port and CME Globex.
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Fundamental Facts
• The price of oil affects the price of natural gas since it acts as
a substitute. If the price of oil rises, people may shift to the
consumption of natural gas.
• With the growth of the economy, the demand for natural gas
increases as it is used in industrial sector as plant fuel and
feedstock. The demand falls with the slowdown or declining of
the economic growth of the economy.
• Hurricanes, storms and other climatic conditions also affect the
production and supply of natural gas thus hitting the gas prices.
• The residential, commercial, industrial, electric generation and
transportation usage has increased the demand for natural gas.
• The environmental and political policies of the major producing
and consuming countries also correct the price. Favorable
policies increase production and consumption whereas
unfavorable policies reduce production and consumption
drastically.
• The high storage levels of natural gas reduce the price whereas
reduction increases the price level.
• As the shale gas extraction level is increasing, the supply tends
to increase thus reducing the price. Also the high drilling rate
increases the supply.
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Relative Strength Index

RSI
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The price of natural gas was bullish
during the 1st quarter of the review period.
The RSI level reached around 30 during
the initial period and thereafter it kept on
moving higher towards the overbought
zone. Towards the end of the quarter, the
price of Natural Gas got corrected slightly
to end in the mid-level RSI.

The RSI reading which was in the
mid level at the start of the 2nd quarter
of the review period moved towards
the overbought level as it consistently
remained above 70 levels i.e. major
overbought zone. However, towards the
end of the quarter price got corrected and
RSI level was near to 45 levels.

The price for the Natural gas rose from
the initial RSI reading of 35 which is also
considered as oversold region. The RSI
reached near the overbought zone at 65
during the most part of the quarter before
declining to reach a lower level of 30,
as price declined during the end of the
quarter.

The last quarter of the review period
was bullish for the price of natural gas
which can be viewed in the RSI pattern
as well. The RSI level which was at the
30 level saw dipping even further to touch
15 level on the bearish movement initially
which was a perfect foundation for the
long trader. The price started to rise after
that which took the RSI level towards the
overbought zone till the end of the quarter.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for Natural Gas
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
The review period shows that the natural
gas price was highly deviating during the
month of December 2013 to March 2014.
The return chart for showed bullish during
first five month of the review months.
Cumulative return was 21.42 % where
the highest and lowest return for long
position was realized in January i.e. 12.91%
and July i.e. -13.76% respectively. The
volatility chart shows that the price was
highly volatile increasing the risk factor.
The highest volatility was in February i.e.
41.99 and lowest volatility in August i.e.
5.92. The volatility showed perfect negative
correlation with return.
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Fundamental Facts

Gold
Introduction

G

old is malleable and shiny, making
it a good metal working material.
Gold is a remarkable, rare metal, with
an unparalleled combination of chemical
and physical properties. For thousands of
years, it has been used as an ornament of
kings, a currency and standard for global
currencies, and more recently, in a wide
range of electronic devices and medical
applications. Gold has historically been an
excellent hedge against inflation, because its
price tends to rise when the cost of living
increases. People see gold as a way to pass
on and preserve their wealth from one
generation to the next. It can be acquired and
stored in the form of Jewellery, Bars, Coins
and Gold Deposits. The purity of a gold bar
can also be expressed as a decimal figure
ranging from 0 to 1, known as the millesimal
fineness, such as 0.995 and 0.999. The price
of gold is determined on the open market,
but a procedure known as the Gold Fixing
in London, originating in 1919, provides
a twice-daily benchmark figure to the
industry. South Africa, the United
States and Australia are the three
largest gold producing countries
while India is the world’s
largest gold consumer,
followed by China.
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Gold is a
remarkable,
rare metal, with
an unparalleled
combination
of chemical
and physical
properties.

• Seventy-eight percent of the world’s
yearly supply of gold is used in jewelry,
according to the AMNH. The rest goes to
electronics and dental and medical uses.
• A total of eighty-eight thousand tons
of gold have been extracted from the
earth ever since. This means all the gold
that has been dug up so far in history
would, if melted, make a cube measuring
approximately 25*25*25 meter.
• Two-thirds of the world’s gold is mined
in South Africa, according to Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
• Because gold is soft, it is typically mixed
with other metals, or alloys, to give it
strength. Measured on the karat scale,
pure gold is 24 karats.
• In 2012, the gold mine production
increased by 12 MT to 2848 MT and
the combined demand for bars & coins
dropped from 1515 MT to 1256 MT.
• Gold demand of 3,756.1 tonnes in 2013
was worth US$170.4bn. Consumers
generated exceptional levels of demand,
with jewellery at its highest since the
onset of the financial crisis in 2008 and
investment in small bars and coins hitting
a record high.
• Central bank buying and selling can have
a significant influence on gold prices.
Central banks made healthy purchases of
368.6 tonnes, the fourth consecutive year
of positive demand. The net result was a
15% decline in overall gold demand from
2012.
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Relative Strength Index

Gold RSI for the first quarter remained
between 15- 60 for most of the months
except in September where RSI was
marked high of 67. RSI started from 41
reaching lowest of 15 in December and
then bullish in price was seen for the last
month of this quarter.

Due to overbought condition for gold,
RSI increased to 65 within 15 days from
its initial start of 33. RSI crossed the
overbought zone amid the quarter reaching
a high of 79. The increase in price made
asset oversold condition due to which
price began to fall, RSI ending below 15.

The oversold condition that existed in
the end of 2nd quarter made a subsequent
fall in the price, starting RSI marked
below 10. Due to the cheaper price of
gold demand increased and the condition
of overbought existed where RSI reached
60 within 14 days. In May 2014, the RSI
was at its second lowest i.e. 16 which is
the condition of oversold of gold. The
cheaper prices hiked its demand and the
overbought existed at the end of this
quarter.

The chart clearly depicts price during
the last quarter was marked as bearish, a
condition of oversold. The starting RSI
was at 78 and the gradual decline was
seen over the entire period. The lowest
RSI marked is at 18 which signify extreme
oversold of gold, there is chance of price
hike as an asset is undervalued. The ending
RSI for this quarter seems increasing due
to overbought of gold as expected earlier.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for gold is illustrated above for the
review period from October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
The chart explains that the return of gold was not good in the
long run as return for most of the months remained negative. The
month of February and June showed a positive return of 6.68 and 6.25
percent respectively; April and August just showing a nominal return.
The cumulative return for gold figured 7.94%, second highest return
after palladium. From the volatility perspective, gold was extremely
volatile with greater fluctuation. The highest and lowest volatility was
830.16 % in February 2014 and 205.6 % in October 2013 respectively.
The correlation between volatility and return showed low positive
correlation, except perfectly negative correlation for the first and last
two months.
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Palladium
Introduction

P

alladium (Pd) is a rare and lustrous
white metal which has a silvergrey-white color and is similar to platinum
discovered in 1803 by William Hyde
Wollaston. It is found in Canada, Australia,
Africa, and South and North America, the
vast majority of palladium used in the United
States is mined in North America. It is strong
and durable with low density, which means it
weighs less than platinum - allowing bigger
and bolder jewelry designs to be created and
worn with ease. This lightweight, naturally
white and luxurious precious metal is the
quintessential element of style. Palladium’s
tighter underlying fundamentals actually
give it greater price stability than gold.
Palladium is used to make springs for
watches, surgical instruments, electrical
contacts and dental fillings and crowns. It
has wider application and used in Catalysis,
electronics goods, technology, hydrogen
storage, jewelry, photography.
Fundamental Facts
• The U.S. imports about 90 percent of
the platinum-group elements it uses,
including palladium. Russia and South
Africa are the leading producers of
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palladium, each producing around 40% of
the world’s supply annually.
• The long-term outlook for Palladium is
positive and the world’s largest Palladium
producers are confident that the next few
years will see a return to robust demand
growth. The main growth markets for
the metal are the BRICS countries, but
demand from Western economies is
expected to rise as well. The automotive
and aerospace industries are seen as
the main catalysts for new growth
as manufacturers seek to reduce fuel
consumption by creating lighter weight
vehicles.
• Just coming off
of its highest
ever annual
global
demand
o
f

9.32 million ounces in 2012, palladium’s
demand this year has reached a new alltime high of 9.7 to 9.8 million ounces,
while 2014’s demand is expected to easily
surpass 10 million.
• Palladium’s most incredible ability is that
it can absorb up to 900 times its volume
of hydrogen, because of this ability,
palladium is used to store and filter
hydrogen.
• In Japan, the government operates
a specific mandate stating that all
government-subsidized dental alloys have
to include a Palladium content of at least
20 percent.
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In the first quarter, the RSI depicted
the fluctuating price of palladium with the
high and low of 74 and 16 respectively. In
its first month, RSI started with 60, which
fell to 28 in 5 days, and again it crossed
overbought zone of 70 signifying that
assets was overvalued. The ending RSI for
this quarter is moving upward.

Due to overvaluation of asset in first
quarter, the second quarter RSI could not
exceed the zone of overbought i.e. 75 and
in February RSI was at its lowest i.e. 5.
The zone below 30 is the condition of
assets oversold and due to RSI being at
this zone, the price was likely to increase
in the future. Due to the overbought
condition for the undervalued security,
RSI was increasing to its highest level of
81 in March.

Palladium RSI for the first quarter
fluctuated between 70- 35 and this
situation implies the uncertainty in prices.
The highest RSI was noted at 70 due to
assets overbought and the security was
overvalued at this stage. The lowest RSI
at 36 was due to oversold of palladium. At
the end of this quarter RSI is in increasing
trend.

In the 4th quarter, RSI was slopping
downwards which was due to security
oversold condition. The initial high i.e. 74
existed due to the overbought condition
and as a result, its level fell to 24 in
August and gradually 18 in the month of
September denoting security oversold.
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Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for palladium
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change of the
commodity in the aforementioned period.
The return for palladium was good
during the review period with cumulative
return of 9.48% for long buyers. The
highest return for palladium was realized
in the month of February i.e. 5.85 % and
lowest in September i.e. -13.14%. Volatility
chart explains that the range of volatility
was in between 200-400 most of the
months, and in September 2014 volatility
was highest among all i.e. 925. The lowest
volatility was realized in the starting month
of the review period i.e. 35 which produced
a nominal return of 1.68%. There is high
negative correlation between the return of
palladium and its volatility.

Volatility
1000

It is strong and durable with
low density, which means it
weighs less than platinum allowing bigger and bolder
jewelry designs to be created
and worn with ease.
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Platinum
Introduction

P

latinum (Pt) is grayish white,
exhibiting a metallic color somewhat
between nickel and silver having an atomic
weight of 195.23, which gives it a density
almost as great as gold. In its pure form it
is harder than gold and silver.
The main countries producing platinum
ore are Russia, Republic of South Africa,
and Canada. In jewelry, typically 5% of the
other metals are added to the platinum to
make an alloy soft enough to set precious
stones securely in the jewelry settings.
Platinum, a naturally white metal, will
never fade or change color. Compared to
most metals, platinum is rare. Platinum
is often called the “most precious” metal
or the “rarest of the precious metals”.
Everyone agrees that “gold” is rare. How
rare is platinum? To put it in perspective,
each year there is fifteen times more gold
mined than platinum. Experts say that
platinum’s supply and demand is very
tight. Small changes in mining or usage
may have dramatic implications. Platinum
is a prestige choice and is often chosen
for its sophisticated appeal and popularity
amongst the rich and famous.
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Fundamental Facts
• Platinum is so scarce that the annual
supply is limited to around 130
tons. That’s only 6% of annual gold
production, and less than 1% of silver.
It takes complex mining machinery, but
about 10 tons of platinum ore needs to be
mined in order to produce one ounce of
platinum.
• There is no store of platinum above
ground, which means that any difficulty
in obtaining platinum from South Africa
or Russia (the two main suppliers) means
the world’s platinum supply could be
jeopardized.
• Platinum consumption falls into three
categories: industrial use, jewellery
manufacturing, and investment. Japan is
responsible for 95% of the demand for
platinum for jewellery manufacturing
purposes.
• Platinum’s strength and durability
makes it the most secure setting for

diamonds and precious gemstones.
Platinum prongs offer better protection
for diamonds, which is why the world’s
most significant diamonds are all set in
platinum.
• Platinum is used extensively for
jewellery. Its main use, however, is in
catalytic converters for cars, trucks and
buses. This accounts for about 50% of
demand each year. Platinum is very
effective at converting emissions from
the vehicle’s engine into less harmful
waste products. It is also used as a
catalyst to improve the efficiency of fuel
cells.
• It is used in the production of fiberglass,
medicines,
chemicals,
computers,
lasers, petroleum products (gasoline),
fiber-optic cables, crude oil refining,
fertilizers, synthetic fibers, glass, paints,
wires, plating and explosives. Few ways
have been found to substitute something
else for platinum.
• Platinum dust and some platinum
compounds can have mild health effects.
If inhaled, they can cause sneezing,
irritation of the nose, and shortness of
breath. If spilled on the skin, they can
cause a rash and skin irritation.
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Platinum is often called
the “most precious”
metal or the “rarest of the
precious metals”.
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RSI

RSI
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Platinum RSI for 1st quarter remained
in between 15 and 70. The highest RSI
figured at the end of October i.e. 69 and
its level is diminishing. The fall is due to
assets oversold, being over valued at 69.
The lowest RSI was realized in December
i.e. 18, signifying assets undervaluation.

Platinum RSI for second quarter was
fluctuating as the quarter end-low of 15
was realized in March just after the high of
74 in the same month. The second low was
realized in February i.e. 25(undervalued
asset), which can be a perfect condition to
enter a market for taking long positions.

RSI

In the 3rd quarter, RSI did not cross
below 30 and in the entire review period,
it was in between 30-70. In this scenario,
it was difficult to predict the perfect
market condition or market entry. Scalpers
usually choose RSI near 30 as best buy
option to ascertain the profit.

RSI

This was the bearish condition for the
price of platinum as the graph of RSI
indicated that the asset was oversold in the
market and likewise, it was undervalued.
The highest RSI was 72 which was
realized in the first day of this quarter and
lowest in the end of August i.e. 3.
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The risk and return charts for platinum is illustrated above for
the review period from October 2013 to September 2014. The risk
chart explains the deviation of the prices from the mean whereas the
return chart indicates the percentage change of the commodity in the
aforementioned period.
Return for platinum doesn’t look good for the review period as
the cumulative return figure negative of 6.97 %, lowest return among
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precious metals after silver. The highest return for platinum was 5.13
% realized in February and the rest of month providing a nominal
return. However, negative returns were also realized in the month of
November, March and in last three month. On the other hand, volatility
was in between 200-800 for most of the months except high of 900 in
November and September, and low of 31 in October. The correlation
of return and volatility of platinum was low negatively correlated.
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Silver
Introduction

S

ilver (Ag) is a brilliant grey-white
metal that is soft and malleable.
Its unique properties include its strength,
malleability, ductility, electrical and
thermal conductivity, sensitivity, high
reflectance of light, and reactivity.
Being soft and malleable, silver can
be transformed into many items like
jewelry, handles for daggers and swords,
utensils and tableware. Industrial use of
silver accounts for over two-thirds of
its total consumption. Early in history,
silver, like gold, was a durable store of
wealth and was used as money. Since
the 1970s, its monetary use has largely
disappeared, and it has become almost
entirely an industrial metal. Silver is
found in native form, as an alloy with
gold, and in ores. The principal sources
of silver are the ores of copper, coppernickel, lead, and lead-zinc obtained from
Peru, Mexico, China, Australia, Chile,
Poland and Serbia. Peru and Mexico
have been mining silver since 1546
and are still major world producers.
Commercial-grade fine silver is at least
99.9% pure, and purities greater than
99.999% are available.
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• Mexico is the world’s leading silver
producer, followed by Peru, China,
Australia and Russia. Primary silver
mine cash costs stood at US$9.27 an
ounce, increasing 1 percent in dollar
terms. The producer silver hedge
book was aggressively reduced last
year (2013) to stand at 15 Moz on a
delta-adjusted basis. Around twothirds of the silver obtained today is
a by-product of copper, lead, and zinc
mining.
• In modern times silver is also used in
dentistry, electronics, photography,
mirrors and in a number of industrial
applications that make use of its
unique properties.
• Silver is found naturally by itself,
as an alloy with gold or in an ore (a
rock containing various metals and
elements). Silver is often found in
copper and lead ores.

• Silver is more ductile than any element
except gold. One ounce of silver can
be drawn into 8,000 feet of thin wire.
• Silver mine production grew by 3.4
percent to reach 819 Moz in 2013.
Primary silver mine production grew 6
percent, and accounted for 29 percent
of global silver mine supply. On the
supply side, silver scrap fell 24 per
cent, the largest drop on record.
• Total physical demand for silver
stood at a record 1,081 million ounces
(Moz) in 2013. The largest component
of physical silver demand, industrial
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Silver is found in native
form, as an alloy with gold,
and in ores.

applications, dipped by less than 1
percent to 586.6 Moz, to account for
54 percent of total physical silver
demand. Asia, however, experienced a
3 percent increase in silver industrial
demand, led by China. Japan also
experienced gains in silver industrial
demand.

Risk and Return Chart
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The risk and return charts for silver
is illustrated above for the review period
from October 2013 to September 2014.
The risk chart explains the deviation of the
prices from the mean whereas the return
chart indicates the percentage change
of the commodity in the aforementioned
period.
Positive return for silver was realized

only in the month of February and June
i.e. 10.93 % and 11.47% respectively. The
remaining months gave negative yield
and silver proving less profitable for
long buyers. Cumulative return for silver
remained negative at 30.89 %, which in fact
was a lowest return among precious metal.
The highest and lowest return was 11.47 %
in June, and -10.07 in first and last month
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respectively. Volatility for silver was quite
low as the deviation in highest and lowest
volatility was 22.42. The highest volatility
i.e. 24.89 was marked in the month of
February whereas lowest volatility i.e.
2.47 was marked in the month of October.
Correlation between volatility and return
was low positively correlated; increase in
volatility somehow increased the return.
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RSI

The highest RSI for silver in the
1st quarter was at 62 as the asset was
relatively overvalued. On the other hand,
RSI had crossed the zone of oversold
i.e. 30 signifying the asset oversold. The
lowest RSI at 15 in the end of November
was a perfect opportunity for buying silver
as the RSI moving upward.

RSI

For the 2nd quarter, RSI started with
40 and the lowest RSI before February
was 27, assets oversold zone. The figure
clearly showed that there was an increase
in the RSI due to assets overvaluation
reaching its highest at 82. The ending RSI
for this quarter was in decreasing trend
due to oversold nature of silver.

RSI

RSI
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The 3rd quarter price for silver was
in bullish territory as the chart clearly
showed the upward RSI. The starting RSI
for this quarter was 9, where the asset
was undervalued. The highest RSI was at
the end of this quarter i.e. 86, signifying
condition of overbought due to assets
overvaluation.

The starting RSI was 82 and it
continuously declined thereafter indicating
the fall in the price for silver. At the end of
this quarter, RSI was at its lowest i.e. 10,
indicating assets undervalued nature and
at this stage the long position was desired.
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Macroeconomic
Indicators Nepal
E

very week dozens of economic survey and indicators are
released. These economic indicators can have a huge impact
on the market; therefore, knowing how to interpret and analyze them
is important for all investors. Macroeconomic stability can only
be ensured by the mutual effort of both the fiscal policy and the
monetary policy. For a rapid economic development it is crucial to
achieve higher and sustainable economic growth rate.
Based on the assumption that aggregate demand would grow as a
consequence of US monetary and fiscal policy; the global economic
growth is expected to improve in 2014 in comparison to 2013. As
per IMF report in April, 2014 the global production that rose by 3.0
percent in 2013 is projected to grow by 3.6 percent in 2014.
Both domestic and foreign investment could not be expanded
as a consequence of failure to bring improvement in investment
environment due to prolonged political transition, uneasy labor
relation and many more. Per Capita GDP is deflated as compared
to the previous year at 703 US dollar. A fall in Per Capita GDP
signals contracted economy and tends to translate as a decrease
in productivity. Inflation is at peak which is demonstrated by the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the GDP deflators; both these
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indicator reveals the inflation in the country. Agriculture sector’s
contribution in the GDP has not been impactful. A very little
significance can be seen which signifies that it is high time for the
government and other entities to think for commercialization of
products for the farming sector. The Service sector’s contribution
is satisfactory, yet we have rooms for improvement. The burden of
debt is increasing every year, resulting into total of 580.5 billion as
of now, where foreign debt stands more than domestic debt.
Remittance sector is the only sector, where we can see a
remarkable increment every year. But in the long run, our policy
makers should understand the impact of remittance in the economy
accordingly. Recent data shows that the imports have reached 36.8%
whereas exports are 4.8%. From these figures, it is clear that there is
unfavorable balance of trade (import of luxury goods is increasing)
and improving the trade balance through export of quality products
should be a prioritized. Looking over actual payment made and
received by an economy i.e. Balance of Payment (BOP) in 09/10 it
was negative of 3.3 million, now the BOP has reached 105.0 billion
indicating favorable BOP which means the currency is flowing into
the country than flowing out.
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Fiscal Year

02/03

Per Capita GDP

US Dollar

Real GDP (in

03/04

04/05

05/06

06/07

07/08

08/09

09/10

10/11

11/12

12/13

13/14*

261

293

328

350

410

491

497

610

714

702

707

703

Rs in billion

429.7

448.7

463.2

480.4

493.7

522.3

542.7

565.8

587.5

614.6

635.9

668.7

basic price)
Agriculture

Rs in billion

165.8

173.7

179.8

185.4

187.2

198.1

204.0

208.1

217.4

228.1

227.2

237.9

Industry

Rs in billion

76.5

77.6

79.9

81.2

84.4

85.8

85.3

88.7

91.3

92.7

100.6

103.3

Service

Rs in billion

199.9

213.5
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233.0
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293.3

303.7

319.1

335.1
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Rs.
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Change
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2.8
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308.1

318.9

314.4

337.7

332.7

375.6

425.1
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414.7

509.5

553.8
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60.0

84.6

86.1

94.7

103.8

116.0

125.7

148.1

184.2

201.5
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226.1

223.4

232.8
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250.0
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256.2

259.6

308.1

333.4

354.4

12939.7

13208.5

12838.6

13602.2

13211.5

14710.7

16416.2

16772.5

15576.4

18866.8

20352.0

21048.0

54.2

58.6

65.5

97.7

100.1

142.7

209.7

231.7

253.6

330.9

434.6

560.6

GDP
Non-Tax
Revenue/GDP
Total
Government
Expenditure /
GDP
Recurrent
Expenditure/GDP
Capital
Expenditure/GDP
Principal
Payment/GDP
Foreign Grants/
GDP
Budget Deficit/
GDP
Foreign Loan/
GDP
Domestic Loan/
GDP
Grants and Loans
Received/GDP
Total

Rs. in

Outstanding Debt

billion

Outstanding

Rs. in

Domestic Debt

billion

Outstanding

Rs. in

Foreign Debt

billion

Per capita

Rs

Outstanding Debt
Remittance

Rs. in

Income

billion
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Total Domestic

in %

45.5

45.9

47.5

49.3

49.5

53.6

56.2

66.8

66.2

64.8

68.5

70.7

in %

30.7

32.1

33.4

37.2

37.6

41.7

44.4

53.5

52.9

52.7

57.2

63.5

in %

11.9

10.7

10.8

10.9

10.8

10.7

10.6

11.4

11.9

10.6

9.9

5.3

in %

17.0

17.5

17.0

17.3

17.4

18.9

19.9

17.8

16.2

17.2

17.7

19.7

in %

5.5

5.7

5.3

5.4

6.0

6.6

7.2

6.1

5.9

6.1

6.2

6.4

in %

50.0

51.7

51.0

53.0

54.3

60.7

63.8

68.8

67.1

73.6

77.3

85.7

in %

32.9

34.2

34.0

35.7

36.9

41.8

43.9

51.0

50.8

56.4

59.6

66.0

Current Accounts

Rs. In

11.6

14.6

11.5

14.2

-0.9

23.7

41.4

-28.1

-12.9

31.4

57.1

82.0

Balance

billion

Credit/ GDP
Private Sector
Credit/ GDP
Net Government
Credit/GDP
Narrow Money
Supply/GDP
Current Deposit/
GDP
Broad Money
Supply/ GDP
Fixed and Saving
Deposits/ GDP

Export/GDP

Percent

10.1

10.0

10.0

9.2

8.2

7.3

6.9

5.1

4.7

4.7

4.5

4.8

Import/GDP

Percent

25.3

25.4

25.4

26.6

26.8

27.2

28.8

31.4

28.9

29.2

32.9

36.8

Total Trade/GDP

Percent

35.4

35.4

35.3

35.8

34.9

34.5

35.6

36.5

33.6

34.0

37.4

41.6

Trade Deficit/

Percent

-15.1

-15.3

-15.4

-17.4

-18.6

-19.9

-21.9

-26.3

-24.2

-24.5

-28.4

-32.1

Percent

2.4

3.4

1.8

1.5

1.4

2.3

2.8

2.4

1.8

2.0

2.0

2.3

Percent

1.3

1.9

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.6

3.2

2.7

2.0

1.4

2.3

2.4

Percent

11.0

10.9

11.1

14.9

13.8

17.5

21.2

19.4

18.5

21.2

25.7

29.1

Percent

2.4

2.7

2.0

2.2

-0.1

2.9

4.2

-2.4

-0.9

2.0

3.4

4.3

Rs in billion

4.4

16.0

5.7

25.6

5.9

29.7

44.8

-3.3

2.2

80.0

68.9

105.0

Rs in billion

108.2

130.2

129.9

165.0

165.1

212.6

286.5

268.9

272.2

386.96

433.3

650.5

Months

10.7

11.8

10.7

11.5

10.6

11.7

12.2

8.7

8.4

9.2

11.7

11.2

Months

9.2

9.9

9.0

9.7

8.7

9.4

10.0

7.4

7.3

8.3

10.1

9.8

GDP
Income from
Tourism/GDP
Expenditure on
Tourism/GDP
Remittance
Income/GDP
Current Accounts
Balance/GDP
Balance of
Payments
Foreign
Exchange
Reserves
Capacity of
Reserves to cover
Import of Goods
Capacity of
Reserves to
Cover Import
of Goods and
Services

* Annual Preliminary Estimates (Based on 8 month data)
# Base Year 2005/06
^Base Year 2001/02 = 100
This reclassification allocates capital grants into current expenditure and share and loan investment on public enterprises under financial
management. Note: Ratio of GDP is calculated at the current producers’ Price. Some figures are updated accordingly as they are updated by
the sources themselves.
Source: Economic Survey 2013/14, Ministry of Finance, Nepal
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Major Agriculture Production, Area Covered & Yield of Nepal
Area and Production of Cereal Crops, 2012/2013
Crops

Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg/ha)

Paddy

1420570

4504503

3171

Maize

849635

1999010

2353

Millet

274350

305588

1114

Wheat

754243

1727346

2290

Barley

29598

33782

1141

Buckwheat
Total

10681

10056

941

3339077

8580285

2570

Area and Production of Cash Crops, 2012/2013
Crops

Crops Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg/ha)

Oilseed

215600

179000

830

Potato

197234

2690421

13641

1800

2430

1350

Sugarcane

64483

2930000

45438

Jute

11300

15500

1371

Cotton

175

150

857

Rubber

200

220

1100

490792

5817721

64587

Tobacco

Total
Area and Production of Pulses, 2012/2013
Crops

Crops Area (ha.)

Lentil

Production (mt.)

Yield (kg.ha.)

206522

226931

1099

Chick Pea

9782

9696

991

Pigeon Pea

17459

16459

943

Black Gram

25227

21364

847

Grass Pea

11517

13936

1210

6362

5445

856

Soyabean

24934

29221

1172

Others

31633

33692

1065

Total

333436

356743

1070

Horse Gram

Area and Production of Other Crops, 2012/2013
Crops
Tea
Coffee
Chilli

Crops Area (ha.)

Production (mt.)

Yield (mt.ha.)

19036

20588 Mt.

1750

366 Mt.

209 kg/ht

6680

27948 Mt.

4.18

Cardamom

11434

5753 Mt.

0.5

Ginger

19376

235033 Mt.

12.13

Garlic

5904

40757 Mt

6.9

Turmeric

4376

35725 Mt

8.16

Cocoon

1530

37.6 Mt.

-

169000 (number of hives)

1625 Mt.

-

-

1650 Mt

-

11300

15500

-

Honey
Mushroom
Jute
* ha – Hector
* mt- Metric Tonnes
* kg – Kilogram

Source: Agribusiness Promotion and Market Development Dirocterate
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Sectoral Reforms –
What is missing?

W

hen it comes to development, we
begin to think about change in
sectoral infrastructures. Sectoral reforms
are the innovative steps taken either by
government or investors or both parties in
building different sectors. Though it may
be economic reforms or political reforms
but inevitably they are the initial reforms
undertaken that directly bridges the gap
between economic and political entities.
Nepal’s political climate has not been
considered favorable for the development
that people actually have had desired or
that could have been possible. Despite
numerous distortions in the political sector,
there have been lots of improvements in the
Nepalese economy but it is not sufficient.
It can be traced back to the 1980s where
the instigation of economic liberalization
led to the emergence of different financial
institutions. Previously, establishment
of jute mill in 1936 was a milestone for
industrial revolution.
In 2014, Nepal
signed PDA with India to build hydropower
which can be seen as the next big step from
the government’s side.
Despite the considerable progress, we
should focus vividly in the improvement of
various infrastructure developments, and it
will be possible only if there is a strong,
proper institutional reforms. Institutional
reforms are the internal strengths of every
sectoral organization in adapting proper
policy and its successful implementation,
accepting as a normal practice without
considering the external hindrances. It
means that a reform activity in different
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sectors is only possible if there is adequate
support from institutional level.
Achieving a double digit economic
growth is a real challenge for the Nepalese
economy because over the past decade the
economic pace has been restricted to below
5 percent. NRB has recently revised its
growth rate to 5 percent from its previous 6
percent forecast, blaming poor performance
in farming sector which accounts for onethird of the GDP. Agricultural reforms
are possible through development of
agricultural technologies, promoting value
chain, and most importantly making agroentrepreneurs skilled in this sector.
Service sector, which is showing its
richness, contributes more than 45 % to the
nation’s GDP. Among them banking sector
is growing and the right kind of policy and
regulation in this sector will amend this
sector furthermore. The country’s export
has decreased continuously in the first six
months of the year 2014 and is expected
to grow at 2.2%. Import has also rushed in
this fiscal year by 22.1% which is a good
sign but trade deficit of Rs. 567 billion is
worsening the situation. Moreover due to
political uncertainty and lack of convincing
business climate has hampered foreign
investment.
Industrial sector which accounts for
about 14% of the total GDP is at mid-range
where industries are losing money and some
are at breakeven. The power crisis has been
a major hurdle to this sector but thanks to
the PDA, it will receive tremendous boost
in comin years.

Aashik Koirala
(The author works in the capacity of Trainee
Assistant Manager in the Research &
Development Department of Mercantile
Exchange Nepal Limited. He is also the part
of the Editorial Team of the MEX Year Book.
He can be contacted at r&d@mexnepal.com.)

Reforms in Neighboring Countries
China
The economic growth rate of China
was vigorous till the year 2013 making
them the world’s second largest economy.
The sectoral contribution of GDP for
agriculture, industry and service sector
was 10%, 43% and 47% respectively.
There has been massive development in
infrastructures, increasing urbanization
and interestingly there is equal distribution
of labor forces in these sectors. Public debt
is around 23% of total GDP which is least
among the neighboring countries.
China is one of the world’s leaders
in gross value of agriculture output as it
produces 18% of the world’s cereal grains,
29% of the world’s meat, and 50% of the
world’s vegetables. But the challenges still
remain in inflation where the increase in
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Economic Growth Rate of Neighboring
10.0

Annual Growth Rate (%)

9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

2011

2012

2013

2014*

2015*

2019*

China

9.3

7.7

7.7

7.5

7.3

6.5

India

6.6

4.7

4.4

5.4

6.4

6.8

Nepal

3.4

4.9

3.6

4.5

4.5

5.0

food prices has been a major problem to the
people. Despite astonishing achievements
in agricultural sector since the 1980s, ruralurban gap in income level is another issue
which must be properly taken care of with
right policies.
The wide range of industries
such as metals, petroleum, cement,
chemical fertilizers, consumer products,
transportation equipment, food processing
and many other have made China
the world’s second largest producer
of industrial materials after USA.
Manufacturing and industries remain the
most dominant sectors in the economy but
the main problem lies in its massive export
ignoring the domestic demands.
Employment in service sector is
increasing since 2002 and this sector holds
potential role in country’s economy but
investment in this sector is constrained
due to attraction in manufacturing and
industries. The Chinese government has
prioritized in service sector renovation
in its 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015).
However, in 2013 China was successful
in bringing $258.2 billion as foreign
investments.
India
With the change in the political system
in India, with a visionary leader, Narendra
Modi, taking over the reins, the new
administration has taken some necessary
steps in building the efficiency of weaker
sectors. The extensive progress in different
sectors, commitment by leaders, and its
target by 2016 will certainly make India,
the world’s fastest growing economy. The
ease with the open markets has substantially
attracted huge foreign investment in recent
years for mega projects. India has already
bought 14 different proposals in foreign
direct investment and US $246 million
home.

Agricultural sector along with fisheries
and forestry is still developing in the
Indian economy. They are one of the
largest producers of spices and Indian- agro
business has a wide range of prospects.
Agriculture industry in India has observed
private participation, extension in organic
farming and technological innovation
which has led to massive development
in this sector since the past decade. This
sector’s contribution to GDP is 17% but it
is still developing and the problems like
poor transportation, unorganized retail, and
storage still prevails in some parts of the
nation.
The contribution of industrial sector
in the nation’s GDP is 25% and with the
instigation of open market for foreigners,
this sector has witnessed sky-high growth
over the past decade. Development of iron
and steel industry, IT industry, coal and
cotton-textile industries and many more
have boosted the industrial development in
India.
Service sector, which is dominant in
Indian economy, holds around 58 % of total
GDP. This sector is considered as the top
sector as it contributes largely in terms of
currency flow within the country through
trade, foreign investment flow, and most
importantly employment to the people.
Almost all the service sectors in India are
flourishing; revenue from these sectors
is also sky-rocketing but these sectors
also need some redecoration activities.
Promoting tourism sector, renovation of
infrastructures in rural areas, manpower
professionalism development for this
sector is important in order to see this
sector further developed.

our neighboring counties. The major issues
we need to analyze is that these countries
came from similar sufferings and with time
and with proper planning for the sectoral
infrastructures, these countries went from
developing to further ahead. Nepal has
abundance of natural resources which
holds a key role in the country economy
but it is still in the developing phase. The
following are the listed sectoral ingredients
that with stepwise prioritization will lead to
transformation of economy:
• Trans-way development that bridges the
output produced in remote areas.
• Privatization in hydropower investment
– a best way to support industries.
• Industrial
transformation
through
technological know-harbor support
from foreign lands.
• FDI with right kind of policies – to bring
a foreigner to the right investment
• Agricultural sector which is moving
in slow pace must be pushed from
institutional levels (public private
partnership).
• Tourism industry which is as significant
as all above.
Though many things are yet to be done
but these are few major things that must
be focused. Entrepreneurs have everything
to fill the gap in what we are missing
and government role must be supportive
in supporting different levels for the
sectoral reforms. We should learn from the
developments of our neighboring countries
and the time to act is now!

What is missing?
It cannot be said that Nepal is still
behind in everything in comparison with
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Amit Pyakurel
(The author works in the capacity of Senior
Manager at the Research & Development
Department of Mercantile Exchange Nepal
Limited. He is also the part of the Editorial
Team of the MEX Year Book. He can be
contacted at r&d@mexnepal.com.)

Central Banks
Divergence Policies
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C

entral banks around the globe have been and would always
remain a central force in guiding financial market worldwide.
The effect of global financial crisis of 2007-2009 may have faded
by the end of 2014 but the monetary policies adopted by the Central
Banks around the world have still remained the same. This has
effectively raised the question about how sound the recovery has been
in the past few years.
When the financial system was going through the turbulence during
the financial crisis, central bank from the US i.e. Federal Reserve
countered the issues with ultra low interest rates and loose monetary
policies by adopting effectively zero interest rate policy. Moreover,
Federal Reserve also came up with three round of Quantitative Easing
(QE) where it created money in order to buy back the government
bonds and assets being held by the banks in the United States. With
these policy measure adopted by the Central Bank a number of
positive result were seen in the form of positive economic indicators.
One of the major concerns which were unemployment rate, which
stood at around 10 percent in the month of October 2009, has declined
drastically to reach 5.6 percent by the end of 2014. This can be termed
as impressive recovery considering the chaotic financial situation
during the height of the financial crisis. At the same time, inflation has
remained at comparatively comfortable positions as it has been able
to hover around the 1.5 percent mark in the last two years. Therefore,
adaptation of loose monetary policy has played its part considering
recovery in the employment market and healthy level of inflation.
Looking at the effect of Federal Reserve policies in the financial
market, US dollar weakened considerably against its trading partner
currencies like Euro, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc, Chinese Yuan and
some of the emerging countries currencies. This has helped US
economy in many ways as US products became more competitive in the
international market. The depreciation of US Dollar and appreciation
of its trading partner currencies made it easier for the US economy
to compete in the foreign as well as domestic market as its products
and services were more competitive and also helped US economy
to recover from the economic and financial mess. At the same time,
with the adaptation of loose monetary policy, commodities prices also
surged especially precious metals and some industrial metal in the
international market. The price of gold and silver reached new heights
after adaptation of loose monetary policy as precious metal like gold
was safe option for the investor during the times of weaker US Dollar.
At the same time, emerging markets like the BRICS countries also
benefited due to low interest policy as lots of money were invested in
these countries because money could be borrowed at cheaper rate in
the US market.
However, in recent months, Federal Reserve has already hinted
to move from the ultra low interest rate policy which became quite
evident in the month of July 2013 when Federal Reserve decided that
it might start to taper its Quantitative Easing Program which it did
taper later. This has led to the appreciation of US Dollar and at the
same time weakened the commodities prices including gold.
Considering the current economic scenario it’s highly likely that the
Federal Reserve may start to raise the interest rate from the middle of
2015 and only things that might be interfering with Fed’s rate decision
could be the inflation rate which is slightly less than 2 percent target

set by the Federal Reserve.
Across the Atlantic, the situation is slightly chaotic as its trying to
overcome the debt crisis persisted in some of its member countries and
two year long recession which existed during 2012-13. At the same
time, there has been slightly improved economic condition as Euro
zone economy grew by 0.8 percent in 2014. However, the issue with
the European region is the threat of deflationary trap as economy is
going through low interest rate phase and inflation is still struggling
to remain in positive territory. However, with the recent decision
by the ECB regarding its expanding asset purchase program worth
Euro 60 billion per month which would start from March and run till
September, 2016, there is hope of effective recovery.
At the time when US is planning to tighten its monetary stance,
Europe have been threatened by deflation and is forced to take easing
measures which means that the big change in market fundamental is
in the cards.
On the other hand, Japanese Central Bank i.e. Bank of Japan,
which has been adopting the loose monetary policy similar to the
one adopted by the Federal Reserve, is also fighting with the issue
of inflation. Interest rate has been at 0.10 percent since October 2010
and at the same time they have been continuing its economic stimulus
package. The Japanese economic struggle to overcome the deflation is
a major cause of worry for the land of the rising sun. These loosening
of monetary policy have certainly impacted Japanese Yen against its
trading partner currencies.
The year of 2015 would be the year of diverging monetary policies
among the advance economies around the world. This would certainly
change the basic fundamental relationship between the currencies
among the US, Europe and Japan which would also have its say in
the commodities price as monetary policies being adopted by these
economies have always played a crucial role in the commodities
market. Looking at the divergence path, Federal Reserve is in the stage
where they may raise the rates and move towards tighter monetary
policy whereas ECB and BoJ are in the opposite path and the
economies in Euro zone and Japan is struggling to get over deflation.

References:
https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/april-2011/banking-crises-around-the-world-different-governments-differentresponses
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http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2014/07/01/global-central-banking-in-2014-a-second-quarter-update-for-24-economies/
http://www.kitco.com/news/2014-12-22/Central-Banks-On-Diverging-Paths-In-2015.html
http://www.academia.edu/6348944/Federal_reserve_QE_policy_affect_Chinese_financial_market
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Career Options in
Commodity Market
O

Sonu Jain
(The author is associated with Mercantile
Exchange Nepal Limited in the capacity of
Deputy General Manager in the Compliance
Department. She can be contacted through
compliance@mexnepal.com )
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nce we cross the golden gate, it’s
time to choose in which field you
want to flourish, grow and make your
career. It’s a tough decision but with all
the dilemma and confusions, we keep on
moving forward choosing the subjects as
per our interest. One among them is the
field of Management.
I am also among the one who chose
management as the stream to build my
career in. I will share with you all a short
story of mine.
When only few months were left for
my final exams during the last year of
my Bachelors degree, I used to think,
What Next? The choice was to whether
continue with a Masters degree or gain
some experience simultaneously with
my further studies. The time would just
fly away in my quest of answering the
preceding question - What Next? One
day, soon after my final examinations, I
was just sitting idle at home, watching
the idiot box trying to generate some
interest in me- in short killing my time

by engaging in unproductive things. My
phone rang and one of my friend’s sister,
who was working in a commodity market,
asked me in a inquisitive tone, “Do you
want to work and make your career in the
Commodity Market?” Without letting my
mind think for a second I answered “Yes,
I would like to”. After hanging up the
phone, I weighed the question carefully.
Various questions including what is this
market all about? – tampered with my
brain. Back then I had not heard anything
about this market but yes I had read
about it in a chapter ‘derivative’ while
specializing in finance in my graduate
days. After few unsolved queries in my
mind, I went back to my unproductive
things. Few days later in 2008, I sat for an
interview in MEX Nepal and astonishingly
also passed with distinction. But having
recollected those memories, I am
perplexed to see myself grow and flourish
in the commodity market since the last
6 years with invaluable experience not
only professionally but also personally
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through the development of my personal
skills and abilities too.
You, yes you who is reading this article
might also be one like me[back at 2008]
doing unproductive things, sitting idle, or
engaging in work where you aren’t getting
any good opportunity or not seeing any
growth in your career. It’s time for you to
start and build your career. A good choice
would be ‘Commodity Market’. You have
got multiple choices to begin with, may it
be as an Intern, Employee, Analyst, Subbroker, Broker, etc.
As AN INTERN, you can turn your
theoretical knowledge into practical
and learn the basics of this market
like what exactly it is, how it works,
etc simultaneously developing your
skills and abilities. Many students take
internship very lightly and just a matter
to complete their study course, but you
should be clear that it is a first and
most important stepping stone towards
your career path where you can build
networks with professionals for future
job opportunities.

Another is, choosing to be AN
EMPLOYEE. Then at 2008, only 2
exchanges were there, but now you are
lucky enough with more than 5 exchanges
and 200+ Brokers in operations across
the country. The exchanges and brokers
provide you an opportunity to work as a
marketing officer, business development
officer, client service officer and the
list goes on if your are enthusiast and
creative enough.
Being AN ANALYST is another great
opportunity. There are 90% traders in
Nepal who are in search of an astute
analyst. Indulge yourself in the learning
about the technical and fundamental
factors affecting the prices of the
commodities. Then implement the same
in demo accounts and see the results. With
this phase of trial and error methodology
and also learning from the mistakes, soon
you can emerge as an Expert Analyst in
the commodity market.
If you are an individual with passion to
meet people along with great marketing
skills, be A SUB-BROKER. Make the

customers aware about the market, teach
them how it works and how they can
invest the funds/hedge their risk. Gain
some knowledge about the portfolio
management. Then you are well off
being a sub-broker and making money
by trading on behalf of customers, as per
their request.
Or would you like to be an entrepreneur?
Then opt being A BROKER. Individuals
who want to do something on their own
or who are willing to setup their own
business company, can form a group,
register a private limited company and
explore the potential market. Set up
business targets, make sub-brokers &
clients and achieve the goals.
The above listed are just few
opportunities in the commodity market.
As someone had rightly quoted ‘You
won’t know the depth of a river till you
take a dive into it’ - there are ample
opportunities ahead. Step inside the world
of commodity market and experience it to
enhance your career in the right path!
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Coffee in Nepal:
Spilling the Beans!
2

014 will always be etched in the minds of the investors as the
year in which the commodities prices witnessed mind-boggling
bearish returns. As the year unfolded, commodities especially energy
driven attained staggering negative trends as factors supported the
downfall. However, few commodities simultaneously also grew
in stature and prices in the preceding year. Having researched the
returns of the commodities as the year drew to a close, a commodity
enhanced by a remarkable 51.25 percent by the end of the year.
Coffee inevitably prevailed in the race among commodities in the
bullish territory.
Coffee in Nepal: A Historical Perspective
In retrospect, coffee began as a curiosity crop in Nepal when a
hermit, Mr. Hira Giri, bought seeds of the commodity from Myanmar
and planted the same in Aapchaur of Gulmi District for the first time
in 1938 AD. After 4 decades, coffee expanded as a commercial
crop when the Government of Nepal imported seeds from India
for distribution. The establishment of the Nepal Coffee Company
(NeCCo) in Manigam, Rupandehi district in 1983 instigated a new
chapter in the business of coffee as the producers were able to sell
coffee to the local markets. However, it was not until 2002 AD, that
a substantial increase in the export and the domestic consumption
was witnessed as producers considered coffee as a major income
generating crop. A number of international and national organizations
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cultivation has driven
the
Ministry
of
Agriculture to launch the Coffee Development Programme. With the
government providing technical and financial support to the farmers,
the cultivation has gradually spread to about 42 districts of Nepal
including Lalitpur, Gulmi, Palpa, Shyangja, Kaski, Sindhupalchowk
and Kavre.
Coffee in Nepal: In Contemporary Times
In contemporary times, the competitive nature of coffee has
enhanced thereby contributing to the general improvement of rural
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livelihoods. According to official statistics, the production area of
coffee has increased from around 424 ha in FY 2000/01 to 1760 ha in
FY 2011/12 and the production has also increased from 89 tons to 418
tons during the same period. However, the overall production for the
FY 2012/13 has decreased to 366 tons – an indication that does not
augur well for the corresponding sector in Nepal. Furthermore, the
area under coffee has also shown a slight decrease during the same
period, apparently due to the prevention of farmers from catastrophic
insects among others. In a positive tone, the production of 366 tons
would add approximately NPR 256 million to the economy at the
current market rate. In hindsight, Syangja is the leading producer
both in terms of volume of production and area coverage. Coffee
is among the few commodities in which the nation has consistent
surplus in trade figures but lately the exports has decreased,
presumably due to the increased consumption of the beverage in the
domestic market. As against the total export figure of 109 tons in FY
2011/12, the total export for the FY 2012/13 was 85 tons.
Summary Table of Area and Production of Coffee (FY 2012/13)
S. No.

Districts

Plantation
Area (ha)

Production
Green Bean (MT)

and Ministry of Agricultural Development, the Western Development
Region (WDR) constitutes 59.2 percent in the plantation area as
opposed to the other regions. Among the districts, Syangja is the
leader in terms of both the volume produced and the area covered.
Gulmi is another area in the WDR which has a major share in the
production of coffee in the country. It can be observed from the table
above that WDR and CDR are the major regions where the coffee
production occurs.
Coffee Plantation and Production
Fiscal Years

Coffee plantation
area (In Hectares)

Production (In
M.T.)

In B.S.

In A.D.

2051/052

1994/95

135.7

12.95, dry cherry

2052/053

1995/56

220.3

29.20, dry cherry

2053/054

1996/97

259.0

37.35, dry cherry

2054/055

1997/98

272.2

55.90, dry cherry

2055/056

1998/99

277.1

44.50, dry cherry

2056/057

1999/00

314.3

72.40, dry cherry

4

2057/058

2000/01

424

88.70, dry cherry

36

8.8

2058/059

2001/02

596

139.20, dry cherry

48

14.4

2059/060

2002/03

764

187.50, dry cherry

1

Sankhuwasabha

23

2

Panchthar

3

Ilam

4

Khotang

15

3.6

2060/061

2003/04

952

217.50, dry cherry

5

SoluKhumbu

10

1.2

2061/062

2004/05

1078

250.00, dry cherry

6

Udaypur
EDR Total

6

1.6

2062/063

2005/06

1285

391.00, dry cherry

138

33.6

2063/064

2006/07

1396

270,dry parchment

7

Rasuwa

37

4.4

2064/065

2007/08

1450

265,dry parchment

8

Sindhupalchowk

95

26.4

2065/066

2008/09

1531

334, dry parchment

9

Kavre

116

28

2066/067

2009/10

1630

429, dry parchment

10

Lalitpur

90

27.2

2067/068

2010/11

1752

502, dry parchment

11

Nuwakot

111

27.2

2068/069

2011/12

1760

523, dry parchment

2069/070

2012/13

1750

457, dry parchment

12

Dhading

44

12.8

13

Sindhuli

5

1.2

14

Makawanpur

23

8.8

CDR Total

521

136

15

Gorkha

27

5.2

16

Lamjung

90

11.2

17

Tanahu

25

3.2

18

Kaski

115

24

19

Parbat

75

10.4

20

Syangja

262

43.2

21

Palpa

100

22.4

22

Myagdi

20

5.6

23

Baglung

53

8.8

24

Gulmi

25

Pyuthan

26
27

140

28

21

5.6

Arghakhachi

108

18.4

WDR Total

1036

186

55

10.4

Other Districts

Source: Coffee Database in Nepal 2014
In the mid 1990s, the coffee plantation area and the productions
levels were comparatively low in Nepal. However, after the turn
of the century, both the levels picked up after structured reforms
were introduced in the sector. In recent years, the plantation area and
productions levels for coffee have increased approximately 4 times
and 5 times respectively since FY 2000/01.

NEPAL TOTAL

1750
366
Source: Coffee Database in Nepal 2014
According to a publication titled, Coffee Database in Nepal 2014,
published jointly by the National Tea and Coffee Development Board
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Coffee Export and Import
Year

Republic and Germany being the major destinations in FY 2012/13.

Export
(KG)

Export (Rs.
‘000’)

Import (Rs.
‘000’)

2051/52

1994/95

14660

1643

18232

2052/53

1995/96

5040

638

23832

2053/54

1996/97

4245

6023

15316

2054/55

1997/98

2000

318

16264

2055/56

1998/99

3160

634

32471

2056/57

1999/00

4254

1415

36437

2057/58

2000/01

3677

673

43200

2058/59

2001/02

9075

2455

4621

2059/60

2002/03

16861

5205

142

2060/61

2003/04

24295

5947

410

2061/62

2004/05

35677

10792

168

2062/63

2005/06

91500

27678

2265

2063/64

2006/07

100180

40117

56000

2064/65

2007/08

NA

NA

NA

2065/66

2008/09

508,592

125108

11651

2066/67

2009/10

69,044

24363

13861

2067/68

2010/11

279762

93089

12513

2068/069

2011/12

109442

43095

20,894

2069/070

2012/13

85672
45,259
31,733
Source: Coffee Database in Nepal 2014
The export and import of coffee of Nepal can be observed from the
above table. From the table, in the FY 2008/09 the exports were at its
peak whereas the import levels were comparatively low. However,
in the last couple of years, the exports have decreased with each
successive year while the imports have increased during the same
period. This can be attributed to the surge in the coffee consumers
in the nation over the last couple of years and the local supply not
meeting the demand generated. Coffee from Nepal is exported to
numerous countries around the globe with Japan, China, Korea
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Potentials and Constraints
Experts opine that there is substantial scope of increasing coffee
production in the nation. It is estimated that the coffee area can be
further increased by more than 80 times from the current levels.
Past experiences have also proven that the coffee cultivation is more
remunerative than the other traditional crops like maize or millet.
Environmental protection coupled with employment generations
are some of the other obvious benefits of coffee cultivation in the
country.
Despite the numerous potentials enveloping the coffee business,
commercialization of coffee has not occurred in its real sense. A
farmer prioritizes the crops that provide the return in the shortest
possible time. As coffee production starts from the 5th to the 6th
year, the farmers cannot wait for alternative source of income during
the same period. Due to the poor processing facilities, Nepal also
faces problems to maintain the inherent quality.
Conclusion
In light of the immense potentials in the coffee sector, the Ministry
of Agricultural Development has provided priority to research to
enhance the production levels which fell during the FY 2012/13 by
10 hectares to 1750 hectares. Furthermore, the Agriculture Minister
has also said that they have planned to introduce new technology
methods to improve the sectors productivity besides fostering the
promotion of the production in the international markets. The sector
has endless profitable opportunities if the constraints are eradicated
in the not too distant future.
As I conclude my article, I am sipping the last drops of coffee
in my favorite coffee house situated in the heart of the Kathmandu
city which is surprisingly enveloped by an eerie silence due to the
dearth of customers. I am left with a fleeting thought – the day is not
far when the global consumers will further demand Nepalese based
coffee products to an insurmountable level and coffee houses like
these will have no vacant spaces in serving the local consumers with
the taste of the domestically produced coffee!
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top taking things for granted. Yes,
many traders relax on the trading
tips provided by the tips providers or such
circle; it’s really surprising how traders
invest their fund without knowing the
implication of such tips in the market. How
can one rely that market moves up when he/
she buys or falls down when he/she sells.
No never, market won’t react or move as
per the trader’s position. In fact, traders
must try to place their position as per the
market movement neck to neck, in order to
be moved as per their placed positions.
Novice traders attracted with the fad
whim, they are motivated to trade only by
observing one side of the coin, keeping the
other side in the dark. Whim of guarantee
profit drives the traders to opt such act
which is as simple as the possibility of head
or tail in a coin toss. The quick and easy
way of making money is mere impossible in
any field of business which is the universal
truth. How can traders expect profit without
passion and patience? These two words are
taken as ornaments for the financial market
traders whether it is commodity or equity
which means lack of passion and patience
traders entrap in the polished words of such
guaranteed profit.
Traders always need to make their
own trading plan keeping in mind that
derivative trading is most attractive and
risky instrument as it is used in a geared
way. The future contracts are more
volatile than the actual movement of the
particular commodity. This is why the
provided leverage facility provides both the
opportunity and risk to the traders,which
means the traders always need to understand
this attribute and opt as per it. Every time
when traders buy the script/ Commodity or
short sell it in the favorable market trend
(i.e. either bull or bear rally) they feel that
they are financially genius which is mere

fantasy and nothing more than that, so
it is imperative to consume an antibiotic
dose to come out from such illusion as
soon as possible. In the same vein most
of the traders enthuse to shift the items
of commodity to be traded as well as they
keep on jumping one trading indicators to
other for prediction. The fact is that the
traders shouldn’t keep on shifting from
one commodity to another without proper
knowledge of the particular commodity.
Likewise shifting technical indicators
without proper or in depth knowledge is
simply suicidal.
Whereas traders have the advantage of
using leverage when they are trading on
the derivative futures contract, they have
to learn how to use it prudently. Traders
always make a mistake in leverage trading
because they have no trading plan to guide
them through the market movement. It is
the genuine fact that most of the novice
traders enter the market without clear
strategy and the surprising fact is that most
of the beginner trader or novice traders
do not bother to plan their trade. They
are simply interested to pull the trigger
to buy or sell within minutes of opening
a trading account while talking about the
trading plan; it is not that easy to build
a thriving trading plan. Apart from that
it’s very difficult for traders to follow it
accordingly. That’s why the entire traders
must map out their trading plan in such
a way that it does not affect their pocket
which means that traders must be sure how
much money can they afford to spend if
the market goes against their open position
and bear loss. Likewise which commodity
they should trade and what’s the trading
time frame they want to trade for e.g. day
trade, swing trade, manual or contingent
trade etc.In the same trading plan, traders
must keep in mind that they can’t predict

the future hence they must try to grab the
opportunity from the uncertainty which
doesn’t mean that traders always keep
on taking the risk. Let’s clear it out with
an example. When a trader starts their
trading, they become frightened of losses
so they close the position with less profit
and later they would take huge losses and
that ends their equity or results in a margin
call. Probability of such chances can be
eliminated through the above mentioned
way of risk taking capacity of an individual.
Likewise, in the trading plan, traders
must figure out the way of diversification
which means they can choose the trading
commodity in such a way that they can
balance their trade. Hunch traders always
say yes,that means they are ready to trade
in any situation which is completely wrong.
Sometimes traders must listen to the voice
of their inner heart that means if traders
feel if something is not working out then
they should say NO and should not initiate
the new position. Another biggest mistake
that the traders make is they become crazy
on their losses or mistakes and keeps on
adding more money into the same trade as if
their money drives the trade in their favor.
So every trader must list out these habits
and must plan that they won’t make their
own fun and make themselves reckless.
Most of the traders keep themselves in
miserable condition as they always keep
on thinking about their trade and even pray
to god, “God please increase / decrease the
market”, let it go in my direction”. This is
the most hazardous condition in trading
stage of traders. Once traders start to feel
in such a manner that it is very difficult for
them to recover from this mental phase of
trading. So these are some simple facts that
every trader must list out while planning
for trading today and for being successful
tomorrow.
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Precious Metals
The precious metals bracket had a mixed trend during October.
In the initial phase of the month, the precious metals followed the
bullish ride as investors digested the US government shutdown. With
the government entering its third week into the partial shutdown,
politicians had yet to agree on how to reopen the government and
raise the debt ceiling before the October 17 deadline. Gold prices
moved down - the early August low, down more than 10% from
that month’s peak - as both the US House and Senate were due
to meet in what headline writers called “a last ditch attempt” to
resolve the US debt ceiling deadline. Although gold prices had a
bearish run, the other metals in the category observed bullish rides.
As the global car sales rush was set to continue in 2014, platinum
and palladium prices were set to undergo a bullish ride. The metals,
used in catalytic converters, will be in a shortage for the longest
stretch since 2005 for platinum and 2000 for palladium, Barclays
Plc and Johnson Matthey Plc data showed. China’s net imports of
platinum rose by 11 percent, to hit almost 70 metric tons for the first
three quarters in 2013, higher than the 62 metric tons from the same
period last year, in a report which suggested that the gold rush in
China was also extending to platinum.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
34250.00
560.30
36222.50
18673.00

Close
34042.50
563.40
37315.00
18987.00

% Change
-061%
0.55%
3.02%
1.68%

Base Metal
Copper prices lost further ground in the month of October, a day
into the US government shutdown prompted by politicians’ failure
to agree a budget. Copper prices also fell as lingering concerns over
the US debt ceiling issue outweighed support from Chinese imports.
The copper market will see a 450,000-tonne surplus in 2014 as new
mine supply outpaces the growth in global demand, according to
the International Wrought Copper Council (IWCC). Copper prices
also fell following a weak payroll figures from the US and an
enhancement in the Chinese money-market rates.
Copper

Open
585.90

Close
581.60

% Change
-0.73%

Energy
The price for the energy commodities in the MEX terminal were
mixed in the month as the price for crude oil declined steeply whereas
price for brent crude increased. At the same time there was small
change in the price for heating oil and natural gas. The price for the
crude oil saw heavy pressure from the deadlock over US spending bill
which lead to the government shutdown. The disagreement between
US president Barrack Obama and Republicans congressional has
forced the first government shutdown in 17 years. Moreover, news
confirming the competition of TransCanada’s Gulf Coast pipeline
by the end of the month also pressurized the black gold price. At the
same time, World Bank reduced growth forecast for China, which
is also the second largest consumer of oil, affected the price for the
oil. Although, price for the crude oil was bearish, the sentiment for

the brent crude was bullish on back of protests in Libya which has
interrupted the supply of oil from the country. On the other hand,
weather forecast in the US which had suggested early start to the
peak demand season for the heating purpose impacted the market.
Below normal temperature forecast was the prime factor for the
price of natural gas to get affected.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8648.00
8178.00
62.69
284.80

Close
8748.00
7741.00
62.51
287.20

% Change
1.16%
-5.34%
-0.29%
0.84%

Agro
During October, the prices of cocoa were bullish owing to the
unimpressive political and agricultural situation in Ghana and very
unpredictable export scenario of the source country contemplated by
the similar situation in the destination country. The major reasons
for the bearish price of coffee was due to the downside returns
generated from the major coffee producing sites and the worst
economic news from the European region supported by the partial
economic shutdown in the USA. Because of the unimpressive
Oklahoma Grain Report and the negative crop processor reports,
the prices of corn fell to the lowest during the same period. Cotton
prices had a major bearish trend in the month as abundant supply
of the commodity from the major cotton producing countries lead
to a fall in the prices by the end of the month. Soybean prices had
inclined during the period as unimpressive Mississippi Daily Grain
Report pushed the prices northwards. Sugar prices were up owing
to the thinning of the harvest as a result of the water shortage and
the increasing interest of the farmers associated with the sugarcane
farming. The prices were also up owing to the indication from
the economic reports of The Washington Daybook and the Sugar
Reform projects which motivated the farmers and the overall job
creation. Also, due to the unimpressive Oklahoma Grain Report
coupled with developing reports critical to the farmers as a result of
the shutdown, wheat prices had a slight bullish trend. An improved
Agricultural Biotechnology was helping boost the production which
was ultimately decreased the prices, as the basic economics saysprice decreases with increase in supply.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
210.60
200.90
13.89
153.84
72.56
37.54
31.96
19.93

Close
213.20
185.50
12.48
136.02
72.84
32.28
32.28
19.60

% Change
1.23%
-7.67%
-2.95%
-11.58%
0.39%
1.00%
1.00%
-1.66%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals observed a bearish run during the month
of November as negative factors were set in motion throughout
the review period. The bracket, as a result, nosedived into a
bearish mould as traders weighed the strong US jobs growth
amidst lingering fears the Fed would start withdrawing its
stimulus program. The cut of the interest rates by the ECB
also contributed to the downslide of the precious metals as the
decline in the rates corroborated the fact that the zone was in
dire straits and the lowering of the rates was required to spur
growth in the region. The year-on-year US inflation report
showed US consumer prices falling which supported the decline
of the precious metals especially gold and silver. Gold dealers
in India were starting to sell gold coins once again, after the
industry’s self-imposed ban, intended to show solidarity with
the government anti-gold import drive, aimed at reducing the
country’s large deficits. Positive statements from the FOMC
Meeting minutes at the concluding phase of the review period
hinting at the tapering of the stimulus program strengthened
the greenback and consequently lowered the demand of the
alternative assets including gold. Platinum and palladium
prices fell to the lowest level in almost a month, as investors
confronted slumping demand from a key constituency for the
precious metal. While the need for the metal will continue to
exceed supplies, overall demand is set to fall by 6.6% this
year, while production would decline by just 1.5%, according
to Johnson Matthey PLC, a major precious-metals refiner that
distributes twice-yearly market outlooks.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
34042.50
563.50
37315.00
18988.00

Close
32167.50
514.00
35080.00
18480.00

% Change
-5.51%
-8.78%
-5.99%
-2.68%

Base Metal
Copper prices were down in the initial phase as the markets
awaited clear direction from the upcoming announcements
from the economic powerhouses. Copper prices also drew
lower owing to the strengthening of the US Dollar. Copper
prices undertook a bearish trend as better-than-expected nonfarm payrolls emerged, enhancing fears that the US Federal
Reserve will taper the stimulus measures sooner. The lack of
Chinese demand also added to the woes of the copper prices.
Chile, a major producer and exporter of copper, increased its
production of copper by 5.4%, attributing to the higher output
at Collahuasi, Anglo American Sur and Los Pelambres.

Copper

Open
581.60

Close
565.80

% Change
-2.72%

Energy
The price for the energy commodities saw mixed trend in
the month of November as price for the crude oil saw sharp
decline of 4.14% whereas the price for natural gas rose steeply
by 10.21%. At the same time price for the Brent Crude and
Heating oil saw moderate changes in the month. The main
reason for the bearish trend in the price for the crude oil
was due to the inventory report released from the US which
showed consistent increase in the inventory level of oil. Any
major changes in the inventory maintained by the US affect
the price of crude oil in international market. On a weekly
basis, two separate inventories related report is released from
the US i.e. American Petroleum Institute (API) and Energy
Information Administration (EIA). In the month of November,
both of these report showed consistent rise in the inventory
level. On the other hand, natural gas price is highly sensitive
to the weather forecast and pattern in the US which was also
the case for the month of November. The temperature in the
US east was below normal level which caused the demand to
rise and saw the price increase by more than 10 percent.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8744.00
7736.00
62.73
287.10

Close
8828.00
7416.00
64.06
316.40

% Change
-0.96%
-4.14%
2.12%
10.21%

Agro
The bailout drafts prepared by the European leaders to
stem the regions debt crisis increased the demand for corn
along with the expectation that the U.S. retails sales is going
to increase before the holiday season. Positive sentiments
was seen in the soybean market and prices started to move in
upward direction. The political distress in the largest cocoa
producing country, Ivory Coast, dissipated, which eased the
supply side.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
213.20
185.70
13.46
136.14
72.92
37.19
32.34
19.62

Close
222.70
195.70
13.36
138.54
71.26
39.28
30.28
19.64

% Change
4.46%
5.39%
-0.74%
1.76%
-2.28%
5.62%
-6.37%
0.10%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
During the last month of 2013, the precious metals bracket
continued with the bearish run excluding platinum which had a
small jump in the prices. Expectations of stimulus tapering by the
US Federal Reserve continue to weigh on bullion prices as the year
drew to a close, while better-than-expected updates from the US
labor market fueled concerns of an early reduction of the Fed`s
gold-friendly stimulus. The ECB made no changes to their recordlow interest rates which further supported the bearish trend of the
precious metals in the initial phase. Most of the demand from the
Chinese and the Indian markets for the month in review ebbed on
the downside. Tapering monthly QE by $10 billion from December
to $75 billion in January 2014, the Fed pointed to growing recovery
phases of the US economy. The precious metals bracket did have
a bullish phase in the middle of the review period owing to the
technical buying by the investors. But the overall trend of the review
period did remain bearish due to the magnitude of the decision of
the Fed which suggested an improving economy in the areas of
employment and business activities, thereby bringing a bearish
outlook on the precious metals bracket, considered as an alternative
form of investments. However, the prices of platinum gained during
the month as investors eyed the rising demand for the commodity
coupled with a growing concern of a worrying supply. As we head
into the New Year, the precious metals prices, especially gold, have
undergone a negative change in the year 2013.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
32162.50
514.20
35055.00
18507.00

Close
30987.50
500.10
35170.00
18394.00

% Change
-3.65%
-2.74%
0.33%
-0.61%

Base Metal
In the initial phase, with the weakening of the US Dollar and
encouraging the economic Chinese data, the prices of base metal
posted gain. There was short withdraw from the market with the
recent gains where there would be overseas demand that made
the prices of base metal went up. Later on, when the investors
closed their book ahead of the holidays, the prices started to take a
bullish trend. Thereafter, with the prices started to climb up when it
witnessed a positive sentiment in the US. With the strong data of the
US making the Chinese Exchange prices of base metal rise sharply,
the price of red metal went up by four months high after the markets
reopened after Christmas admitting by the optimistic investors that
there would be a strong global economy data.
Copper

Open
564.70

Close
598.60

% Change
6.00%

Energy
The price of the energy commodities during the month of
December was bullish as positive economic indicators and bullish
mannered inventory report released in the market. The US economy
in the third quarter of 2013 grew at better pace than market
expectation which boosted the confidence of traders. This also
provided support for the price of black gold which saw price moving
towards north. Moreover, the inventory being maintained at the US

refineries saw drastic decrease which means physical demand for
the oil has increased in the world’s biggest market. These factors
contributed to the bullish pattern for the brent crude and crude oil.
At the same time, the weather scenario kept on affecting the price
for natural gas. Major geographical part of the US saw lower than
average temperature which resulted in the increased demand for gas.
Likewise, lower temperature and further speculation of extended
winter also created strong physical demand for the natural gas in
the US marker. This saw traders going for long position and saw the
prices going north.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8810.00
7413.00
63.98
312.20

Close
8855.00
7888.00
65.05
341.50

% Change
0.51%
6.41%
1.67%
9.39%

Agro
December was another volatile month for the agro-commodities
as cotton undertook a major bullish trend whereas wheat had a
tremendous bearish ride. An announcement by the Minader about
the industrial level production of the commodity coupled with
Netherlands decision to support the industry with 7 million Euro
enhanced the supply thereby leading to a fall in the cocoa prices.
Coffee had a positive return in the month due to the inclining
demand of the commodity in the European and the American region
with the onset of the winter season. Corn had an inverse fortune with
respect to prices as the commodity could muster a slight bearish
return as the declining global demand saw the corn prices falling in
the corresponding month. Cotton had a tremendous bullish drive in
the month as the declining supply in the major producing nations
saw the prices skyrocketing during December. Soybean prices
saw its fortunes reversed from the earlier month as North Carolina
and South Carolina Grain Bids showed up lots of contradiction to
bring the prices down. Slump was also supported by the fact that
the crop production increased according to the report presented by
the United States Department of Agriculture. The prices of sugar
also ended on a bearish note as Global Sugar Manufacturing Report
2013 suggested that the production was increasing and the industries
coming up with higher grading standards difficult to cope with. The
major impact for the month was on wheat as the Western Kansas
Grain Market Report and the Mississippi Daily Grain Report helped
the prices to reach its lowest as their reports suggesting increasing
supply of wheat in the global market.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
224.20
195.10
13.29
138.76
71.52
39.27
30.28
19.65

Close
216.80
195.90
13.28
149.78
68.36
38.63
28.98
17.74

% Change
-3.30%
0.41%
-0.08%
7.94%
-4.42%
-1.63%
-4.29%
-9.72%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The bullion market kicked off the new year on a higher note,
albeit the strengthening US Dollar and the comments from the
outgoing Fed Chairman, Ben Bernanke, who said the economy has
progressed on a positive direction. As the equities markets made
a steady fall after some lackluster data from China, the precious
metals bracket held the gains in the mid-way part of the review
period. The bullion market lost steam thereafter as stocks shot
higher and optimism over the US economic outlook took centre
stage, which curbed the demand of the metals as an alternative form
of investment. The bullish paths of the bullion market commenced
due to the expectations of a US economy recovery growing slimmer.
The bullion market enjoyed positive trade with price trading at a
one-month high as investors weighed the prospects for further Fed
stimulus cuts against increasing physical demand from the major
consuming countries. In a report from the Wall Street Journal, it
was mentioned that the Fed would cut another $10 billion for the
second time in six weeks during their upcoming meeting on 28-29
January. Gold prices jumped after Sonia Gandhi, leader of India’s
ruling Congress Party, urged the government to relax its anti-gold
import rules ahead of the election in May. The precious metals
bracket undertook a southern ride as the sell-off in the emerging
market stocks and currencies stole the shine off the metals. A South
African strike that has crippled output at the biggest platinum mines
will spread at Anglo American Platinum Ltd. (AMS) after a second
union told the company its members will stop work at refineries and
smelters.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
30985.00
500.10
35250.00
18398.00

Close
31920.00
491.60
35417.50
18102.00

% Change
3.02%
-1.70%
0.48%
-1.61%

Base Metal
The price of red metal took a southern dive as the US economic
activity expanded by the seventh consecutive month due to the
strong data from the institute of supply and management which
resulted in the USD gaining in value. The price of copper took the
northern ride again when the US showed strong and supportive data
and the market was capped by pre-holiday on Chinese New Year
break. Meanwhile when there were ore export ban in Indonesia, the
price topped that continued with the strong US data. A week when
Chinese expected expansion on grid investment, the price of red
metal go up. Thereafter, the prices started to take a southern dive
when it was seen the sentiment the investors are with the Chinese
New Year. However, strong data of the US and the Chinese New
Year made the prices of base metals slightly lower.
Copper

Open
598.60

Close
564.00

% Change
-5.78%

Energy
The price for the energy commodities saw mixed trend in the
month of January, 2014 as the price for brent crude and crude oil
decreased whereas the price for the heating oil and natural gas
saw bullish trend over the same period of time. The price for black
gold was affected by the negative sentiment of the US economy as

economic indicators indicated slower growth. The report related
to the US service industries showed slower pace of growth than
forecasted for the month of December. Likewise, the inventory
report released from the US also supported the slower economic
activities in the US as oil inventory were up in the month of January.
At the same time, weather condition in the US continued to affect the
price for the natural gas. The temperature has gone down drastically
which increased the demand for the gas. There was heavy snowfall
and winter storm on the east coast of the US in the month of January.
These extreme weather conditions resulted in a rise in the physical
demand for the gas and saw price going north by more than 12
percent for the month.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8856.00
7890.00
64.75
341.50

Close
8576.00
7844.00
69.05
385.60

% Change
-3.16%
-0.58%
6.64%
12.91%

Agro
The New Year brought in mixed fortunes for the agrocommodities. The announcement made by the Organic Potash
Corporation to extend the previously announced private placement
offering encouraged the prices of cocoa to climb up. The major
reason for the bullish trend of coffee was the inadequate production
level over the consumption and allowing both exporters and
importers to increase their stocks and thus putting upward pressure
on price. The price rise of corn was supported by the development
of China Corn Deep Processing Market with 2015 forecasts. Cotton
prices outweighed the bearish factors in motion during the month
and rose slightly by the end of the month as technical buying of the
commodity surpassed the short positions. Slump in soybean prices
was supported by the fact that the weekly outlook for the commodity
mentioned the lower prices are yet to come in the future. Unexpected
results made public by the Pacific New York Wheat Basis Report
and Mississippi Daily Grain Report compelled the prices of sugar to
fall southwards. Because of the advice of the McDonald’s website
to avoid eating lots of fast food and the updates provided by the
Hay and Crop Farming in the US industry Market Research Report,
sugar prices were at its lowest in the month. The decline in the price
of sugar was also primarily related with the low level of demand
of sugar from India which is one of the major sugar consuming
countries. Unexpected results brought out by the European Union
Outlook 2013 and Forecast till 2018 compelled the prices of wheat
tread at the lower levels.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
216.90
195.9
13.27
149.84
68.72
38.09
29.00
17.74

Close
231.50
220.10
13.64
151.72
66.08
37.65
27.62
16.35

% Change
6.73%
12.35%
2.79%
1.25%
-3.84%
-1.16%
-4.76%
-7.84%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The month of February saw the precious metals category
observing a bullish run as investors initiated long positions to
claim the advantages offered by the market fundamentals. In the
initial phase, the declining demand from China ahead of the Lunar
New Year Holidays coupled with worries of a slowdown, after the
recent downbeat data, pressurized the gold prices downwards. As
a result of the US economy expanding in Q4 of 2013, the demand
for the alternative assets declined further. The bracket including
gold, resumed its advance as downbeat US jobs reports raised
speculation that Fed would slow the pace of the stimulus taper in
the forthcoming days. The largest consumer of gold in the world,
China, picked up to new records which further added to the rising
prices in the review period. China Gold Association announced that
the gold consumption inclined 41% to attain 1176.4 metric tons in
2013 from a year earlier, while output climbed 6.2% to 428.16 tons.
The US Dollar also remained vulnerable against a basket of major
currencies. Gold dropped for a brief period during the mid-month
due to the profit taking by the investors. A report released during the
review period, which showed that the US consumer confidence was
78.1 against January’s reading of 80.7, further gave impetus to the
rising prices of the precious metals.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
31900.00
492.00
35407.50
18094.00

Close
34032.50
545.80
37225.00
19152.00

% Change
6.68%
10.93%
5.13%
5.85%

Base Metal
The price of copper took the northern ride when US dollar was
weak, when the euro zone showed Purchasing Managers Index
rose to 53.2 from 52.1. The price of copper took the northern ride
when US Dollar had seen persistent worries over China’s growth.
Strong data from the USA and China’s return from a week-long
holiday which continued the following day as well further gave
impetus to the rising prices. The price of copper took the northern
ride when there was the expectation of ban in the Indonesian ore
which tightened the supplies. The top 5 companies in the Diversified
Metals and Mining Industry came out with highest ROE which
enhanced the value of copper as an investing metal. Inflation stayed
low at 4.9 percent which in turn provided investors reasons to trade
in the commodity. China, one of the world’s largest consumers of
copper, increased their trade volume which in turn added impetus to
the prices of copper.
Copper

Open
564.10

Close
571.90

% Change
1.38%

Energy
The price for the energy commodities for the month of February,
2014 saw mixed trend as the price for black gold and heating oil
increased whereas price for the natural gas decreased over the same
period. The price for the black gold commodities which includes crude
oil and brent crude saw bullish trend with optimism over Federal

Reserve newly appointed Chairperson Janet Yellen testimony. The
market expected Yellen to come up with monetary and economic
policies favoring stimulus. At the same time, inventory of the US
oil also shrank because of cold weather condition in US as per
the Energy Information Administration report which pressurized
the prices to go long. Moreover, bullish trend associated with the
black gold was also related to weather forecast in the US which
signaled strong winter storm on the northeastern US which was
also accompanied by snowfall. This sends the price for black gold
northwards. On the other hand, the natural gas price which rose
consistently for the past three month saw correction this month
as the weather condition was moderate in the US which generally
minimizes the demand for the natural gas. Moreover, the forecast
for the warmer temperature also impact the natural gas market for
the month of February.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8575.00
7846.00
63.92
386.00

Close
8733.00
8217.00
65.12
370.60

% Change
1.84%
4.73%
1.88%
-3.99%

Agro
The month of February had a bullish influence on all the
agro-commodities. The announcement made by the ADM in
a presentation at Bank of America Merrill Lynch 2014 Global
Agriculture Conference, increased the prices of cocoa and helped
it reach the higher levels. The major reason for the price rise of
coffee was the signs of the impressive data shown by the United
States Department of Agriculture of the dry weather and drought
in Brazil which showed a downturn of the production of coffee. A
Memorandum of Understanding between the International Cotton
Association and the Cotton Association of India to help to promote
cotton trading practices helped cotton prices to gain ground.
Moreover, the volatility of the cotton was also high due to the dry
weather conditions. The major variable that brought the prices of
soybean high was the impressive Mississippi Daily Grain Report.
The sugar prices strengthened due to Indian subsidy and were also
up by a cyclone to bring rain to cane areas in some part of Australia
and dry weather in Brazil damaging sugar cane. Wheat prices
also had a major bullish trend during the month as the damaging
weather conditions coupled with the inclining demand influenced
the markets to drive upwards.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
231.50
220.10
13.63
151.72
66.08
37.63
27.60
16.35

Close
235.60
316.00
14.30
153.08
72.84
41.27
30.18
17.59

% Change
1.77%
43.57%
4.92%
0.90%
10.23%
9.67%
9.35%
7.58%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The optimistic market fundamentals and some technical buying
at the international market have pulled gold towards the north. The
unstable nature of the Ukraine crisis along with the reports released
from the US regarding existing home sales supported the yellow
metal to move north. The housing report release from the US showed
weaker numbers which helped price of gold to increase. Likewise,
the supply concern from Russia and South Africa impacted the price
of palladium and platinum price to move higher over the same period.
However, the decline in the sliver price over the review period due
to easing concern over Ukraine. The precious metals including gold
dropped as strong US payroll data hampered the demand on the
metals. The precious metals inclined thereafter after media reports
furnished of Russian troops opening fire at Ukrainian military post in
Crimea. The East-West tensions are creating some sort of safe haven
demand to the metal to offset some of the downside pressure that
spread after the US published better-than-forecasted US nonfarm
payroll data. The precious metals inclined to hover around a 19week high as escalating geopolitical tensions between Russian and
Ukraine provided impetus to the demand of the precious metals. The
precious metals bracket resumed its drop amid expectations the Fed
would continue with the stimulus reductions, thereby limiting the
demand of the metals as inflation hedge instruments. At the end of
the review period, the Fed decided to reduce the stimulus measures
by another $10 billion and also changed its view on the interest rates
thereby further lowering the demand of the alternative investments
including gold.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
34035
546.6
37225
19175

Close
33057.50
508.30
36462.50
19964.00

% Change
-2.87%
-7.01%
-2.05%
4.11%

Base Metal
In the initial days of the month, the price went down when
China’s traders had a weak sentiment towards the local market
prospects. Copper price headed south when non-farm private
employment in the USA rose only 139,000 last month, which was
below the expected 160,000 increase. Likewise, speculation about
the Yuan devaluation also contributed to the decrease in the price.
China’s weak export data took copper prices to their lowest level
since September 2009, prompting traders to call it ‘black monday’
for copper. The base metal continued to be the weakest performer as
credit concerns regarding Shanghai Chaori Solar debt default and
China’s economic slowdown hit copper. The price of copper was
down again with the gloomy China’s economy and the prices had
fallen in response to the poor data.
Copper

Open
562.7

Close
533.90

% Change
-5.12%

Energy
The price for the energy commodities for the month of March,
2014 saw strong bearish trend as all of the energy commodities
moved towards south. Natural Gas was the biggest looser among the
four energy commodities whereas brent crude saw minimum level
of decline. The price for the brent crude and crude oil under the

energy category was mainly pressurized by ease in the tension in
the Ukraine. The statement from Russian president Vladimir Putin
related to the holding troops calm down the tension which was already
threatening the region’s stability. The price for the black gold was on
bullish trend in the recent month on back of Ukrainian crisis which
was subdue by this comment from the Russian president. Moreover,
decline in the export from China by 18 % in the month of February,
2014 impact the oil market. On the other hand, price for the natural
gas was basically pressurized by the moderating weather condition
in the US which otherwise was intense colder in recent weeks. The
moderating weather scenario and forecast for the warmer days also
plays a role for this bearish trend for natural gas. The increase in the
mercury level in the US also effectively ended the bullish trend of
winter and saw gas declining by more than 6 percent.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8735
8217
63.76
370.6

Close
8612.00
8117.00
62.08
347.90

% Change
-1.41%
-1.22%
-2.63%
-6.13%

Agro
As the winter in the northern hemisphere gave way to an early
spring, the agro-commodities also walked separate paths during the
month of March. The announcement made by the IRN gathering to
discuss about the Agri Trading Houses in the Emerging Markets,
increased the prices of cocoa. Coffee exports decreased by 22%
supported by Coffee companies not interested in expanding its
business; and the prices of coffee went down to the lowest levels.
Following the news of the US Department of Agriculture the
production of corn estimated a steep drop that led the price of corn
to incline by 7.77% by the month’s end. Cotton rose to the highest
price in two years during the month due to the US Department of
Agriculture reporting a sharp drop in the cotton production in 2013
because of the poor weather. The major variable that brought the
prices of soybean slightly high was the impressive Mississippi
Daily Grain Report. Prices were also up by the speculative buying
supported by the Portland Weekly Grain Review. Because of the
news about the use of the chemical activity reaching new heights and
the output of the Global and Chinese Starch Sugar Industry Report,
sugar prices was following bearish trend. The announcements
made by the Global Polylactic Acid (PLA) Market Report 2020 in
“Research and Markets” pushed the wheat prices further to reach its
highest price in the review period supported by the positive vibes of
Oklahoma Grain Report.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
235.5
315.8
14.55
153.1
73.46
41.36
31.74
17.67

Close
235.60
312.20
15.81
165.00
71.26
43.04
31.34
20.45

% Change
0.04%
-1.14%
8.66%
7.77%
-2.99%
4.06%
-1.26%
15.73%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
Apart from silver, the precious metals bracket underwent a
bullish trend in the review period for April. The US GDP for the
fourth quarter was revised to 2.6 percent while initial jobless
claims dipped to 311,000 from a revised figure of 321,000. The
upbeat data dented the metal’s safe haven appeal as the figures
corroborated the increasing expectations that the Fed would raise
the interest rates faster than predicted. The physical demand from
the Asian economies, including China and India, has been quiet due
to the recent volatility in the gold prices, which also weighed on the
status of the metals. The metals rebounded as investors resorted to
riskier assets after Janet Yellen gave dovish remarks. The metals
rebounded as escalating tensions and renewed political woes in
Ukraine provided some safe haven demand on the metal helping
it to remain near its highest in two weeks. Precious metal prices
traded further higher as earlier losses in U.S. equity markets tempted
investors to the safe haven appeal of the metal. The escalating geopolitical tensions in Ukraine enhanced the demand of the alternative
investments after hints furnished of the US and the European Union
were ready to step up sanctions on Russia.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
33047.50
508.30
36450.00
19964.00

Close
33220.00
492.00
36677.50
20852.00

% Change
0.52%
-3.21%
0.62%
4.45%

Base Metal
In the initial days of the month, the price of copper went down at
the early stage by the indifferent response from the Chinese private
funds and along with the Chinese government launching three
economic stimulus measures. The base metal traded in a tight range
thereafter amid escalated tensions on Ukraine, as positive economic
data from the USA and Europe checked the declines. However,
copper undertook a bearish trend as worries about China’s economic
growth hampered the demand for the industrial metal.

Copper

Open
533.90

Close
533.60

% Change
-0.06%

Energy
The energy commodities other than natural gas were relatively
stable in the month of April, 2014. The price for brent crude, crude oil
and heating oil hardly changed as compared to natural gas which saw
strong bullish momentum. The mixed reports and news circulated in
the market saw limited movement in the black gold. The inventory
report being released from the US consistently showed rise in the
inventory level. The higher level of inventory level suggested that
demand is weak in the US. Moreover, the job report being released
from the US was also weak which reported employer hired less than
half the number of workers than initially forecasted. These series of
news and reports clearly suggested that world’s top oil consuming

country’s economic health was still struggling to demand more oil.
This scenario created confusion over the direction of black gold
as it struggled to move towards one direction. On the other hand,
the price for natural gas rise was mainly associated with the US
government report which forecasted increase in the price of natural
gas in the coming days because of weather condition and change in
demand pattern. Moreover, the supply of natural gas also increased
which suggested that there is growing demand of gas in the world’s
largest gas consuming market.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8605.00
8111.00
61.81
347.70

Close
8630.00
7957.00
61.93
386.10

% Change
0.29%
-1.90%
0.19%
11.04%

Agro
Apart from sugar, the agro-commodities during the month of
April witnessed bullish trends. Cocoa processing in Asia climbed
3.7 percent in the first quarter as consumption of chocolate-based
confectionery and beverages increased in the region, spurring
grinding capacity expansion in Indonesia which increased the prices
of cocoa. Coffee futures surged 8.1 percent during the review period
as concerns mounted that crop losses from a drought will increase in
Brazil, the world’s biggest producer and exporter of the commodity.
Due to the climatic change in the Canadian corn producing region,
the prices of corn went up. Cotton capped a sixth straight monthly
gain, the longest rally in three decades, as drought parched fields
in Texas, while a deluge threatened crops in southeast areas of the
U.S., the world’s top exporter. Argentina’s central bank devalued the
official peso 19 percent in January and pledged to keep the currency
at 8 per dollar, encouraging soybean exporters to sell their products
to add foreign currency to reserves that have tumbled 32 percent in
the past year thereby leading to an increase in the soybean prices.
Sugar shipments from Pakistan, Asia’s fourth-largest producer, was
set to decline 17 percent this year after record sales a year earlier
drained inventories, a millers’ group said. Due to the drought freeze
across the Great Plains, the biggest growing region of wheat, the
supply of wheat could not keep up to its escalating demand leading
to an increase in its prices by 2.5 percent during the review period.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
235.40
311.70
15.78
165.04
71.40
43.00
31.24
20.44

Close
237.00
361.60
16.09
166.32
73.86
44.79
30.30
20.95

% Change
0.68%
16.01%
1.96%
0.78%
3.45%
4.16%
-3.01%
2.50%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals bracket had a mixed trend during the
month of May as gold and silver had a bearish ride whereas
platinum and palladium witnessed bullish ones. In the initial
phase, after the two day meeting of the Fed showed policymakers
decided to continue to taper its stimulus program to $45 billion
on the assumption that the economy is improving, the precious
metals including gold extended the losses. As the new week
commenced, gold, regarded as a safe haven investment, enhanced
to a three-week high amid deadly clashes between pro-Russian
rebels and military in Ukraine’s eastern region. The demand of the
precious metals further fell as improvements in the US economic
data enhanced the value of the greenback against the precious
metals. However, the precious metals rebounded as the escalating
tensions in Ukraine gave way leading to the enhanced demand of
the precious metals once again. The OECD predicted that the US
could post a faster growth in the second quarter and in the rest
of the year which lead to the further decline in the gold prices.
As the review period dragged along, due to the improve outlook
in the largest economy of the world, the safe haven status of the
precious metals weakened. US Unemployment Claims slipped
to a seven year low at 297,000 which backed the greenback to
strengthen against the precious metals. The metals plunged on
expectations the Fed would reduce its stimulus measures further
given the improving outlook on the economy. The precious
metals decreased at the end of the review period, as improvement
in US economic data and slowdown in Chinese demand weighed
heavily.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
33220.00
492.20
36680.00
20852.00

Close
32140
483.3
37377.5
21515

% Change
-3.25%
-1.81%
1.90%
3.18%

Base Metal
In the initial phase of the review period, the copper imports
of China increased by 52.1% year-on-year on an improving
arbitrage and hopes of growth supportive policies which provided
impetus to the prices of copper to head north. However, on the
other side of the pacific, the stable demand of copper from the
US brought some level of normalcy to the prices. Due to the
improved Chinese activity where refined copper was imported
which resulted the surge of copper prices by 18.7% on a year.
Later in the month, with the support of positive US data, the price
of copper stayed close to a two-month high and base metal price
boosted by very firm equity markets and strong US economic
data as well.
Copper

Open
533.80

Close
552.6

% Change
3.52%

Energy
The price for energy commodities during the month of May
saw mixed trend as the price for brent oil and crude oil increased

slightly whereas the price for natural gas and heating oil moved
towards south. This rise in the price of black gold was due to
the inventory report released form the world’s largest energy
consumer i.e. USA. The weekly inventory report released from
the US showed that the inventory of crude oil rose by 0.2 million
barrels which was below the market expectation. The nominal
rise in the inventory also signaled the market about the strong
demand of oil in the US market. Moreover, this rise in the price
of black gold was also supported by the rising level of tension in
Middle East where there is a possibility of spread of the Syrian’s
civil war to the neighboring oil producing countries. On the
other hand, the decrease in the price of natural gas was due to
mild weather scenario in the US. The warmer weather signaled
that the demand is going to remain weak in the coming days
which prompted investor and trader to short the gas. The warmer
temperature always plays important role in the gas market which
was the reason for this bearish trend.
Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8632.00
7961.00
61.85
385.60

Close
8764
8228
61.1
363.8

% Change
1.53%
3.35%
-1.21%
-5.65%

Agro
Apart from cocoa, the prices of all the other agro-commodities
slid during the month of May. Cocoa shortages are poised to
extend into the next decade as West African growers struggle with
underachieving farms or switch to more lucrative crops, such as
rubber which lead to an inflation in its prices. Coffee prices had
a major bearish ride during the month as news furnished from
Kenya that the stockpiles were sufficient to meet the demand.
Corn futures fell, capping the longest slump since November, on
speculation that beneficial weather will boost crops in the U.S.,
the world’s biggest producer. Due to the excessive supply in the
wake of a spectacular harvest the prices of cotton decreased by
8.72 percent. Soybean futures dropped to a five-week low on
speculation that a U.S. government report would show record
global production and ample stockpiles. Sugar also capped a
bearish run during the period as demand concerns from the major
consuming nations brought about a free fall in the prices by 2.24
percent. Wheat futures dropped to a 10-week low on speculation
that beneficial crop weather in the Northern Hemisphere will
bolster global supplies. Soybeans fell, while corn gained.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
236.90
361.90
16.30
166.22
74.26
44.39
31.30
21.25

Close
244.6
312.8
14.67
151.72
68.24
43.89
30.6
18.45

% Change
3.25%
-13.57%
-10.00%
-8.72%
-8.11%
-1.13%
-2.24%
-13.18%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The bullion market witnessed a bullish trend during the month of
June as all four commodities traded in the MEX terminal increased
by the month’s end. In the initial phase of the period, due to the
suggestions that the economic recovery was on track, the precious
metals bracket underwent a further bearish mode. In China, the
net gold imports from the Honk Kong port reduced to 64.5 metric
tons last month from 86 tons a month earlier. While data released
yesterday signaled that the world’s biggest economy contracted for
the first time in three years in the first quarter, the rest of the data
including jobless claims, confidence and durable goods provided
clues that recovery is moving on the right track. Demand from China,
the world’s biggest bullion buyer, soared for a second day yesterday
to a two-week high of 12,914 kilograms, from a two-month low
of 8,568 kilograms on June 6, according to the benchmark spot
contract in Shanghai. In other gold related news, the Indian Trade
Secretary highlighted the need for India, the world’s second largest
consumer of gold, to “rationalize” its duty on gold imports. The US
Fed, at the conclusion of its two-day policy meeting in June, cut
the growth forecast of the economy for 2014 from 2.9 percent to a
range between 2.1 and 2.3 percent, leading to the added impetus to
the prices of precious metals. The precious metals retreated from a
two month high as investors assessed the US recovery and the latest
developments from Iraq.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
32157.5
483.2
37392.5
21491

Close
34167.50
538.60
38100.00
21708.00

% Change
6.25%
11.47%
1.89%
1.01%

Base Metal
The base metals price went on a bearish trend in the initial days
of the month when the expectation of an economic stimulus in China
and improved euro zone data capped losses. Prices went on a bullish
trend when there was decision made by the ECB on interest rate
coupled with the news of the weak domestic product (GDP) growth
data from the euro zone confirming that the region’s recovery had
slowed down where the expectation was that the central bank will
lower interest rates. A boost in the price was witnessed given the
strong Chinese manufacturing data and good fundamental driving
the increase. China’s manufacturing sector rose to 50.8 for the first
time in half a year, giving the strength to all the base metals.

Copper

Open
552.5

Close
562.30

% Change
1.77%

Energy
The month of June, 2014 saw mixed trend in the energy market
as price for natural gas saw declining trend whereas price for brent
oil, crude oil and heating oil saw bullish trend. The bullish nature
in the price for black gold was due to optimistic demand outlook
from the US and Chinese market. The economic activity saw some
improvement in the month which saw its impact in the price for

oil product. Moreover, the speculation regarding the decline in
the crude oil inventories in the US market also impact the price of
black gold to move towards north. At the same time, Iraq political
tension also played a crucial role while determining the price of
oil in the market. However, price for natural gas has other story to
tell as it continued its bearish trend for the month of June as well.
Although the magnitude of bearish trend was weaker as compared
to previous month but various bearish reports had its impact on the
price. The inventory report released by the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA) reported increase in the inventories of gas in
the US market, which is also the largest consumer of natural gas. This
increase in the inventory level of gas saw market to move towards
south. Moreover, decline in the price of natural gas was also possible
due to forecast of seasonal temperature in the Northeast of United
States. The cooler weather condition in these regions dragged down
the demand for the gas.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8705
8231
61.07
364.4

Close
8997.00
8434.00
62.70
357.80

% Change
3.35%
2.47%
2.67%
-1.81%

Agro
Cocoa headed for a third consecutive shortage, the longest
stretch in almost 50 years, according to Olam International Ltd.,
which supplies about 10 percent of the world’s production of the
beans which brought about an upward surge in the prices for the
month. Coffee futures entered a bear market after rains eased
drought damage for plants in Brazil, the world’s top producer and
exporter. Corn futures capped the biggest decline in a year after
the U.S. government said domestic stockpiles will be larger than
forecast. Cotton futures witnessed a major bearish run during the
review period as decreasing demand coupled with escalating supply
influenced the prices. Continuing on the news of a record production
of soybean from the month of May, the prices declined further
during the month of June. India increased a tax on sugar imports
to prevent cheap inflows and extend a subsidy on exports to help
mills clear cane dues of 110 billion rupees ($1.83 billion) to farmers
which decreased the prices of sugar further. The prices of wheat
started declining as favorable weather boosted the harvest prospects,
the crop have seen benefiting from the recent rain in US.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
244.5
312.3
14.6
151.76
67.92
43.7
30.76
18.38

Close
250.40
307.70
13.39
130.04
69.18
41.09
29.34
16.64

% Change
2.41%
-1.47%
-8.29%
-14.31%
1.86%
-5.97%
-4.62%
-9.47%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals, apart from palladium, witnessed a bearish
trend during the review month of July. . Initially, gold slipped from a
two-month high on a rally in equities as investors ignored a downbeat
US growth report in favor of more recent data. However, a drop in
the value of the USD reversed the course of the precious metals
as the investors turned towards the alternative investments for risk
diversification. The ongoing geopolitical tensions also supported
the metal’s safe haven appeal. The dollar took a hit last week after
reports spurred speculation that the US economic recovery is losing
momentum following a slew of disappointing economic data, while
international agencies downgraded its forecast for growth in the
global economy and the US. The metals thereafter lost its shine amid
signs of a strong US economic recovery forced the Fed to reconsider
its vow and raise interest rates sooner than later. June’s employment
report easily beat expectations, showing a much stronger-thanexpected 288,000 rise in nonfarm payrolls and a full 0.2% drop in
the unemployment rate to 6.1% which strengthened the value of the
greenback. Equities also rallied with Dow Jones Industrial Average
rising 92.02 points or 0.54% to 17,068 and Standard & Poor’s 600
rising 10.82 points or 0.55% to 1,985.44 in the past three months
which also shifted the focus towards the equity markets. In response
to questions during the testimony to the Senate Banking Committee,
Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen, was wary of the revival of
the economy, suggesting that the raising of the interest rates will
be kept on hold for the moment. While her overall view was more
positive, the low wages were still a sign of the significant slack in
the labor markets, although the jobless rate fell to an almost sixyear low. Gold dropped, despite continuing fight in both Gaza and
Ukraine regions, after upbeat Chinese data dented demand for the
metal as an alternative investment. The sentiments was depressed by
the promising data from China, where stock markets in the world`s
top gold consumer surged to a fresh three-month high on HSBC`s
Flash Purchasing Managers` Index (PMI) of China factory activity
for July.
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
34167.50
543.30
38260.00
21703.00

Close
32992.50
525.40
37667.50
22413.00

% Change
-3.44%
-3.29%
-1.55%
3.27%

Base Metal
The base metals were bullish as investors looked ahead to
key manufacturing data out of China to gauge the strength of the
economy. Market sentiment was boosted with the positive data.
There was rise on the price of copper when better than expected
figures on US unemployment aid applications released. And also the
price topped $2000 since 2013 when there was seen the grown in the
automotive industry, coupled with falling availability as producers
shut down for the summer. Prices went on a bullish trend when the
data showed by China’s manufacturing activity rose to an 18-month
high. The price of copper was also up when there was again a
stronger report supported by China.
Copper

Open
565.40

Close
569.90

% Change
0.80%

Energy
The month of July was one way for all of energy commodities
being trade in the MEX terminal as the entire commodities realized
bearish trend. The price declined sharply for natural gas whereas
price for Brent oil and crude oil saw average decline. The political
crisis existed in the North African state of Libya had major role to
play for oil price in the month. The Libyan government announces
the lifting force on couple of oil ports handed by rebels which
paved way for the export of oil nearly after a year of disruption.
Recent months saw price going on back of the restriction of oil
export from Libya which was not the case in July and saw black
gold price corrected. Moreover, the release of Energy Information
Administration (EIA) also helped black gold to decline. Likewise,
the price of natural gas which saw steep devaluation was possible
due to the weather scenario in the US as the forecast was for the
cooler weather. Generally, cooler weather condition in the summer
means the lesser demand of gas. At the same time, the forecast of
cooler weather during the month of July also prompted market price
to go further south.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
9000.00
8437.00
62.97
357.60

Close
8490.00
7892.00
61.15
308.40

% Change
-5.67%
-6.46%
-2.89%
-13.76%

Agro
Cocoa rose to the highest price in almost three years on speculation
chocolate manufacturers need to stock up with West Africa supplies
limited until new harvests start in October. Coffee futures entered a
bear market after rains eased drought damage for plants in Brazil,
the world’s top producer and exporter. Unimpressive Current Ratio
of the Top 5 agricultural companies and disheartening results
mentioned in the Utah Daily Grain Report were the fundamentals
behind the price fall of corn. Cotton extended the longest slump in
more than five decades on mounting signs that global demand will
trail output, increasing the chance of lower costs for companies.
The United States Department of Agriculture showed the clear sign
of its increased production which led the price of soybean to its least
status. Wheat futures fell to a four-year low on mounting concern
that increasing global inventories will outpace demand.

Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
248.40
308.60
13.15
129.28
68.70
39.01
31.76
16.99

Close
256.70
345.90
11.23
111.64
63.64
32.36
28.96
15.61

% Change
3.34%
12.09%
-14.60%
-13.64%
-7.37%
-17.05%
-8.82%
-8.12%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The precious metals bracket witnessed a mixed trend during
the review period as gold and palladium treaded bullish trends
whereas silver and platinum bearish one. A report released during
the week signaled the U.S. economy expanded 4.0 percent in the
second quarter from a revised figure of 2.1 drop percent in the
first quarter. Gold was little changed on Monday, trading above
one-month low, as lower than forecast U.S. nonfarm payrolls data
lessened speculations the Fed would raise interest rates sooner than
anticipated. The infamous jobs report released on Friday showed
that American employers added 209,000 jobs last month, compared
to economists forecast of a 233,000 gain, while unemployment
rate unexpectedly rose. Worries heightened after a report showing
Europe’s biggest economy contracted 0.2 percent in the second
quarter, more than analysts’ forecasts of a 0.1 percent drop. The first
quarter reading was revised down to 0.7 percent growth from the
previous 0.8 percent expansion. Perhaps the weak physical demand
from major buyers China and India has prevented metal from
continuing it rise. The precious metals further fell on news between
Russia and Ukraine that the ongoing conflict had eased. Hawkish
minutes from the Fed meeting, showing that the US central bank
was surprised at the pace of the labor recovery, sparked a downward
slide across the precious metals. As a result the US Dollar Index,
an index measuring the performance of the USD against six major
currencies, rose sharply to trade at an 11month high. Gold traded
near its lowest levels in two months as the greenback strengthened
amid speculation the Fed will raise interest rates sooner than market
expectations. Yellen mentioned at a meeting of central bankers in
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, that the U.S. labor market was recovering.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
32985.00
525.30
37667.50
22414.00

Close
33105.00
501.10
36627.50
23303.00

% Change
0.36%
-4.61%
-2.76%
3.97%

Base Metal
Copper declined during the review period, as an enhancing USD
reduced the appeal of industrial metals including copper. The services
PMI from the world’s largest user of industrial metals, China, fell to
50.0 in July which further pressurized the downward slide of copper
prices. Copper prices declined further due to the assumption that
Europe’s economic recovery may falter, decreasing the demand of
the industrial metals. Copper slumped further following the release
of disappointing economic data from Germany. On 21st of August,
copper futures edged lower and touched the review period’s lowest
price of Rs 555.50 after data showed that China’s factory activity
slowed to a three-month low in August.
Copper

Open
569.80

Close
557.60

% Change
-2.14%

Energy
The price for Energy commodities saw mixed trend as the price

for brent oil, crude oil and heating oil saw bearish trend whereas
price for natural gas saw bullish trend. The price for black gold
continued to slide in the month of August as oil marker expected
slower operation of US refineries. Likewise, stronger US dollar
also lowered the demand for the black gold as generally strengthens
of USD decreases the demand for the oil. At the same time, stable
political situation in the Iraq where risk of supply has diminish as oil
production have been smooth from most of the Iraqi oil field. Also,
the comment from the Iraqi oil minister regarding the increase of oil
production from the oil field in Iraq also supported bearish trend in
the month. However, the scenario for natural gas was contradictory
as price rises by 5.87 percent. This rise in the price of natural
gas was due to the weather forecast in US which showed warmer
temperature across eastern half of the US. The warm temperature
scenarios had pushed cool temperature out of picture which saw
its impact in the price for the natural gas. Likewise, the summer
temperature in most part of the eastern US were above the average
which also contributed to the demand of gas.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8494.00
7895.00
61.16
308.40

Close
8244.00
7663.00
60.40
326.50

% Change
-2.94%
-2.94%
-1.24%
5.87%

Agro
Cocoa rose to the highest price in almost three years in London on
speculation that chocolate manufacturers need to stock up with West
Africa supplies limited until new harvests start in October. Coffee
prices increased during the review period as the inclining demand
from the major coming nations instigated a rise in the futures prices.
Corn recovered on expectations that the positive results of Central
Illinois Corn Processor Report and Oklahoma Grain Report would
pull up the prices. Cotton production in Australia is set to plummet as
much as 50 percent next season as drought curbs water supply in the
world’s third-biggest exporter, according to growers and shippers.
Hedge funds extended the longest bearish streak for soybeans in
eight years as improving crop conditions bolster prospects for a
record. Sugar prices witnessed a bearish ride as supply increased on
the back of improving weather conditions in the major producing
regions. Wheat prices started increasing with the news of 23.9%
return favoring the Smar Trend Recommendation and the winter
wheat harvest.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
256.90
344.00
11.23
110.92
63.70
32.17
28.98
15.60

Close
258.10
353.50
11.25
117.24
56.44
31.89
27.24
16.06

% Change
0.47%
2.76%
0.18%
5.70%
-11.40%
-0.87%
-6.00%
2.95%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Precious Metals
The last month of the review period witnessed a bearish path
as all four commodities across the precious metals decreased by
the month’s end. In the initial phase, the yellow metal remained
flat as investors cautiously watched the Ukraine crisis and the
strength of U.S Economy. Gold prices dropped after an upbeat
U.S. manufacturing report fueled demand for the U.S. Dollar.
Given the strengthening of the greenback due to the positive
view of the US economy-prompted investors to undertake sell
positions in the alternative assets. The precious metals also lost
ground due to the ECB’s more accommodative policy. At the end
of the review period, prices of gold remained near to the threemonth low as investors assessed the US economy in the form
of its monetary policy and also the ease of tensions between
Ukraine and Russia. The gold prices traded near their lowest
level in eight months after the Fed enhanced their interest rate
hike outlook. While the Fed kept its pledge to leave interest
rates at its record low for some time, it mentioned there would
faster progress in raising interest rates once they embark on
their first hike. Now, the Fed projects the interest rate to reach
1.375 percent by the end of next year, compared with previous
forecasts of 1.125 percent.

Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium

Open
33117.50
501.50
36587.50
23394.00

Close
31317.50
451.00
33662.50
20321.00

% Change
-5.44%
-10.07%
-7.99%
-13.14%

Base Metal
In the initial phase, due to the concerns of the Chinese
economy and the strengthening of the US economy, the prices
of the industrial metals went down. Copper futures, during the
review period, tumbled to an 11-month low, after data showed
that Chinese inflation in August slowed more than expected,
underlining concerns over the health of the world’s second
biggest economy. The growing concern about the weakening
Chinese property market, a vital aspect of the Chinese growth
story, lowered the demand for copper in the global market. The
inventory of copper had risen over the last couple of months.

Copper

Open
557.40

Close
537.20

% Change
-3.62%

Energy
The price for energy commodities saw mixed trend in the
month of September as price for brent oil, crude oil and heating
oil continued to move toward south whereas the price for
natural gas moved towards north. Declining prices for the brent
oil and crude oil was due to the European Central Bank (ECB)
rate cut decision. The decision by the ECB to cut its interest
rate affects the US Dollar which was trading at 14 month high.

As US dollar strengthened the impact was seen in the dollar
denominated commodities like black gold. At the same time,
the sign of economic weakening from the world’s second largest
economy i.e. China also impact the oil market. The industrial
production growth had slowed down in China reaching a level
which was seen before the financial crisis. The fixed asset
investment, retail sales and real estate reports released from
China were also weak which contributed to the bearish nature
of the market. On the other hand, the price of natural gas was
boosted by the weather forecast in the US where temperatures
were expected to remain cooler than normal enhancing the short
term demand. Moreover, warmer weather in the southern part of
the US also helped the price of gas to reach towards north for
the month of September.

Brent Crude
Crude Oil
Heating Oil
Natural Gas

Open
8248.00
7662.00
60.34
324.10

Close
7770.00
7543.00
57.20
332.20

% Change
-5.80%
-1.55%
-5.20%
2.50%

Agro
This bullish trend in the price of the cocoa was due to threat of
Ebola which hampered the production of cocoa in western Africa
which is also the major production region for the commodity. On
the contrary, the prices of coffee observed a bearish trend due to
the increasing productions. Corn futures fell to a five-year low
as farmers started harvesting the largest-ever crop in the U.S.,
the world’s top grower, reducing costs for livestock producers
and grain processors. Cotton prices dropped to the lowest in
almost five years as China moved to limit imports, signaling an
expanding global glut that’s cutting costs for T-shirts and jeans.
Soybean futures headed for the longest string of monthly losses
since 2008 as improving crop conditions bolster the outlook for
a record harvest in the U.S, the world’s biggest grower. The
bullish trend in the price of sugar was due to declining level of
sweetener production in Brazil’s major sugar production region
i.e. Centre South Region. France’s soft-wheat exports, the
European Union’s largest, were forecasted to slump 15 percent
after wet summer weather hurt quality, reducing the amount of
grain suitable for milling into bread flour thereby leading to a
fall in its prices for the month of September.
Cocoa
Coffee
Corn
Cotton
Soybean Oil
Soybean
Sugar
Wheat

Open
256.60
357.50
11.43
116.88
56.36
29.99
27.40
16.50

Close
265.20
337.30
10.24
108.38
57.94
27.10
29.58
14.12

% Change
3.35%
-5.65%
-10.41%
-7.27%
2.80%
-9.64%
7.96%
-14.42%

The figures above are the percentage change in the prices of corresponding commodity over the corresponding month. % change is calculated as ((Close-Open)/Open*100)
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Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited
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An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Exchange

SPACE

A MEX Initiative!

In a fast-evolving financial era where every second matters,
Mercantile Exchange Nepal Limited is proud and privileged to
introduce SPACE i.e. Strategic Participation in Commodities
Education. SPACE is an educational program being offered by
MEX Nepal to bridge the gap between the theoretical knowledge
and practical application of the derivative subject. Through this
initiative, MEX Nepal is endeavoring to armor the participants from
various colleges and universities a firsthand knowledge of the
subject from the leading practitioners of the industry. Since Nepal
is adapting various financial investments alternatives in the recent
years, a campaign for the enhancement of the knowledge is
deemed to be the need of the hour.

Interested participants can register in SPACE by following the link below:
http://www.mexnepal.com/webpages/space-a-mex-initiative.asp
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